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ABSTRACT 
Wind-induced vibration is a major concern for tall buildings. Failure to limit the vibration 
of tall buildings subject to moderate to extreme wind loads could lead to structural damage, 
occupant discomfort or even catastrophic failure. As average height of tall buildings is observed 
to increase in the past two decades, it will be increasingly expensive and more challenging to 
perform physical tests in wind tunnels which is the primary mode for testing their design 
performance in the wind. A novel method is therefore proposed to predict the wind-induced 
buffeting response of tall and slender structures in time domain, including tall buildings of any 
height and shape, subject to a known wind field – synoptic (straight-line) or non-synoptic (e.g. 
tornado). This method uses the cross-sectional-aerodynamic properties and structural dynamic 
properties of the tall structure. It is demonstrated by an example building, CAARC standard tall 
building, with a rectangular cross section (B/D=1.5), used in past benchmark studies. 
Aerodynamic properties, e.g. load coefficients, flutter derivatives, buffeting derivative indicial 
functions, for this building were identified using section model tests in a wind tunnel. The 
identified properties were then used to numerically calculate the across-wind buffeting response 
of the example building at wind tunnel model scale by employing a buffeting load model in a 
simulated boundary-layer wind condition. Several parameters that could affect the building’s 
buffeting response, such as building’s height and mode of vibration, and wind load correlation 
along its height, were considered and their effects on the response were studied. Good agreement 
was observed between the simulated results and those from the CAARC building benchmark 
model study in wind tunnels, which indicates the potential of the proposed method to predict 
buffeting response of a tall structure in real time. To further study the characteristics of vibration 
of tall buildings and distinguish their differences in straight-line wind and tornado wind and to 
xiv 
investigate the ability of the proposed method to simultaneously predict the building response 
along all three degrees of freedom (along-wind, across-wind and torsional) and to provide more 
experimental data for validation of the proposed method, a three-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic 
model of the CAARC building was built and tested in both boundary-layer wind tunnel and a 
tornado simulator. Time histories of acceleration at roof-height and mid-height of the building 
model were measured at different wind speeds. The normalized acceleration response of the 
building model was obtained with respect to reduced velocities at critical angles of attack for the 
boundary-layer wind and at critical locations and orientations with respect to the tornado’s path. 
The aerodynamic damping of the tall building was identified using the identified flutter 
derivatives from the measurements and validated with other standardized tests of rectangular 
sections of similar aspect ratios. The numerically simulated responses were validated with the 
help of the aeroelastic model test results. Moreover, the response of a tall building with two other 
cross-sectional shapes, circular and elliptical, was calculated and compared amongst the three 
cross-sectional shapes to study the effect of cross sections on wind-induced response.  
In the second part of this study, a mechanism to control the tall-building vibration, a 
novel smart morphing façade (SMF) system that uses the concept of an aerodynamically 
modified building façade, was proposed and tested. Compared to a fixed façade system, the SMF 
can be dynamically modified in real time based on rapidly changing wind speed and wind 
direction in a windstorm. Therefore, such system can be further developed into an active control 
system. The SMF consists of a set of circular ducts embedded in a flat plate and arranged in a 
matrix formation that is fixed on the original façade with a gap between the two facades. Each 
circular-shaped duct comprises of two parts, a fixed base with alternate open and closed surfaces 
that are shaped like a fan-blade and a rotating part placed inside the fixed one that is similar in 
xv 
shape like the fixed one and can be rotated by a protruding fin. By rotating the fin, the porosity 
of the duct as well as the fin inclination angle can be changed simultaneously enabling the 
control of flow through the duct. The performance of the SMF system with different 
configurations was studied using the CAARC building model under atmospheric boundary layer 
wind and its effectiveness in reducing the building response was examined by comparing the 
results from the building with a SMF system and the one without it. It was found that the 
effectiveness of the SMF system is dependent on many factors, such as configuration, wind 
speed, angle of attack and direction of vibration. 
1 
 
CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
Technological breakthroughs along with urbanization in the developing countries have 
promoted an increasing trend in the construction of tall buildings around the world. According to 
Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH), an organization responsible for 
recording the data of tall buildings, there are 152 tall buildings with a height greater than 200 m 
completed in 2019, and this number is projected to increase to 175 in 2020 [1], as shown in 
Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1 Number of tall buildings completed by year 
As buildings become taller and slenderer, their natural frequencies will be decreased to a 
range where large-amplitude vibration is very likely to occur. The slenderness of a tall building 
is usually described by the ratio of its height and narrowest plan dimension. It has been found 
that large-amplitude vibration can easily occur for buildings whose slenderness is greater than 5 
or fundamental natural frequency is less than 0.2 Hz [2]. Moreover, the mass adoption of 
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lightweight and low-damping materials has made the tall buildings more flexible, less damped, 
and hence more susceptible to the lateral loads, such as wind loads [3]. Baskaran [4] pointed out 
that any increase in the building height will increase the importance of wind load. As a result, 
wind load as well as the vibration it induces play an important role in the design of tall buildings 
and a better understanding of them can essentially facilitate the design and construction of tall 
buildings. 
Wind-induced vibration of tall buildings can be broadly divided into three categories 
based on its direction: 
• Across-wind vibration: Across-wind vibration can be very significant provided that the 
damping ratio of tall building is very small. There are mainly three mechanisms 
accountable for across-wind vibration [5]: (a) vortex shedding. Tall buildings are bluff 
bodies where the air flow can periodically separate from their corners and surfaces as a 
vortex that generates an oscillating force. Large-amplitude vibration would occur if the 
vortex shedding frequency coincides with the natural frequency of the structure; (b) 
incident turbulence mechanism. It refers to a situation where the incident turbulent-wind  
changes speed and direction and consequently induces a varying lift on a structure. Tall 
buildings whose cross sections have high lift curve slope or pitching moment curve slope 
have the potential to generate a crosswind (lift) force as a function of longitudinal wind 
speed and angle of attack; (c) Higher derivatives of crosswind displacement. Galloping, 
flutter and lock-in are three major displacement-dependent excitations. They are 




• Along-wind vibration: Along-wind vibration of tall buildings can be attributed to the 
buffeting effects of wind. It consists of a mean component due to the mean wind speed 
and the fluctuating component arising from the wind fluctuations. The separation of mean 
and fluctuating response is the basis of Gust Load Factor method, which will be 
discussed later in this section. The dynamic response of tall buildings in along wind 
direction can be evaluated by Gust Load Factor method with a reasonable accuracy. 
• Torsional vibration: Torsional vibration is caused by the twisting torque along the 
building’s vertical axis, which originate from the non-uniform wind load distribution 
causing an eccentricity between the shear center or mass center and the load center. The 
magnitude of the torque is dependent on building’s cross section, and it is usually more 
significant for the buildings with asymmetric cross section. However, torsional vibration 
could occur even for symmetric tall buildings, especially when the wind direction is not 
along their symmetric line. Torsional force can be enlarged  in the presence of 
eccentricities between the effective centers of shear, mass, and aerodynamic force [6]. 
Figure 1.2 depicts the three degrees of freedom of wind-induced vibration of tall 
buildings. 
 
Figure 1.2 Direction of wind-induced vibration of tall buildings 
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Methodologies to investigate wind-induced vibration of tall buildings can be generally 
divided into three categories: field measurement, numerical simulation, and wind tunnel test.  
Field measurement is considered as the most reliable approach to study wind-induced 
response of tall buildings for its ability to directly measure the wind-induced response of actual 
tall buildings. It is usually preferred to be performed in moderate to strong wind events such as  
thunderstorms and hurricanes, which can excite large-amplitude response of tall buildings. A 
typical system used for field measurement of tall buildings is shown in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3 Instruments used for field measurement [7] 
Wind velocities, displacements and accelerations of a tall building are the three major 
components that are collected in a typical field measurement. Anemometers and accelerometers 
are normally used to measure the wind velocities and tall building accelerations, respectively. 
However, the dynamic response of tall buildings is composed of mean and fluctuating 
components. The mean or quasi-static value can hardly be measured by accelerometers. To 
overcome such difficulty, Çelebi [8] proposed the Real-Time Kinematic-Global Positioning 
System (RTK-GPS) to measure the dynamic response of tall buildings. Tamura et al. [9] 
5 
 
validated that such a system is able to measure the response whose amplitude is larger than 2 cm 
and natural frequency is smaller than 2 Hz. In the full-scale measurement, RTK-GPS system is 
capable of obtaining a static displacement of 4 cm. Structural dynamic properties of a tall 
building, such as natural frequencies and damping ratios, can be extracted by analyzing the 
response measurement of the full-scale tall building. Among those features, damping ratio is 
deemed as the most critical one due to its ability to damp out the vibration. Since wind-induced 
vibration is a random process, Jeary [10] proposed to use the random decrement technique 
(RDT) to extract structural damping under random input. Tamura and Suganuma [11] 
reintroduced RDT technique to identify the amplitude-dependent dynamic characteristics. They 
validated the modified RDT technique by using it to estimate dynamic characteristics of three tall 
towers. In order to identify damping ratio and natural frequency using ambient wind-induced 
vibration data, Yang et al. [12] established a technique that integrates the empirical mode 
decomposition (EMD) method, random decrement technique (RDT), and Hilbert–Huang 
transform. EMD was used to extract the response of each mode from the noisy response 
measurement. Afterwards, the free modal response that can be determined by RDT and Hilbert 
transform was applied to extract damping ratio and natural frequencies. Field measurement 
technique was adopted for Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building, to evaluate its dynamic 
response under wind load [13]. In addition, field measurement has been used for the world’s 
second tallest building, Shanghai tower, and many other tall buildings around the world [14]. 
Despite its reliability, there are limitations in the field measurement approach. For instance, it is 
normally effective and implemented under moderate to strong-wind events, which are infrequent. 
Furthermore, the number of tall buildings on which field measurements can be carried out is very 
limited for various reasons. 
6 
 
With the ever-increasing computing power of computers, Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) has been employed to study the wind flow characteristics around buildings. Compared to 
full-scale measurement, CFD has the flexibility to simulate wind conditions that are hard to 
record in the field measurement. In addition, it is able to provide data theoretically at indefinite 
points compared to limited number of data points obtained by field measurements. A typical 
flow field generated by CFD technique is shown in Figure.1.4. 
 
 
Figure 1.4 The flow field around a tall building simulated using CFD [15] 
A major factor that determines the accuracy of numerical simulation is the selection of 
turbulence model. Two widely used turbulence models are Reynolds-averaged Navier-Strokes 
(RANS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) models. RANS model averages the equations over 
time and all turbulent scales to obtain the statistically steady solutions of flow variables. This 
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model has a good reputation for efficiency and fast implementation. Therefore, it was firstly used 
to study wind flow around buildings. Li et al. [16] found that the widely used standard k-ε model 
for RANS methods works well to predict the overall wind loading of buildings except the 
separation regions, where pressure and suction zones were overestimated. In order to improve 
the accuracy of standard k-ε model, several modified models have been developed. Launder and 
Kato [17] proposed LK model, which eliminates the overestimation of turbulent kinetic energy 
caused by standard k-ε model. LK model is simple and effective except it costs high CPU 
computation time. Tsuchiya et al. [18] developed Murakami–Mochida–Kondo (MMK) model to 
overcome the drawbacks of LK model. It yields better results than LK model in the simulation of 
wind flow around buildings. Compared to RANS model, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model 
can directly address the turbulence model, although only large-scale eddies are solved, it has the 
capability of simulating complex wind flows around bluff bodies. Similar to RANS model, there 
are a variety of turbulence models that can be employed in the LES method. The most classic is 
the Smagorinsky model [19], in which a simple eddy-viscosity model is used to express the SGS 
stress, and a damping function is used to solve the wall-bounded flows. This model is quite 
simple and has been widely used and gained much success. In order to overcome drawbacks of 
classic Smagorinsky model, Germano et al. [20] proposed a dynamic model, which was later 
revised by Lilly [21]. In this dynamic model, the parameter 𝐶𝑠 is a variable of space and time and 
depends on the properties of flow field rather than a constant value. To validate the performance 
of these turbulence models, Toja-Silva et al. [22] tested various types of turbulence models to 
simulate wind flow over an isolated building. They compared numerical simulation with 
experimental results of a benchmark study case and then identified the most accurate models for 
each region. Shao et al. [23] evaluated the performance of various turbulence models by 
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calculating the wind flow around a tall building. They also compared the simulated results with 
those from wind tunnel test and determined the best model in terms of reattachment length on 
building roof. While majority of the CFD simulation has been carried out on rigid tall buildings, 
very few research studies have focused on aeroelastic (motion-induced) effects of tall buildings 
from which the wind-induced dynamic response of tall buildings can be obtained. This is mainly 
due to the reason that Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) simulation is very time consuming, a 
complete numerical simulation to model wind-induced vibration of tall buildings for a range of 
reduced velocities can take up to few months even on supercomputers. Braun and Awruch [24] 
made one of the first attempts to investigate the aeroelastic behaviors of tall buildings. LES 
method with dynamic sub-grid scale model was used for turbulence modeling, and an explicit 
two-step Taylor–Galerkin scheme was adopted to solve the governing equations. The coupling 
between flow and structure was considered, and synchronization algorithm for non-matching 
meshes between the fluid and structure fields was used. Generalized-α model was employed to 
solve the dynamic equation of structural motion. Although CFD technique has been very popular 
to simulate the wind flow around tall buildings, there are still some factors that restrict the 
application of the CFD technique in the wind engineering field. A comprehensive review of this 
technique has summarized the difficulties that result from (1) studying large Reynolds numbers, 
(2) impinging on the front surface, (3) sharp edges of bluff bodies, (4) remaining effect of flow 
obstacles at outflow boundary [25]. 
Among the three methods for assessing wind effects on tall-buildings, wind tunnel test is 
the most widely used technique for its ability to reproduce the conditions under which tall 
buildings are excited. Through wind tunnel test, the wind-induced vibration can be estimated by 
measuring the wind load or response on the scaled tall building model. Two popular approaches 
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used in the wind tunnel test are: (a) Gust Load Factor (GLF) method, and (b) High Frequency 
Force Balance (HFFB) method. An early work conducted by Davenport [26] presented an 
empirical equation to evaluate the maximum dynamic and static response of tall buildings. Such 
a method is defined as gust loading factor (GLF) method, in this scheme, the extreme dynamic 
response of tall buildings under buffeting load of wind gusts can be estimated through the mean 
response multiplied by the gust load factor. Due to its simplicity, it has been widely adopted in 
the wind loading codes and standards in many countries. However, there are two major 
shortcomings for GLF method. Firstly, GLF method cannot be applied to the structural dynamic 
response of which the mean value is zero. For instance, the across-wind and torsional response 
cannot be evaluated using the GLF method for tall buildings whose cross section is symmetric. 
To address this issue, Tamura et al. [27] enhanced GLF method by providing recommendations 
to assess across-wind and torsional responses of tall buildings in the AIJ (Architectural Institute 
of Japan) building codes. Piccardo and Solari [28] proposed generalized gust factor approach that 
can be used to derive 3D (across-wind, along-wind and torsional) wind-excited response of 
slender structures in one single coherent formulation. Secondly, gust load factor is able to 
estimate displacement response of structures accurately. However, it fails to provide an accurate 
assessment for other response quantities such as base shear force. Zhou and Kareem [29] 
combined GLF with base bending moment (BBM) to present a new method defined as MGLF 
(Moment Gust Load Factor). The extreme moment on tall buildings can be evaluated by 
multiplying mean BBM with MGLF. MGLF method was further extended to across-wind and 
torsional responses [30]. Aerodynamic database of typical tall buildings, mode shape correction, 
and new formulation of ESWL were employed to make the revised method more reliable. 
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The RMS value of wind response can be obtained by multiplying the generalized force 
spectrum with the mechanical admittance function. This process is designated as “Davenport 
Chain”. Tschanz and Davenport [31] constructed a five-component base balance, which was able 
to measure the base moment and provide information of dynamic load at various degrees of 
freedom. Such base balance must have a high bandwidth over the frequency range, where the 
wind load possesses the energy to induce the vibration on tall buildings. This method is defined 
as the high frequency force balance (HFFB) technique, and it is considered as one of the most 
effective ways to obtain the generalized wind load on structures. The generalized force, which 
can be quantified through the measurement of base moment, can be used to calculate the wind-
induced response of tall buildings. A typical setup for the measurement of base moment using 
HFFB technique is shown in Figure 1.5.  
 
Figure 1.5 Experimental setup for the HFFB technique [32] 
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As can be seen in Figure 1.5, a rigid tall building model is connected to a force balance 
that is attached to the wind tunnel floor beneath it to acquire base moment. A correct estimation 
of the generalized force based on the force balance measurement depends on an ideal structural 
mode shape. However, most model structures exhibit mode shapes that significantly deviate from 
ideal ones, and the assumption of ideal mode shapes without any corrections may lead to 
significant error. Xu and Kwok [33] proposed three mode shape correction factors that can be 
used to adjust along-wind, across-wind, and torsional responses based on the assumption of co-
spectra of wind load along the building height. Chen and Kareem [34,35] presented a framework 
to analyze the 3D coupled dynamic response of tall buildings using the wind loads obtained from 
HFFB technique. Chen et al. [36] revisited this framework by introducing an approach to 
estimate the dynamic responses using HFFB measurements without mode shape correction. 
Furthermore, the influence of uncertainties in mode shape corrections on both coupled and 
uncoupled dynamic responses were discussed. HFFB technique is essentially a frequency-
domain method that cannot be used to predict the exact response of tall buildings continuously in 
time since the response is usually presented in terms of RMS values. In addition, the frequency-
domain method cannot be adopted for response prediction of tall buildings under transient wind 
loads, such as thunderstorms, downbursts and tornadoes.  
Compared to frequency-domain method, its counterpart time-domain method is more 
suitable for the real-time response prediction, feedback control, and fatigue analysis of tall 
buildings or any other flexible structure. Therefore, a time-domain method is expected to predict 
the wind-induced vibration of tall buildings using parameters that can be identified from wind 
tunnel tests on rigid section models. 
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1.2. Motivations and Objectives 
It can be concluded from aforementioned literature that wind tunnel test is the preferred 
approach for assessing wind effects on tall buildings. However, as buildings become taller, it can 
be foreseen that a tall building model could become too large to physically fit in a reasonable-
sized boundary-layer wind tunnel, hindering the application of experimental methods that require 
testing of a full-aeroelastic model. Wind tunnel testing of aeroelastic models of tall buildings is 
expensive which is going to only increase as buildings become taller. In addition, aeroelastic 
models have limitations in capturing higher modes of vibration beyond the first dynamic mode. 
Therefore, to overcome these limitations it is necessary to develop an alternative method for 
loads and response prediction of tall structures. Also, a time domain method is preferred because 
it overcomes the limitations of the frequency-domain method. The proposed method should be 
able to estimate  the response of tall buildings of  any  cross section, e.g. rectangular, elliptical, 
circular, any height, varying shape along its height, e.g. tapered, twisted, offset, any height, and 
under different types of wind, such as boundary-layer, downburst and tornado. The proposed 
method should be able to predict the response in all three directions (across-wind, along-wind 
and torsional) using parameters that can be identified from wind tunnel tests.  
The method that is developed in this study is  based on the sectional aerodynamic 
properties of the building cross section as assessed by section model tests in wind tunnels, 
combined with numerical simulation technique based on synthetic wind and structural dynamics 
of the building, much like those used for long-span bridges. This will be an alternative method to 
the one requiring aeroelastic model test and thereby overcomes its limitations. The approach 
simulates time histories of synthetic wind based on known upstream conditions, generates load 
time histories for the specific building for various heights based on the sectional aerodynamic 
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properties, and solves the governing dynamic equations of motion to determine the building 
response in time domain.  
In addition, it is desirable to study the characteristics of wind-induced vibration of tall 
buildings in different wind conditions, straight-line and tornadic, to assess the differences 
between the two, demonstrate the viability of three-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model tests to 
produce response data that can be used to validate the proposed method and demonstrate the use 
of high-fidelity aeroelastic models in wind tunnels and other types of wind simulators. When 
studying wind response of any structure,  it is always tempting to discover methods to control it. 
Thus, in the second part of this study, a vibration control technique based on aerodynamic means 
is developed to mitigate the wind-induced vibration of tall buildings.  
In general, following objectives will be accomplished in this research to fulfill the goals 
mentioned above. 
Objective 1: Develop an analytical method for predicting the dynamic response of tall 
buildings. The aerodynamic properties of tall buildings, such as static force coefficients, flutter 
derivatives, and buffeting indicial functions, will be obtained from wind tunnel test using a section 
model. A method, which is able to capture all the response characteristics (steady and transient) of 
tall buildings under aerodynamic and aeroelastic forces, will be used to calculate the buffeting 
response of a tall building model and the calculated response will be compared with those from a 
benchmark study for the purpose of validation. Several parameters that have the potential to impact 
the wind-induced response of tall buildings, including building height and span-wise coherence  of 
wind loads along the building height, will be analyzed to study their influence on the response. 
Objective 2: Construct a three-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model of the CAARC 
standard tall building with a rectangular cross section and use it to carry out wind tunnel tests. The 
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model will be tested in both regular boundary layer wind and tornado wind for the sake of 
comparison. The dynamic response of the model in across-wind, along-wind and torsional 
directions will be measured at multiple wind speeds for the boundary layer wind and at different 
relative locations of the building with respect to the tornado path for the tornado wind. In addition, 
the response will be measured at different translational speeds for the tornado wind in order to 
study their influence. The aerodynamic properties, such as aerodynamic damping, will be 
identified from the measured response. The purpose of the aeroelastic test is to obtain the 
characteristics of wind-induced response of tall buildings in both ABL wind and tornado wind, 
besides comparing them and using the measured response to validate the proposed method. 
Objective 3: Predict the wind-induced response of the aeroelastic model using the 
proposed method. The aerodynamic properties will be extracted for all three directions (across-
wind, along-wind and torsional) using the section model. The wind-induced response of the 
aeroelastic model in the ABL wind will be calculated using the proposed method and compared 
with those from the aeroelastic model test. Moreover, the aerodynamic damping will also be 
calculated and compared with those obtained for similar cross sections as mentioned in the 
literature for the purpose of validation. In addition to the rectangular cross section model, the 
response will also be calculated for the models with elliptical and circular cross sections in order 
to investigate the influence of cross section on the response. 
Objective 4: Mitigate wind-induced response of tall buildings using aerodynamic 
modification. A smart morphing facade (SMF) system, which is able to modify the aerodynamic 
properties of tall buildings, will be designed and tested for the aeroelastic model. The SMF system 
will be tested for  different configurations in order to validate its effectiveness in the mitigation of 
wind-induced vibration for  various incident wind directions. 
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1.3. Organization of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is organized in the formation of “Thesis Containing Journal Papers”. A 
general background chapter is firstly given at the beginning the dissertation. The following are 
four chapters (Chapters 2-5) which correspond to four manuscripts that accomplish the four 
objectives outlined in the previous section, respectively. Two out of the four manuscripts have 
been published, one has been submitted and is currently under review, while the other one will 
be submitted in the near future.  
The first paper, published in Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics, 
forms the second chapter of this dissertation and is titled, “A Time-domain Method for 
Predicting Wind-induced Buffeting Response of Tall Buildings”. This paper developed a time-
domain method to predict the wind-induced response of CAARC tall building model in across-
wind direction using the aerodynamic properties from section model tests. The simulated results 
were compared with those from experimental tests of a benchmark study. A good agreement 
shows the potential of the developed method in the prediction of wind-induced response of tall 
buildings. In addition, some parameters that could affect the response of tall buildings, such as 
wind load correlation, building height, mode shapes, were investigated. 
The second paper, published in Engineering Structures, forms the third chapter of this 
dissertation and is titled, “Aeroelastic Model Tests of a Tall Building to Study Vibration 
Response in ABL and Tornado Winds”. This paper carries out aeroelastic model tests to study 
the characteristics of wind-induced vibration of tall buildings under boundary-layer wind and 
tornado wind. Measurements were conducted under three critical angles of attack , 0°, 34° and 
90°, at different wind speeds for boundary-layer wind, and different locations with respect to 
tornado center for the tornado wind. Aerodynamic damping of the model under boundary-layer 
wind were identified, besides, a comparison was made to reveal the difference between 
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traditional boundary-layer wind-induced response and tornado-induced response. The 
measurement from this paper can be used to validate the proposed time-domain method in all 
three directions (across-wind, along-wind and torsional). 
The third paper, submitted to Engineering Structures, forms the fourth chapter of this 
dissertation and is titled, “Time-domain Model for Prediction of Generalized 3DOF Buffeting-
response of Tall Buildings using 2D Aerodynamic Sectional Properties”. This paper extends the 
time-domain method developed in the first paper for prediction of across-wind response to all 
three degrees of freedom (across-wind, along-wind and torsional). The simulated results were 
compared with experimental measurements from the three-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model 
tests that are  mentioned  in the second paper. Furthermore, the response of a tall building with 
same dynamic properties, height and across-wind dimension as that of the rectangular building 
considered here and with same upstream wind conditions but with different cross-sectional 
shapes, circular and elliptical, was calculated and compared amongst the three cross-sectional 
shapes to study the effect of cross sections on buffeting response. Finally, the effect of taper on 
tall building’s response was studied by calculating and comparing the responses of tall buildings 
with different taper ratios.  
The fourth paper, to be submitted to a journal for publication in the near future, forms the 
fifth chapter of this dissertation and is titled, “A novel control mechanism - smart morphing 
façade system - to mitigate wind-induced vibration of tall buildings”. This paper describes a 
smart morphing façade (SMF) system to mitigate the wind-induced vibration of tall buildings. 
Compared to a fixed façade system, the SMF can be dynamically modified in real time based on 
rapidly changing wind speed and wind direction in a windstorm. Therefore, such system can be 
further developed into an active control system. The SMF consists of a set of circular ducts 
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embedded in a flat plate and arranged in a matrix formation that is fixed on the original façade 
with a gap between the two facades. Each circular-shaped duct comprises of two parts, a fixed 
base with alternate open and closed surfaces that are shaped like a fan-blade and a rotating part 
placed inside the fixed one that is similar in shape like the fixed one and can be rotated by a 
protruding fin. By rotating the fin, the porosity of the duct as well as the fin inclination angle can 
be changed simultaneously enabling the control of flow through the duct. The performance of the 
SMF system with different configurations was studied using the CAARC building model under 
atmospheric boundary layer wind and its effectiveness in reducing the building response was 
examined by comparing the results from the building with a SMF system and the one without it. 
A very promising result has been observed showing the potential of the proposed SMF system to 
be applied to real tall buildings as an active control system. 
Finally, a summary and conclusions chapter is written at the end of the dissertation. 
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Abstract 
Past two decades have seen an increasing number of tall buildings (200m+) built across 
the world. Failure to limit the response of tall buildings to wind-induced excitation could lead to 
structural damage, occupant discomfort or even catastrophic failure. Therefore, it is of vital 
importance to accurately estimate the wind-induced loads and response of tall buildings. As 
height of tall buildings increases, it will be increasingly expensive and more challenging to 
perform physical tests in boundary-layer wind tunnels. In this paper, a time-domain method to 
estimate the wind-induced buffeting loads and response of a tall building is suggested. The 
proposed method is demonstrated by numerically solving the governing equations of motion for 
buffeting to predict the across-wind response of a tall building in straight-line ABL wind using 
its sectional-aerodynamic and structural dynamic properties. The load parameters of the example 
building with a rectangular cross section (B/D=1.5, H/D=6) were identified using section model 
and full model tests in a wind tunnel. The estimated response of the building compared well with 
that from a benchmark wind tunnel study of the CAARC standard tall building showing good 
potential of the method to predict wind-induced response of a tall building in real time. 
Keywords: Tall Buildings; Wind-induced Response; Wind Tunnel Tests; Time Domain Method. 
2.1. Introduction 
The past few years have seen an increasing number of tall buildings, made possible 
through advancement of construction technology and adoption of lightweight and high-strength 
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materials, all of which enable such buildings achieve heights that had never been reached before.  
As buildings become taller they become more vulnerable to wind excitations because of 
increased flexibility. Large-amplitude vibrations induced by wind loads could lead to occupant 
discomfort, structural damage, and even catastrophic failure.  As a result, a number of methods 
have been proposed during the past few decades to predict the response of tall buildings under 
different types of wind loads and they can be broadly classified into frequency-domain methods 
and time-domain methods. 
Wind-induced response analysis of tall buildings is usually performed in the frequency-
domain using random vibration theory, in which the response is estimated by the multiplication 
of load spectra obtained from measurement of fluctuating pressure and the frequency response 
function (FRF) of the building. Methods to estimate the RMS or peak value of the displacement 
and acceleration of a tall building, both in across-wind and coupled along-wind and torsional 
directions, have been developed (Kareem 1982; Kareem 1985; Kareem 1992). The High 
Frequency Force Balance (HFFB) technique serves as another efficient way to estimate wind-
induced response of a tall building in the preliminary design stage, mainly because of its 
convenience in approximating the generalized force. Zhou et al. (2003) created an interactive 
database consisting of high-frequency base balance measurements on tall building models with 
different cross-sections, in addition, numerous methods have been suggested to make the HFFB 
method more applicable, such methods can be found in (Kim et al. 2011, Bernardini et al. 2013, 
Zou et al. 2017). A critical review made by Chen et al. (2014) described the analysis framework 
of the HFFB method as well as the procedure for mode shape correction. The Gust Loading 
Factor (GLF) method, used to estimate equivalent static wind load (ESWL), has been adopted as 
the standard method in many countries to evaluate the extreme response in the along-wind 
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direction of tall buildings since its introduction by Davenport (1967). A comprehensive study 
was performed by Zhou et al. (2002) with the purpose of assessing differences that exists 
between various codes and standards. Since the GLF method fails to provide a meaningful 
assessment of wind loads in the across-wind and torsional direction, whose mean values are 
typically zero, a number of advanced ESWL modeling examples have been put forth and 
extensively discussed in the literatures (Kasperski 1992; Holmes 2002; Repetto and Solari 2004; 
Huang and Chen 2007).  In addition to the methodologies mentioned above, the frequency-
domain method has been widely adopted to study the response induced by buffeting loads 
because buffeting loads can be expressed in terms of wind turbulence spectra and aerodynamic 
admittance function, which could result in significant computational efficiency (Liepmann 
2012). Despite its popularity, the frequency-domain method cannot predict the response for tall 
buildings continuously in real time because wind loads or wind-induced responses are generally 
expressed in terms of mean or RMS values. Although Chen (2008) used a frequency-domain 
method to study along-wind tall building response subject to nonstationary transient winds, the 
nonlinear and evolutionary characteristics of loads and their interaction with buildings under 
transient wind conditions make the frequency-domain method impractical to use.  
The time-domain method is more suitable than the frequency-domain method for 
transient response calculation, feedback control design, and fatigue analysis of tall buildings. 
Time histories of wind loads can be simultaneously simulated at different levels of a tall 
building, enabling direct assessment of wind-induced response of tall buildings in the time 
domain (Lam and Li 2009; Bernardini et al. 2012, 2013). While this approach is widely used for 
its versatility, independent of geometry or shape of the building, it only works well for 
fundamental vibration modes. Fatigue analysis can also be carried out in time domain, for 
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example, Kim et al. (2014) calculated the normal stresses on tall buildings by directly inputting 
the force obtained from pressure measurement on each floor. Chen (2014) presented an analysis 
framework for investigating the fatigue in the across-wind direction while considering nonlinear 
aerodynamic damping. In addition, Feng and Chen (2017, 2018) presented an analytical 
approach that allows for a closed-form solution of wind-induced response of tall buildings with 
nonlinear restoring force and aerodynamic damping.  
With ever-increasing computing power and ever-reducing computer costs, Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has increasingly grown as a popular tool for solving fluid-structure 
interaction problems. When using CFD method, one of the most challenging issues is the 
selection of a turbulence model. Several comprehensive studies have been conducted to explore 
the performances of several commonly used turbulence models, including Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES), Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes Equations (RANS), and Detached Eddy 
Simulation (DES), in simulating wind loads on and wind flows around a building 
(Swaddiwudhipong and Khan 2002; Huang et al. 2007; Liu and Niu 2016). Braun and Awruch 
(2009) presented one of the first attempts to investigate aeroelastic characteristics of tall 
buildings using complex CFD methods, followed by additional research studies pertinent to the 
calculation of wind-induced response of tall buildings through CFD, as can be found in Huang et 
al. (2013), Li et al. (2014), and Zhang et al. (2015). However, CFD technique applied to bluff 
body aerodynamics can be computationally expensive because of the sharp edges of the building 
where the turbulent flow needs to be treated very carefully and the coupled fluid structure 
interaction is more difficult to deal with.  
As buildings become taller, it can be foreseen that a tall building model could become too 
large to physically fit in a reasonable-sized boundary-layer wind tunnel, hindering the 
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application of experimental methods that require testing of a full-aeroelastic model. Wind tunnel 
testing of aeroelastic models of tall buildings is expensive which is going to only increase as 
buildings become taller. In addition, aeroelastic models have limitations in capturing higher 
modes of vibration beyond the first dynamic mode. Therefore, to overcome these limitations it is 
necessary to develop an alternative method for loads and response prediction. In this paper, a 
time domain method is proposed that is able to predict wind loads and wind-induced response of 
a tall building continuously in time, and hence overcomes the limitations of the frequency-
domain method. The proposed method, as applied to tall buildings, is based on the sectional 
aerodynamic properties of the building cross section as assessed by section model tests in wind 
tunnels, combined with numerical simulation technique based on synthetic wind and structural 
dynamics of the building, much like those used for long-span bridges. This is an alternative 
method to the one requiring aeroelastic model test and thereby overcomes its limitations. This 
approach poses some challenges for tall buildings because of the three-dimensional nature of the 
flow around buildings and variation of wind speed and turbulence with height. The approach 
simulates time histories of synthetic wind based on known upstream conditions, generates load 
time histories for the specific building for various heights based on the sectional aerodynamic 
properties, and solves the governing dynamic equations of motion to determine the building 
response in time domain.  
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2.2 presents the formulation of wind-induced 
loads and response. The experimental setup is described in Section 2.3, and numerical simulation 
of the response for the selected prototype tall building under straight-line wind conditions and its 
validation are presented in Section 2.4. The results of a parametric study to assess the roles of 
important parameters contributing to the building response such as load correlation, building 
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height, and mode shapes are also presented in this section. Finally, conclusions and related 
remarks are given in Section 2.5. 
2.2. Formulation of Wind Loads and response 
2.2.1. Equation of Motion 
The equation of motion per unit building height (H) for buffeting response of a tall 
building in the across-wind direction can be written as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,h h h b sem h z t c h z t k h z t L z t L z t+ + = +  (2.1) 
where 𝑚ℎ, 𝑐ℎ, 𝑘ℎ are mass, mechanical damping and mechanical stiffness coefficients per unit 
height of the building in the across-wind direction (h); ℎ̈(𝑧, 𝑡), ℎ̇(𝑧, 𝑡) and ℎ(𝑧, 𝑡)denote 
acceleration, velocity and displacement of the building in the across-wind direction at elevation 
z, respectively; and 𝐿𝑠𝑒(𝑧, 𝑡) is the self-excited (motion-induced) load per unit building height at 
elevation z in the across-wind direction, as given by Eqn. (2.2):  
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where ρ is the air density, 𝑈(𝑧) is the mean wind velocity at elevation z, 𝐷𝑐 is a characteristic 
building cross-sectional dimension defined by 𝐷𝑐 = √𝐵𝐷, B = along-wind and D = across-wind 
cross-sectional dimension for zero AOA (α=0°) as defined in Fig. 2.1, 𝐻1
∗ and 𝐻4
∗ are flutter 
derivatives corresponding to aerodynamic damping and aerodynamic stiffness, respectively, and  
𝐾 = 𝜔𝐷𝐶 𝑈(𝑧)⁄  is the reduced frequency; and 𝐿𝑏(𝑧, 𝑡) represents buffeting (turbulence-induced) 
load per unit building height at elevation z in the across-wind direction that can be expressed as 
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where 𝐶𝐿 and 𝐶𝐷 are mean lift and drag coefficients, respectively; 𝑠 = 𝑈𝑡 𝐷𝑐⁄  is non-dimensional 
time; 𝑢(𝑡) and 𝑣(𝑡) are wind speed fluctuations in along-wind and across-wind direction, 
respectively; 𝜙𝑢,𝑣
′ (𝑠) are the derivatives of buffeting indicial functions or buffeting indicial 
derivative functions associated with u and v turbulence components, assumed to be same here, 
that take the following form: 
 ( ) 2 41 3
A s A s
s Ae A e − − = +  (2.4) 
where A1~A4 are constants that can be identified by analyzing the fluctuating lift in the 
frequency domain as follows: 
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 (2.5) 
where 𝑆𝐿𝑏𝐿𝑏(𝑧, 𝐾) is the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the buffeting load 𝐿𝑏(𝑧, 𝑡) while 
𝑆𝑢𝑢(𝑧, 𝐾) and 𝑆𝑣𝑣(𝑧, 𝐾) are the PSD of the wind speed fluctuations 𝑢(𝑧, 𝑡) and 𝑣(𝑧, 𝑡) at 
elevation z, and 𝜒2(𝐾) is the aerodynamic admittance function that can be related the buffeting 
indicial derivative function whose form is given in Eqn. (2.4) as follows 
 ( )
2 2
2 3 3 41 1 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 4 2 4
A K A AA K A A
K
A K A K A K A K

   
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+ + + +   
 (2.6) 
The building displacement, ℎ(𝑧, 𝑡), in a specific mode of vibration, i , can be written as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ), i ih z t z h t=  (2.7) 
where 𝜑𝑖(𝑧) is the i
th normalized mode shape of the building and ℎ𝑖(𝑡) is the i
th generalized 
displacement at the tip or roof of the building (z = H).  
Only the 1st mode of vibration (i=1) is considered here for simplicity and comparison 
with a benchmark wind tunnel study, although participation of higher modes of vibration in 
estimating the total building displacement can be easily incorporated. 
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Substituting Eqn. (2.7) into Eqn. (2.1), the modal equation of motion can be written as 
 ( )2,1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,12h T T T bm h h h L  + + =  (2.8) 








the generalized buffeting load in the across-wind direction for the 1st mode.  𝜁𝑇1 and 𝜔𝑇1 are the 
resultant critical damping ratio and resultant circular frequency of the building in the first mode 
of vibration that are summations of respective mechanical and self-excited aerodynamic 
components, whose expressions can be written as 
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where 𝜔1 = √
𝑘ℎ,1
𝑚ℎ,1
 and 𝜁1 =
𝑐ℎ,1
2√𝑚ℎ,1𝑘ℎ,1
 are natural frequency and mechanical damping ratio, 
respectively; 𝑘ℎ,1 and 𝑐ℎ,1 are generalized stiffness and generalized damping, respectively, of the 
building in the 1st vibration mode. 
2.2.2. Straight-line Wind Simulation 
Wind simulation requires knowledge of wind properties such as mean wind speed and 
turbulence profiles and turbulence spectra for the given terrain. For the straight-line or 














where z is the height above ground,  zref is the reference height and Uref is the mean wind speed at 
reference height, U(z) is the mean wind speed at elevation z, and α is Power-law exponent that 
depends on the terrain over which the ABL wind develops. 
The auto-spectra of longitudinal velocity fluctuations (u) and lateral velocity fluctuations 



























where 𝑆𝑢𝑢(𝑧, 𝑛) and 𝑆𝑣𝑣(𝑧, 𝑛) are power spectral densities (PSD) of upstream wind fluctuations 
in along-wind and across-wind directions, u is the shear velocity of the flow, z is the height 
above ground, n is frequency in Hertz, and 𝑓 =
𝑛𝑧
𝑈(𝑧)
 is a non-dimensional quantity. 
The cross-spectrum of upstream wind fluctuations (u or v) at two locations i and j is 
calculated by 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) f̂ij ii jjS n S n S n e
−=  (2.14) 
where i and j denote the ith and jth location along the building height, 𝑓 =
2𝑛𝐶|𝑧𝑖−𝑧𝑗|
𝑈(𝑧𝑖)+𝑈(𝑧𝑗)
 is a decay 
factor, where zi and zj represent the specific heights at i and j, and C is a constant for the decay 
factor that usually varies between 8-10, and n is frequency in Hertz. 
The fluctuating component of wind velocity u or v at the ith location of building height is 
generated as follows (Shinozuka 1971) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
* *
1 1
 or 2 cos 1,2, ,
m n
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l k
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where m* is the number of discrete locations along the building height, n* is the number of 
discrete frequencies over the range of the wind spectrum, Δ𝜔𝑘 is the frequency increment,  
𝐻𝑖𝑙(𝜔𝑘) is the (i, l) element of matrix H, the Cholesky decomposition of PSD matrix 𝑆𝑢𝑢 and 
𝑆𝑣𝑣, satisfying 𝑆 = 𝐻?̅?
𝑇, and ?̅?𝑇= transpose of the complex conjugate of matrix H,  𝜙𝑙𝑘 is a 
random phase angle satisfying the uniform distribution between 0 and 2π, 𝜃𝑖𝑙(𝜔𝑘) is the complex 
















−=  (2.16) 
2.2.3. Tall Building Properties 
CAARC or Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research Council Coordinators is a 
group of experts in aerodynamics that coordinated a benchmark study between 1969-1975 to 
compare different wind tunnel measurements of buffeting response of a “standard tall building 
model” subjected to simulated wind with well-defined upstream conditions (Melbourne 1980). 
The CAARC Standard Tall Building is used here as an example building so that the results from 
the simulations generated by the proposed method can be validated. The CAARC Standard Tall 
Building has a rectangular cross section and a flat roof without parapets. The exterior walls of 
this building are flat without mullions or other geometric disturbances. The full-scale dimensions 
of the building are  , giving its plan aspect ratio B/D=1.5, and elevation aspect ratio H/D=6. The 
wind angle of attack or AOA (α), taken positive in CCW direction, was chosen as zero in this 





















Figure 2.1 CAARC Standard Tall Building. 
Dynamic properties of the CAARC Standard Tall Building such as mass density, critical 
damping ratio, and natural frequency of the fundamental vibration mode are listed in Table 2.1. 
2.3. Experimental Setup 
All wind tunnel tests in this paper were carried out in the Aerodynamic and Atmospheric 
Boundary Layer (AABL) Wind and Gust tunnel located in the Wind Simulation and Testing 
Laboratory (WiST Lab) of the Department of Aerospace Engineering at Iowa State University. 
This wind tunnel has two test sections, an aerodynamic test section of 2.44 m (8.0 ft.) width × 
1.83 m (6.0 ft.) height with a maximum wind speed capability of 53 m/s (173.9 ft/s), and a ABL 
test section of 2.44 m (8.0 ft.) width × 2.21 m (7.25 ft.) height with a maximum wind speed 
(average) capability of 40 m/s (131 ft/s). 
Table 2.1 Dynamic Properties of the CAARC Standard Tall Building 
Mass Density 
Mass per unit 
Length 
Damping Ratio for 1st 
Vibration Mode 
Natural Frequency for 
1st Vibration Mode 




2.3.1. Static Mean Load Test 
A section model (1:400 scale) of the tall building with a rectangular cross section was 
tested in the aerodynamic test section of the wind tunnel in uniform and smooth flow to obtain 
the static mean load coefficients. The section model dimensions were: length L = 1.14 m (45 in.), 
width B = 0.114 m (4.5 in.) and depth D = 0.076 m (3 in.) depth with a width-to-depth ratio 
(B/D) of 1.5. Two 64-channel pressure transducers (Scanivalve ZOC33/64 Px) were used to 
measure the surface pressures on the model at 128 pressure taps with 36 taps distributed around 
its cross-section at each of the 3 locations along the model length and 5 additional taps in 
between these three locations along the centerline of the four faces of the cross-section. Surface 
pressures were integrated to obtain the mean aerodynamic loads on the model. The model was 
tested at various angles of attack or AOA (α) measured from zero AOA (Fig. 2.1) to get the 
aerodynamic static load coefficients (lift and drag coefficients) as a function of AOA. The test 
setup is shown in Fig. 2.2. 
2.3.2. Buffeting Load Test 
This test was conducted to assess the aerodynamic admittance function (Eqn. (2.5)) and 
the buffeting indicial derivative function (Eqn. (2.4)) corresponding to the rectangular tall 
building cross-section. A gust generator was placed upstream of the section model (Fig. 2.3) to 
generate a sinusoidal gust that is uniform over the model’s length. The wind upstream of the gust 
generator was uniform and smooth. The gust generator was supported by two horizontal frames 
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Figure 2.2 Setup for static mean load test. 
A Cobra Probe (TFI or Turbulent Flow Instrumentation) was located between the gust 
generator and the model that was fixed vertically to another frame to measure the wind 
fluctuations at a sampling rate of 312.5 Hz. The model was fixed to two six-component load-
moment sensors (JR3) with measurement precision of ±0.25% of its full range (40 N) at its two 
ends to measure the fluctuating aerodynamic force. A LabVIEW program was developed to 
record the loads (lift and drag) in the time domain, and the data was measured at a sampling 
frequency of 100 Hz.  
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Figure 2.3 Setup for buffeting load test 
2.3.3. Self-excited Load Test 
A 1-DOF (degree-of-freedom) free-vibration system was used to identify the flutter 
derivatives (Eqn. (2.2)) using a section model in a uniform and smooth flow. The free-vibration 
system consists of two polished rods, eight springs, two air bushings and two load cells. The air 
bushing that is able to glide along the polished rod was supported by four springs on each side of 
the wind tunnel, as shown in Fig.2.4. A load cell was connected to the spring to allow 
measurement of the section model displacement. Each end of the model was attached to the air 









in the free vibration test was identical to the one used in the static mean load test, as described in 
Fig. 2.2. The natural frequency and mechanical damping ratio for the model were 3.9 Hz and 
0.25%. Two configurations of the section model (with two end plates for modeling 2D-flow in 
the lower and middle sections of the building, with Sc = 1.78, and one end plate for modeling 3D-
flow near the top section of the building, with Sc =1.65, where Sc = Scruton number = 
𝑚𝜁
𝜌𝐷2
, m = 
mass per unit length of model, 𝜁 = mechanical damping ratio of model, ρ = air density) were 
used for the free vibration tests.  
   
Figure 2.4 Setup for 1-DOF free vibration test (section model with two endplates). 
Given that the difference in results for the free vibration tests between the two 
configurations was minimal, only one configuration of the section model (with two end plates) 
was used for the static mean load and buffeting load tests as described earlier. For specific cases, 
where this difference in properties between the two configurations is significant, both 






2.3.4. Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Test 
A rigid CAARC Standard Tall Building model was tested in the boundary layer test 
section of the AABL Wind and Gust Tunnel. Spires and wooden blocks, placed on the floor, of 
the wind tunnel were employed to simulate a boundary-layer wind profile corresponding to a 
suburban terrain. A Cobra Probe (TFI) was used to measure the mean wind speed and turbulence 
of the boundary-layer wind. The wooden CAARC model (1:200 scale) had dimensions of B = 
0.229 m (9 in.)  D = 0.152 m (6 in.)  H = 0.91 m (36 in.), yielding B/D = 1.5 and H/D = 6.  
Surface pressures at 127 ports were measured at five different heights of the model (Fig. 2.5), 
from which the correlation constant (C) for the decay factor of the wind speed fluctuations, as in 
Eqn. (2.14), can be calculated. The test setup and model dimensions are shown in Fig. 2.5. 
2.4. Results 
2.4.1. Static Mean Load Test: Mean Force Coefficients 
The angle of attack (α) of the model in the vertical plane was changed from 0° to 90° at 
intervals of 5°. The pressures at each tap were simultaneously recorded for 60s at a sampling 
frequency of 312.5 Hz. Surface pressures on the model, recorded at a mean wind speed of 12m/s, 
were integrated to calculate the mean aerodynamic forces per unit length, mean lift and mean 
drag, that were normalized by 0.5𝜌𝑈2√𝐵𝐷 to obtain the mean lift (CL) and mean drag (CD) 
coefficients (as shown in Fig. 2.6). The mean force coefficients used for the simulation, as 
presented in this paper corresponding to AOA=0°, are CL = 0, CD = 1.25 and the derivative of lift 
coefficient with angle of attack at zero AOA is 𝑑𝐶𝐿 𝑑𝛼⁄ = 2.865. 
2.4.2. Buffeting Load Test: Admittance and indicial functions 
The gust generator (Fig. 2.3) was oscillated at a fixed frequency to generate a sinusoidal 
gust at a fixed wind speed and frequency and the fluctuating wind speeds and loads were 
measured. The power spectral density (PSD) of wind fluctuations and aerodynamic forces were 
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acquired at a specific reduced frequency (K). The test was repeated at different gust frequencies 
keeping the  wind speed constant to obtain the results for a range of K. Eqn. (2.5) was used for 
calculating the admittance function (𝜒2(𝐾)) and a curve-fitting technique was used to solve Eqn. 
(2.6) to obtain the constants A1~A4 of Eqn. (2.4). This technique to identify the buffeting indicial 
derivative function has been successfully used by Sarkar and his co-workers in the past. The 
identified admittance function (𝜒2) is shown in Fig.2.7 and the corresponding buffeting indicial 




















        





Figure 2.6 Mean Lift (CL) and drag (CD) coefficients of a rectangular section (B/D=1.5). 
 
Figure 2.7 Admittance function for lift (α=0°) of a rectangular section (B/D=1.5). 
2.4.3. Self-excited Load Test: flutter derivatives 
The section model of the rectangular section with B/D=1.5 was tested in free vibration at 
different wind speeds to extract the flutter derivatives at different reduced velocities. An initial 
displacement with zero velocity was imposed on the section model before releasing it at a fixed 
wind speed, and the time history of the decaying elastic force during the free vibration was 
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measured by a load cell at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz and later converted to the model 
displacement by dividing it with the spring stiffness. A Butterworth low-pass filter was used to 
remove noise from the measured data. An Iterative Least Squares (ILS) System ID approach 
(Chowdhury and Sarkar 2004) was used to identify the flutter derivatives, 𝐻1
∗ and 𝐻4
∗, of the 
system. The results were compared with those obtained from tests conducted by (Sarkar et al. 
2009) at ISU and (Washizu et al. 1978) on a rectangular section of B/D = 2 as given in Fig.2.8. 
This comparison shows that the flutter derivatives are sensitive to the initial amplitude, aspect 
ratio and boundary conditions of the model that is generally true for bluff sections. 
 
Figure 2.8 Flutter derivatives (𝐻1
∗, 𝐻4
∗) of a rectangular section (B/D=1.5). 
2.4.4. Aerodynamic Damping 
Aerodynamic damping of the 1st vibration mode for the CAARC Standard Tall Building 
described in Section 2.1 was calculated using Eqn. (2.9) and Eqn. (2.10) at various reduced 
velocities, where the reference wind velocity was taken at the roof height (z = H), defined as UH, 
and the flutter derivatives, 𝐻1
∗ and 𝐻4
∗ , were obtained from free vibration test, as shown in Fig. 
2.8. It should be noted that the aerodynamic stiffness has a negligible effect on the natural 
frequency, and therefore the ratio between the total natural frequency 𝜔𝑇1and the mechanical 
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natural frequency 𝜔1 was taken as 1. The 1
st vibration mode of the CAARC Standard Tall 
Building was assumed to be the same as that of a cantilever beam, 
( ) ( ) ( )1 11 1 1 1
1 1
cos cosh
cos cosh sin sinh
sin sinh
H H
z z z z z
H H
 
    
 
+
= − − −
+
, 1 1.8751H = . To simulate the 
3D effect of wind flowing past the tall building in its upper part near the roof, the CAARC 
Standard Tall Building was divided into two zones. Zone I, the top H/3 of the building, where the 
flutter derivatives from the free vibration test with one endplate were used, and Zone II, the 
bottom 2H/3 of the building, where the flutter derivatives from the free vibration test with two 
endplates were used. A curve-fitting method was used to find the relationship between flutter 
derivatives and reduced velocity, because reduced velocity is a function of wind speed and thus 
varies with the height (z) at which the self-excited load is calculated. The fitted curves used 
are𝐻1
∗ = −0.25𝑒0.54𝑈(𝑧) 𝑛1𝐷𝑐⁄  for the model with two endplates and 𝐻1
∗ = −2.131 ×
10−5𝑒1.773𝑈(𝑧) 𝑛1𝐷𝑐⁄     for the model with one endplate. The aerodynamic modal damping for the 
first mode was calculated as shown in Fig. 2.9. It shows that the building has a positive 
aerodynamic damping up to the reduced velocity of ~6 after which the aerodynamic damping 
reverses to a negative value. Thus, tall buildings with a rectangular cross section (B/D=1.5) and 
very low natural frequencies would be vulnerable to very large amplitude motion in extreme 
wind events. This procedure can help to identify critical wind condition for a building. However, 
it needs to be emphasized that this procedure is applicable to linear aerodynamic load-response 
regime only that precludes it from predicting response in wind flow regimes attributed to 
divergent response when the damping of the tall building becomes negative because of 
aeroelastic effect, like here in this example building beyond a critical reduced velocity of 6, or 





Figure 2.9 Aerodynamic modal damping (1st mode). 
2.4.5. Load Correlation: Decay Factor Constant (C) 
The constant (C) in the exponential decay factor of the cross-PSD of the across-wind load 
was determined from a boundary layer wind tunnel test described earlier. Surface pressures on 
the model was measured using Scanivalve ZOC33/64 Px with a sampling frequency of 625 Hz 
and a time period of 120s at the heights shown in Fig. 2.5. The wind speed at the top of the 
CAARC building model (UH) was 9.3 m/s and the longitudinal turbulence intensity (Iu) at this 
height was 20.7%. The mean wind speed and longitudinal turbulence intensity profiles of the 













Figure 2.10 Mean wind speed and longitudinal turbulence intensity profiles of boundary layer wind 
The surface pressures on the model were integrated to obtain the aerodynamic load Lb, 
followed by calculation of its power spectral density (PSD). In order to calculate the coherence 
of PSD of the across-wind load along the height of the CAARC building model, 10 distinct pairs 
of fluctuating loads data were used as calculated from measured pressures on the building model 
at heights of 0.225H, 0.45H, 0.67H, 0.784H and 0.9H (Fig. 2.5). The coherence of PSD was 
determined using Eqn. (2.14), and a curve-fitting method applied such that the exponential decay 
factor can be obtained as C=10.2, as shown in Fig. 2.11. 
 
Figure 2.11 Coherence function (along-height) for fluctuating lift of a tall building (static) with 
rectangular section (B/D=1.5) in ABL Wind (suburban terrain). 
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2.4.6. Across-wind Buffeting Response of the CAARC Tall Building Model 
The across-wind buffeting response of the CAARC Standard Tall Building, as described 
in Section 2.3, was simulated in time domain at different wind speeds. The mean wind speed 
profile of the upstream wind that was used in the simulation is given by Eqn. (2.11), where 
α*=0.28 was taken corresponding to a suburban terrain (z0=1m), the turbulence intensity of the 
wind at the roof height (z=183m) was assumed as Iu = 10% and Iv = 7.5% , and the mode shape 
of the building model was assumed to be linear, 𝜑(𝑧) = 𝑧 𝐻⁄ , 0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 𝐻, identical or similar to 
those mentioned in Melbourne (1980). The decay factor constant C of the lateral wind turbulence 
v(t) was assumed to be 10 as identified from boundary layer wind tunnel test described earlier. 
The tall building model was discretized into 183 elements such that the spatial resolution was 
1m. The across-wind displacement of the building at its roof was calculated at several different 
mean wind speeds (mean hourly wind) at the roof height, referred as UH, and for each case the 
simulation was run with a sampling frequency of 10Hz. The simulation was repeated several 
times at a specific wind speed to get the statistical variation. The normalized standard derivation 
(𝜎ℎ 𝐷⁄ ) of the simulated tip or roof displacement were compared with those given by Melbourne 
(1980), where 𝜎ℎ 𝐷⁄ = 0.000045 × (𝑈𝐻 𝑛1⁄ 𝐵)
3.  
The comparison, as in Fig. 2.12, shows that the simulations results from the proposed 
approach compares very well for most part of the velocity range but falls short at the higher 
reduced velocities. The suspected reason for the mismatch at higher velocities could be smaller 
decay factor constant C corresponding to higher load correlation than assumed here. The 
assumed value of C used in the simulation was based on static tests that works when building 
response is small, true at lower velocities, whereas it is possible that the load correlation 
improves or C decreases when building response increases. To explore the role of load 
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correlation and other parameters on the building response, a parametric study was performed, as 
described in the next section. 
 
Figure 2.12 Normalized across-wind displacement at roof height of CAAC Standard Tall Building in 
ABL wind. 
2.4.7. Parametric Study 
A parameter study was carried out to shed light on the factors that could influence the 
response of tall buildings, including building height (H), load correlation and the type of mode 
shape assumed or simulated.  
The effect of decay factor constant (C) was explored because the correlation of wind 
loads along the building height influence the response of a tall building. Usually, the correlation 
of wind load fluctuations is higher (or smaller C) than those of the wind speed fluctuations. The 
response of CAARC Standard Building was calculated using decay factor constants ranging from 
2 to 10 in increments of 2. The mode shape was assumed as linear and the reference wind speed   
was taken as 35 m/s (mean hourly wind). The normalized standard deviations (𝜎ℎ 𝐷⁄ ) for various 
decay factor constants are given in Fig. 2.13. It is seen that the decay factor constant can 
significantly influence the response calculation. This parametric study shows that the lower value 
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of C in the range of 2 to 6 than that used (C=10) earlier for the comparison (Fig. 2.12) could 
increase the simulated response required for a better match with those of the benchmark study at 
higher wind speeds (UH > 33 m/s). As mentioned earlier, higher buffeting load correlation is 
possible at higher wind speeds because of larger building response that could be validated by 
appropriate aeroelastic model tests in the future. 
 
Figure 2.13 Normalized across-wind displacement at roof height of CAAC Standard Tall Building in 
ABL wind for different load (lift) correlation or decay factor constant C. 
 
Figure 2.14 Normalized across-wind displacement at roof height of CAAC Standard Tall Building in 
ABL wind with two different mode shapes. 
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The response of CAARC Building was computed using two different mode shapes, a 
linear mode shape, where 𝜑(𝑧) = 𝑧 𝐻⁄ , 0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 𝐻 as used in the CAARC Building model tests 
and an exact cantilever mode shape as mentioned earlier in Section 2.4.4. In each case, the decay 
factor (C) was taken as 10 and the reference wind speeds UH= 35 m/s (mean hourly wind). The 
normalized standard deviations (𝜎ℎ 𝐷⁄ ),  as obtained from different mode shapes, are shown in 
Fig. 2.14. This exercise shows that the aeroelastic model tests in Melbourne (1980) that produced 
linear mode of vibration would predict smaller response than reality. Inclusion of exact mode 
shapes and higher modes of vibration that is possible in the proposed response prediction method 
would produce more accurate response than those captured in the wind tunnels using aeroelastic 
models.  
The influence of building height on its response was investigated. It was assumed that the 
height of the building was increasing while the cross section, mass density and structural 
damping ratio remained the same as in the CAARC Building. The first natural frequency was 
assumed to be inversely proportional to the building height, so the first natural frequency (f1) of 
buildings with different heights (H) can be calculated using 
 1 C Cf H f H=  (2.17) 
where fc=0.2Hz and Hc=183m are the first natural frequency and height of the CAARC Building. 
The results are listed in Table 2.2. For the hypothetical tall building with building height H, the 
aerodynamic damping was obtained from Fig. 2.9 at the corresponding reduced velocity that was 




Table 2.2 The first natural frequency of a modified CAARC Tall Building with different heights 










Figure 2.15 Normalized across-wind displacement at roof height of a tall building with different heights 
in ABL wind. 
The response of buildings with different heights is shown in Fig. 2.15. For each simulated 
case, a linear mode shape was used, with a decay factor (C) of 10 and a reference wind speed UH 




This paper introduces a time-domain method to predict the load and response of tall 
buildings using aerodynamic properties obtained from section model tests. The procedure of the 
method is discussed and a section model with a cross section of B/D=1.5 was built and tested in 
a wind tunnel to identify the parameters - aerodynamic static mean load coefficients, buffeting 
indicial derivative functions, and flutter derivatives. The parameters provided in this paper have 
subsequently been used to simulate the across-wind response of the CAARC Standard Tall 
Building in a straight-line wind. The results compare well with those of a benchmark study 
(Melbourne 1980) based on  aeroelastic model tests, which shows the effectiveness of the 
proposed method in the simulation of wind-induced response of tall buildings subject to 
buffeting loads. However, limitation of this method to linear aerodynamic load-response regime 
only precludes it from predicting response in wind flow regimes attributed to divergent response 
when the damping of the tall building becomes negative because of aeroelastic effect or limit-
cycle response like those in vortex-induced vibration when the aerodynamic damping becomes 
non-linear. A parametric study also provides some insights regarding parameters that can affect 
the response of tall buildings. It can be concluded that building height (or natural frequency), 
buffeting load correlation, and the mode shape would impact the wind-induced response. This 
method can be extended to include contributions from the higher dynamic modes of a tall 
building and to predict its response in non-stationary or transient wind. 
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Abstract 
A three-degree-of-freedom aeroelastic model of the standard CAARC Tall Building with 
a rectangular cross section was tested in both atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) wind tunnel 
and tornado simulator to assess its susceptibility to wind-induced vibration in straight-line wind 
and tornado wind and compare the two responses. Time histories of acceleration at roof-height 
and mid-height of the model were measured at different wind speeds. The normalized response 
of the tall building model was obtained with respect to reduced velocities at critical angles of 
attack for the boundary-layer wind and at critical locations and orientations with respect to the 
tornado path. The aerodynamic damping of the tall building was identified from the 
measurements and validated with other tests; furthermore, the results were analyzed in both time-
domain and frequency-domain to reveal the response characteristics. A comparison of the 
vibration response shows that the characteristics of the tornado-induced excitation are different 
and its magnitudes are much more severe from those of the conventional straight-line wind. The 
results obtained from this study can be used to validate both wind-tunnel and numerical 
methodologies used for assessing the wind-induced vibration of a tall building and will 
eventually help to develop guidelines to reduce the wind-induced damage or occupant discomfort 
as a result of excessive vibration. 
Keywords: Wind-induced vibration; Aeroelastic model test; Tall building response; CAARC tall 




The construction of tall buildings has become a global trend in the past few years with the 
advancement of construction technology and the ever-growing need to maximize the land 
efficiency. However, tall buildings are vulnerable to wind excitation because of their flexibility 
and height. Introduction of lightweight materials in construction of tall buildings has made them 
even more susceptible to wind-induced vibration. As a result, wind-induced vibration has 
become a major concern for designers of tall buildings because it can cause occupant discomfort 
and structural damage. Failure to limit the wind-induced vibration of tall buildings in extreme 
windstorms may even result in catastrophic consequences. Therefore, various approaches have 
been proposed to address this issue.  
Among all types of wind that are able to induce vibration of tall buildings, the 
atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) wind is recognized as the most common one and hence has 
been widely studied. Since wind or wind-induced load is a random process, it has been practical 
to apply frequency domain method using random vibration theory to investigate this problem in 
wind tunnel model studies. Examples of such methods include the High Frequency Force 
Balance (HFFB) technique, which estimates the RMS of the wind-induced response of tall 
buildings by multiplying the generalized wind loads and frequency response function (FRF) of 
tall buildings [1–5], and the Gust Loading Factor (GLF) method, which is another effective way 
to estimate the wind-induced vibration under extreme wind loads, as detailed in [6–10]. The 
simplicity of frequency-domain method has made it a popular choice in practice for estimating 
wind-induced vibration of tall buildings, especially in their preliminary design stage. 
Nevertheless, the frequency-domain method cannot be applied when tall buildings are subject to 
non-synoptic wind, such as thunderstorm, downburst and tornado, where wind speed and wind 
direction are transient in nature. In contrast to frequency-domain method, time-domain method is 
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more promising for predicting wind-induced vibration of flexible structures such as tall 
buildings. One of the most widely used time-domain methods is to measure time histories of 
wind loads at various levels of the tall building model in a wind tunnel test and then apply the 
scaled-up loads on the full-scale building to calculate its wind-induced vibration using the known 
dynamic properties of the tall building [11–14]. Another type of time-domain method is an 
analytical approach that directly solves the nonlinear governing equations of tall buildings in 
order to acquire the closed-form solution [15,16]. Hou and Sarkar [17] adopted a time-domain 
method to predict the wind-induced vibration of CAARC building model using its aerodynamic 
properties extracted from section model test. With the ever increasing computational power at 
reduced costs, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Methods have been employed in the past to 
calculate wind-induced vibration of tall buildings, as in [18–22]. However, the complexities of 
generating wind turbulence at proper scale, simulating air flowing around sharp corners of tall 
buildings as well as including aeroelastic (or motion-induced) effects of the fluid-structure 
interaction have significantly hindered their application. So far, wind tunnel test that is 
conducted at model scale is routinely used for its capability to reproduce the conditions under 
which the buildings are excited. For the purpose of benchmarking the wind tunnel measurements 
of tall buildings, Melbourne [23] elaborates the comparison of surface pressure and dynamic 
response of the CAARC standard tall building model obtained from six wind tunnel 
establishments. Zhou et al. [24] created an interactive database, which consists of high-frequency 
base balance measurements on a variety of tall building models with different cross sections.  
Compared to boundary-layer wind, which is also referred as straight-line wind, tornado 
wind is three-dimensional in nature with a rapidly rotating column of air that has significant 
tangential, radial and vertical wind-speed components. Tornadoes routinely cause causalities and 
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property damage in the U.S. and occasionally in other parts of the world. According to the 
statistics from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Insurance 
Information Institute (III), tornadoes have claimed 89 lives in the United States from 2015 to 
2017 and are responsible for 40.2 percent of insured catastrophe losses from 1996 to 2015 
(https://www.iii.org/factstatistic/facts-statistics-tornadoes-and-thunderstorms). Therefore, it is 
important to assess tornado-induced loads on civil structures, in particular buildings that are the 
most commonly damaged structures, with the purpose of finding ways to reduce their damage. 
Numerous studies have been carried out to assess tornado-induced loads on low-rise buildings 
from different perspectives but there are rarely similar studies on tall buildings. For example, 
Case et al. [25] presented the results of tornado-induced load on low-rise buildings with different 
geometry and orientation. Mishra et al. [26] measured pressure distribution on a cubic building 
model at different locations relative to the center of tornado while Hu et al. [27] used digital 
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system to characterize the flow field around a gable-roof 
building model at various locations and orientation angles with respect to the tornado center. 
Sabareesh et al. [28] studied the effects of surface roughness on pressure distribution of a cubic 
building model. Wang et al. [29] performed an experiment to obtain the surface pressure on a 
cubic building model with openings in a tornado. Razavi and Sarkar [30] investigated the 
influence of swirl ratio and translation speed of a tornado on a gable roof low-rise building 
model. Yang et al. [31] measured the characteristics of wake vortex as well as the resultant load 
on a rigid high-rise building model using PIV system and load transducer. As tornadoes are 
rapidly swirling columns of air and their wind characteristics are distinct from boundary-layer 
wind, it is always appealing to compare the effects of tornado-induced wind loads on buildings 
with those induced by conventional boundary layer wind. For this reason, Sengupta et al. [32] 
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measured peak tornado-induced load on a cubic building model and Haan et al. [33] measured 
the same on a gable roof building model in a tornado simulator and compared them with those 
corresponding to boundary-layer wind. The comparison showed that the tornado-induced roof 
uplift coefficients are at least 1.5 times larger than those specified in the building code, ASCE 7-
05, that are based on boundary layer wind.  
It can be concluded from aforementioned literature that majority of studies corresponding 
to tornadoes are focused on low-rise buildings model or rigid high-rise building model [31]. 
Although wind induced vibration of tall buildings in atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) wind is 
well understood, the knowledge of their response in tornado wind is limited. Previous tests 
involving laboratory tornado simulators have shown that the characteristics of tornado loads 
acting on a low-rise or rigid high-rise building are significantly different from those of straight-
line wind; the design criterion for buildings subject to tornado wind has to be treated differently 
from that suggested in the standards, which are based on measurement from boundary-layer 
wind. In addition, the majority of the aeroelastic models used in the ABL wind test are only 
capable of vibration along one direction and sometimes only in a linear dynamic mode, which is 
unable to reveal the characteristics of coupled wind-induced vibration [23,34,35]. Therefore, it is 
important to study tornado-induced vibration of tall buildings and compare it with ABL wind 
using an aeroelastic model that has the capability to capture the coupled motion along the three 
degrees-of-freedom (DOF). 
The purpose of the work reported here in this paper is two-fold: (a) to advance the 
technique of aeroelastic model study of a tall building or structure by attempting to reproduce a 
more realistic coupled response of the model along all three degrees-of-freedom (DOF) along-
wind, across-wind and torsional, and thereby simultaneously extract the aeroelastic properties 
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(e.g. damping) of the model associated with all 3DOF, and (b) to use an aeroelastic model of a 
tall building to compare and contrast its response in time domain subject to both ABL wind and 
tornado wind. An aeroelastic model of a tall building, the CAARC standard tall building, which 
was used in past benchmark studies, is tested in both AABL Wind and Gust Tunnel and Tornado 
Simulator at Iowa State University (ISU). The time histories of accelerations at roof-height and 
mid-height of the building model were recorded at different wind speeds of the ABL wind for 
different building orientation with respect to mean wind direction as well as at different locations 
and building orientations along the mean path of a tornado with respect to its center. Both 
stationary and translating tornadoes were simulated in order to reveal the effects of translation 
speed on the tornado-induced vibration. Three critical angles of attack (AOAs) were examined in 
the ABL wind with the purpose of evaluating the worst-case response. The aerodynamic 
damping as well as the wind-induced vibration along three degrees-of-freedom (two transverse: 
xb-, yb- and one torsional: α-direction) of the CAARC building model were identified from the 
measurements. Finally, a comparison was made to analyze the difference in wind-induced 
vibration of a tall building in a stationary and conventional boundary layer wind and a non-
stationary tornado wind. This paper is organized as follows: the description of aeroelastic model 
that was used in the tests is presented in Section 3.2. The experimental setups of ABL test and 
tornado-simulator test are illustrated in Section 3.3. The results identified from the tests, such as 
wind-induced response and aerodynamic damping are presented in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 
3.5 makes the comparison between straight-line wind-induced vibration and tornado-induced 
vibration on CAARC tall building model and draws the conclusions. 
3.2. Description of the aeroelastic model 
An aeroelastic model of the standard tall building, as proposed by the Commonwealth 
Advisory Aeronautical Research Council Coordinators (CAARC) with a rectangular cross 
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section of aspect ratios B/D = 1.5 and H/D = 6, where B and D are cross-sectional dimensions 
and H is the height of the tall building, was built. The dimensions of the CAARC building and 
the aeroelastic model are summarized in Table 3.1, where model dimensions were determined by 
a geometric scale ratio of 1/175. 
Table 3.1 Properties of the full-scale and model-scale buildings  
 Full-scale Building 
Aeroelastic Model 
(Design Value) 
Height (H) 182.9 m  1.05m 
Width (D) 30.5 m 0.17 m 
Length  (B) 45.7 m  0.26 m 
Natural 
frequency  
1. Lateral-xb 0.2 Hz 2.5 Hz 
2. Lateral-yb 0.2 Hz 2.5 Hz 
3. Torsional-α  3.0 Hz 
 
The aeroelastic model was designed in a similar manner that was adopted by [36]. Four 
circular columns with screw threads were attached to the bottom surface such as to provide the 
stiffness of the aeroelastic model. All four columns were solid steel bars of diameter 4.8 mm 
(3/16 in.). Four rectangular floors and one rectangular roof, made of Plexiglass sheet of thickness 
17.5 mm, were fixed to the columns using nuts at different elevations to model the lumped mass 
of the aeroelastic model. Each rectangular floor has a small rectangular shaped cut-out at its 
center (axisymmetrically placed) for the purpose of meeting the design mass of the floor and 
allowing the wires from the accelerometers and any other sensors to run through. Four side 
panels, made of a light plastic material, were attached to each of the four floors and the roof to 
cover the aeroelastic model, where a gap (2 mm) was introduced between the adjacent panels to 
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allow for vibration of the model under wind load. All wall panels used have a thickness of 1.6 
mm (1/16 in.) and flexural rigidity of 0.126Nm. The schematic of the aeroelastic model is given 




Figure 3.1 Schematic of the building model and its coordinate system and angle of attack (Unit: mm) 
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The measurements of wind-induced vibration of aeroelastic tall building model were 
achieved by six uni-directional accelerometers (PCB Model 352C65), which were attached to the 
panels of the model at two different levels, namely, roof-height (H) and mid-height (0.55H). The 
accelerometers have a capability of ±491 m/s2 (±50 g) and a sensitivity of 10.2 mV/m/s2. 
Therefore, they have a resolution of 0.015 m/s2 when connected to NI 9205 Data Acquisition 
System (16 bits resolution with a range of ±10 V). The wall panels were attached to the floors 
and to the adjacent panels with screws making it quite rigid along its edges. Accelerometers were 
fixed on the wall panels very close to the locations where the wall panels were attached to the 
floors. Therefore, the local vibration of the wall panels, if any, was expected to be negligible at 
these locations and therefore not influence the acceleration recordings. The locations of the 
accelerometers as well as the definition of angle of attack (AOA) and building coordinates (xb, 
yb, α) are illustrated in Figure 3.1. In order to balance the mass of the 3 accelerometers (2 g each) 
that were attached to the wall panels at each of the two levels, nuts of equal mass as that of the 
accelerometers were attached to the opposite wall panels. Therefore, the eccentricities caused by 
the attachment of accelerometers could be eliminated. 
The accelerations in xb- and yb-direction can be obtained using the following equations: 
 
,roof 3 ,mid 6 ,roof 1 ,mid 4, , ,xb xb yb yba A a A a A a A= = = =  (3.1) 
The α-direction acceleration can be obtained using the following equations: 
 2 3 5 6,roof ,mid,





= =  (3.2) 
where A1 to A6 are accelerations measured by accelerometer #1 to 6, R is the distance between 
the accelerometer and the center of the cross section, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
In order to identify the mechanical damping and natural frequency of the model along 
each of the three DOFs, it was released after imposing an initial displacement of the top of the 
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aeroelastic model in xb-, yb- and α-direction, one at a time. The time histories of decaying 
response in these three directions were calculated from the measured response using Eqs. (3.1) 
and (3.2). To ensure that the free-vibration signal contains only the first mode of vibration along 
a given direction, a Butterworth low-pass filter was used to filter out the contributions from the 
higher modes. Further, Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the filtered signal was calculated to 
verify that it represents the response of the model in its first dynamic mode only without any 
contributions from other modes. The initial displacements that were imposed on the aeroelastic 
model ranged from 1.0 cm to 1.8 cm in the xb and yb direction and 0.11 rad to 0.17 rad in the α 
direction. The modal parameters identified from the measurements remained constant and 
independent of the initial displacements, which shows that the linear elastic property of the 
structure is maintained within the maximum displacement or rotation imposed. The ~2 cm 
maximum displacement and ~0.2 rad maximum rotation as imposed to extract the dynamic 
properties of the model translate to a maximum translational and rotational acceleration of 4.4 
m/s2 and 73 rad/s2, respectively, based on the first modal frequencies, that are amplitudes of 
accelerations within which the model can be assumed to be linear elastic. The actual amplitudes 
of accelerations in the model were within these upper limits or exceed marginally. The log-
decrement method was employed to identify the mechanical damping ratio of the aeroelastic 
model in xb-, yb- and α-direction. The natural frequencies of the model were extracted by 
transforming the response into frequency domain. The measured natural frequencies and 
damping ratios are compared with the design target values in Table 3.2. The first three natural 
mode shapes of the model that were identified are – bending mode in yb direction, bending mode 
in xb direction (like the 1st mode shape of a cantilever beam) and twisting mode in α direction 
(like the 1st mode shape of a shaft), in that order. The aeroelastic model used in this paper is very 
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similar to the one in a research carried out by Hasheminejad and Mirzaei [37]. They calculated 
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a rectangular cylinder with an eccentric cavity with 
varying levels of eccentricity using finite element method. The eccentric cavity with zero or 
negligible eccentricity is same as the holes on the floors of the aeroelastic model. They found 
that the first three natural frequencies are the first modal frequencies in x, y and torsional 
directions with values in x and y direction identical to each other. The results obtained by 
Hasheminejad and Mirzaei [37] are very similar to those of our aeroelastic model, which can 
validate our identifications. Moreover, the methodology that was adopted to build this aeroelastic 
model is close to that used in [36]. In this paper, they found that the first three natural 
frequencies are 9.9 Hz (X direction), 9.9 Hz (Y direction) and 12.8 Hz (torsional direction), 
besides, they identified the mode shapes of the aeroelastic model. The modal parameters 
extracted by [36] are also very similar to the ones identified in this paper, which can be 
considered as another validation of our results. 
Table 3.2 Design and actual values of dynamic mode parameters 
 Mode No. and Type Design Value Actual Value 
Natural frequency 
1. Lateral - yb 2.5 Hz 2.30 Hz 
2. Lateral - xb 2.5 Hz 2.35 Hz 
3. Torsional - α 3.0 Hz 3.03 Hz 
Damping ratio 
1. Lateral - yb 1% 0.69 % 
2. Lateral - xb 1% 0.62 % 
3. Torsional - α  0.24 % 
 
The similarity parameters and model scale values between the aeroelastic model 
(represented by subscript m) and the full-scale CAARC tall building (represented by subscript f) 
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are listed in Table 3.3. The model scale values were estimated from the full-scale values listed in 
Table 3.1 and the measured values of the model parameters, where the frequency scale is based 
on the fundamental frequency of the model and velocity scale was estimated from length scale 
and time scale. The Scruton number scale can be calculated as, λSc = Scmodel/Scfullscale = 1/1.51, 
corresponding to the Scruton numbers for the aeroelastic model and full-scale building, Scmodel = 
1.30 and Scfullscale = 1.96, respectively, where Scruton number is defined as 𝑆𝑐 = 𝑚𝜁 𝜌𝐷2⁄ , with 
ρ = air density = 1.23 kg/m3, mass per unit length, m = 6.99 kg/m (model), 224.38 ton/m (full-
scale), damping ratio, = 0.69% (model), 1% (full-scale) and cross-wind dimension, D = 174 mm 
(model), 30.5 m (full-scale). The accelerations in the aeroelastic model cannot be extrapolated to 
the full-scale building unless the Scruton number scale is matched. i.e. λSc = 1, or the relationship 
between amplitude of displacement (or acceleration) and Scruton number is known. Such a 
relationship can be derived for the rectangular cross-section of the tall building, similar to the 
well-known Griffin-Ramberg equation for vortex-induced vibration of a circular cylinder, A/D = 
1.29/(1 + 1.36Sc)3.35, which relates the normalized amplitude of displacement (A/D) to Scruton 
number (Sc), and this relationship is written in a simplified form, cSca, where ‘c’ and ‘a’ are 
constants. The acceleration of the full-scale building can then be assessed from that of the model 
using the acceleration scale, λaccln = (λf)
2 λL (λSc)
a, where the constant ‘a’ needs to be determined 
for the particular cross-section of the building if λSc ≠ 1. For example, if λf  = 11.5/1, λL = 1/175 
and λSc = 1/1.51 are used for the model tested along with ‘c = 0.063’ and ‘a = −2.07’ (say) for the 
equivalent Griffin-Ramberg equation, λaccln = 1.774/1, which shows that the full-scale building 




Table 3.3 Similarity parameters and model scale values 
Similarity Scale Parameter Model Scale Value 
Length Scale L = lm/lf 1/175 
Frequency Scale f = fm/ff 11.5 
Time Scale t = tm/tf 1/11.5 
Velocity Scale V = vm/vf 1/15.2 
Damping Scale  = m/f 0.69 
Mass per unit length Scale m = mm/mf 1/3.21×10
4 
Scruton number Scale (Lateral) Sc = Scm/Scf 1/1.51 
 
3.3. Experimental setup 
3.3.1. Boundary-layer wind model test 
The aeroelastic model tests were conducted in the Aerodynamic and Atmospheric 
Boundary Layer (AABL) Wind and Gust tunnel located in the WiST Lab of the Department of 
Aerospace Engineering at Iowa State University. The model was tested in boundary-layer wind 
generated in the ABL test section, which has a cross section of 2.44 m (8.0 ft.) width × 2.21 m 
(7.25 ft.) height with a maximum mean wind speed of 40 m/s (131 ft/s). Four triangular spires 
were mounted at equal spacing at the beginning of the wind tunnel test section and wooden 
blocks with different size and spacing were distributed on the wind tunnel floor in front of the 
aeroelastic model to simulate a boundary layer flow. The layout of wooden blocks was arranged 
to simulate a suburban terrain. The configuration of the mechanism used to produce the 
boundary layer wind tunnel and the aeroelastic model are shown in Figure 3.2. The wind profile 
of the approaching boundary layer flow was measured at different elevations in front of the 
model by Cobra Probe (TFI® or Turbulent Flow Instrumentation), through which mean wind 
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speed and turbulence intensity were acquired with a sampling frequency of 312.5 Hz and a time 
period of 60 sec (690 sec or 11.5 min in full-scale). 
  
Figure 3.2 Boundary-layer elements and building model in ISU-AABL wind and gust tunnel (upstream 
view) 
The wind-induced vibration of the model was measured by the accelerometers that were 
attached at various locations on the model, as shown in Figure 3.1. The acceleration data was 
recorded with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz for a duration of 60 sec (690 sec in full-scale). 
The model was tested under different wind speeds, represented by UH, which is the wind speed at 
roof height of the model, and three wind directions (defined in Figure 3.1). The accelerations of 
the building model along xb-, yb- and α-direction at different wind speeds for each of the wind 
directions were recorded with three runs of data recorded per wind speed.  
3.3.2. Tornado wind model test 
The aeroelastic model tests in a tornado-like vortex were carried out in the ISU Tornado 
Simulator located in the WiST laboratory of the Department of Aerospace Engineering at Iowa 
State University. Figure 3.3 illustrates the dimensions and the mechanism by which a tornado-
like vortex is generated by the ISU Tornado Simulator. A 1.83 m-diameter fan mounted at the 
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center of the simulator is used to generate an updraft by sucking the air upward. The air then 
passes through a set of screens and a honeycomb that is designed to mitigate the influence of the 
fan on the flow. After reaching the top of the simulator, the air flows radially outwards before it 
passes through a series of vanes, where the air is redirected. The angles of the vanes can be 
adjusted such that an angular momentum can be imparted to the flow to simulate tornadolike 
vortices with different swirl ratios. The air finally flows through the 0.3 m-wide annular duct at 
the outer section of the simulator before it touches the ground plane, where the air flows toward 
the simulator center before it flows to the upward region to continue the circuit. The entire 
tornado simulator is suspended by a 5-ton crane and has the ability to move along a straight line 
at a translation speed up to 0.61 m/s. A detailed description of this tornado simulator can be 
found in [38]. The flow field and the ground surface pressure of the tornado-like vortex 
generated by the ISU tornado simulator were compared with those obtained from field 
measurements of several tornadoes that occurred in Spencer, South Dakota on May 30, 1998; 
Mulhall, Oklahoma on May 3, 1999; Manchester, South Dakota on June 24, 2003 and Tipton, 
Kansas in 2008 [27,31,33,38,39]. A good agreement has been observed between laboratory 
simulated and field measured tornadoes, which has validated the ISU tornado simulator’s 
capability to reproduce the flow field of a tornado. 
In the present study, the vane angle of tornado simulator was fixed at 55° for the purpose 
of simulating a two-celled tornado that is associated with tornadoes of higher wind damage 
intensity (EF3 scale or greater). The aeroelastic model was placed right in the middle of 
tornado’s mean path, which can be determined by locating the centers of the region of the 
maximum pressure drop of the ground pressure distribution of a tornado. The aeroelastic model, 
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as fixed on the ground plane of the ISU Tornado Simulator, is shown in Figure 3.4. The model 
was tested in both stationary and translating tornadoes. 
 
Figure 3.3 Schematic of ISU tornado simulator 
  
Figure 3.4 ISU tornado simulator and building model on its ground plane 
The model was tested for three building orientation angles (BOA), where BOA as well as 
the xy coordinate system are defined in Figure 3.5, x being along the direction of tornado’s 
translation and y being normal to x. For each case of the stationary-tornado test, the vibration of 
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the model was measured by accelerometers with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz and a period of 
60 sec, all of which are identical to those used in the boundary-layer wind tests. The model was 
tested at various locations relative to the center of the tornado along its mean path such that the 
influence of the building orientation angle (BOA) and distance of the building center to the 
tornado center on the tornado-induced vibration can be investigated. In addition, the tall building 
model was tested under translational tornadoes with different translational speeds to study their 
effects on the vibration of the tall building. 
 




3.4.1. Simulated ABL wind characteristics 
In order to characterize the incoming flow for the ABL tests, wind speed measurements 
were carried out along the centerline of the wind tunnel with vertical heights ranging from 76.2 
mm (3 in.) to 1143 mm (45 in.). During the measurement of the mean wind-speed profile, the 
mean wind speed (UH) at the building roof height (zH) was kept constant as 5.21 m/s. The 
measured mean wind speed was curve-fitted with a power-law function. The exponent of the 
fitted power-law function is estimated as 0.34, which matches very well with the value 
representing the high-suburban or low-urban terrain suggested by Architectural Institute of Japan 
(AIJ) [40], where most tall buildings are located. In addition to the mean wind speed, the 
turbulence intensities of the ABL wind in u (longitudinal), v (lateral) and w (vertical) directions 
were calculated using the definition 𝐼𝑖𝑖 =
𝜎𝑖𝑖(𝑧)
𝑈(𝑧)
, where i = u, v or w, 𝜎𝑖𝑖(𝑧) is the root mean 
square of the velocity fluctuations and U(z) is the mean wind speed at the corresponding height 
(z). The turbulence intensity obtained from wind tunnel tests are compared with that 
recommended by AIJ, as can be seen in Figure 3.6. The turbulence intensity at roof height zH 
were Iuu = 17.7%, Ivv = 13.5% and Iww = 11.3%, respectively. 
  
Figure 3.6 Measured mean wind speed and longitudinal turbulence intensity profiles of the ABL wind 
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The power spectral density (PSD) is another important characteristic of ABL wind for 
maintaining similitude between model scale and full scale. Tieleman Spectra [41] is an empirical 





































where Suu, Svv, Sww are power spectrum of u, v and w, respectively; 𝑓𝑧 =
𝑛𝑧
𝑈
 is a non-dimensional 
variable; n is the frequency in Hertz. 
Figure 3.7 shows the PSD of wind fluctuation components u, v and w measured at the 




Figure 3.7 PSD of wind fluctuation components u, v, w and their comparison with Tieleman Spectra 
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3.4.2. Simulated ABL wind-induced response of a tall building model 
Time histories of wind-induced vibration at angle of attack (AOA) = 0° in xb-, yb- and α-
direction measured by the accelerometers at the roof height of the building model (H) are shown 
in Figure 3.8. The acceleration data given in Figure 3.8 correspond to the mean wind speeds (UH) 
of 2 m/s, 3.4 m/s and 5.1 m/s at the roof height, which represent low, medium and high wind 
speed, respectively. Those wind speeds are equivalent to 30.4 m/s, 51.7 m/s and 77.5 m/s mean 
hourly wind speed in full scale.  
  
UH=2 m/s UH=3.4 m/s 
 
UH=5.1 m/s 
Figure 3.8 Time histories of wind-induced vibration at roof height or zH (AOA=0°) 
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It can be observed that the maximum acceleration increases with wind speed as expected 
due to buffeting wind effects. The plots in Figure 3.8 show that the peak acceleration in yb- 
(across-wind) direction is larger than that in xb- (along-wind) direction by a factor of ~1.5. 
The standard deviation (σ) of acceleration with respect to different reduced velocities 
(𝑈𝐻 𝑛𝐷𝑐⁄ ) were estimated, where 𝐷𝑐 = √𝐵𝐷 = 0.21 m, n is the fundamental natural frequency of 
the model (2.30 Hz), which is given in Table 3.2. The normalized standard deviation (𝜎 𝑛2𝐷𝑐⁄ ) 
of accelerations measured by accelerometers at roof-height of the building model at different 
reduced velocities as well as angles of attack are given in Figure 3.9. 
  
(a)  AOA=0° (b)  AOA=34° 
 
(c)  AOA=90° 
Figure 3.9 Normalized standard deviation of accelerations (xb- and yb-direction) at three AOAs 
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It is observed in Figure 3.9 that the acceleration response in yb-direction (parallel to the 
shorter dimension, D) is generally larger than that in xb-direction at all three angles of attack 
where the difference is much more significant at AOA = 34°. This observation is consistent with 
Figure 3.8, where the time histories of the wind-induced acceleration at different wind speeds 
were plotted. 
In order to study the influence of angle of attack on the wind-induced vibration of tall 
buildings, the graphs were re-plotted for the purpose of comparison. The normalized standard 
deviation of accelerations at the roof-height in xb-, yb- and α-direction are shown in the following 
figures. 
Figure  shows that he acceleration response in xb-direction is the largest at AOA = 90° 
amongst all three AOAs, up to RV ~8 to 9, whereas acceleration responses in the yb-direction at 
AOA = 0° and AOA=90° are almost the same and larger than that at AOA= 34°. The 
acceleration response in all three directions is the least at AOA = 34° amongst all three AOAs. 
For the α-direction, the acceleration at AOA = 0° is much more significant than that at the other 
two AOAs for which the α-direction acceleration are almost identical.  
  
(a) xb-direction acceleration (b) yb-direction acceleration 




(c) α-direction acceleration 
Figure 3.10 (Continued) 
A curve-fitting method was employed to quantify the relationship between the 
normalized standard deviation of acceleration and the reduced velocity at the roof-height of the 
building. Cubic-polynomials were used to fit the curves as Melbourne [23] has found that the 
standard deviation of wind-induced vibration varies with reduced velocities in an order smaller 
than three at lower reduced velocities while larger than three at higher reduced velocities. 
Therefore, third degree polynomial was selected by Melbourne [23] to fit the wind-induced 
response of CAARC standard tall building model that was tested by six different institutions. 
The expressions of the fitted curves in xb-, yb- and α-direction at three AOAs are summarized in 
Table 3.4. 
In addition to time-domain, the wind-induced response of the aeroelastic tall building 
model was examined in frequency-domain by analyzing the spectra of the acceleration at its 
roof-height. Power spectral density (PSD) of accelerations at AOA = 0° measured at UH = 3.4 
m/s and UH = 5.1 m/s were calculated and given in Figure 3.11. Only the frequencies below 10 
Hz were plotted in the figure as the magnitude of accelerations higher than 10 Hz are small 




Table 3.4 Summary of the curve-fit equations for vibration response versus reduced wind velocity 































































































The contribution of each mode to the vibration of aeroelastic model can be identified 
through the frequency domain plots given in Figure 3.11. The analysis shows that the first three 
modes of vibration contribute to the coupled 3DOF response of the model building, where only 
the first vibration mode (pure lateral or pure torsional) associated with a particular DOF 
dominates the vibration along that DOF. It should be noted that the natural frequencies of the 
first three vibration modes that participate in the response are slightly different from those 
identified from the free vibration test at zero wind speed, where the difference can be attributed 
to the possible error in the PSD analysis because of the reduced resolution as well as contribution 
of aerodynamic stiffness that arises from the aeroelastic wind loads. In addition, it is observed 
that at the higher wind speed (5.1 m/s) higher vibration mode (coupled mode) associated with 7.5 






(a) xb-direction at UH=3.4 m/s (b) xb-direction at UH=5.1 m/s 
  
(c) yb-direction at UH=3.4 m/s (d) yb-direction at UH=5.1 m/s 
  
(e) α-direction at UH=3.4 m/s (f) α-direction at UH=5.1 m/s 
Figure 3.11 PSD of accelerations at AOA=0° 
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The aerodynamic damping of the tall building model was identified using a method that 
is based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD), random decrement technique (RDT) and 
Hilbert-transform [42]. The acceleration data measured at every reduced velocity was first 
processed by means of EMD to obtain the response of each of first three vibration modes. RDT 
was later employed with the purpose of determining the free vibration modal response, on which 
the Hilbert transform was finally applied such that the total damping ratio can be extracted. The 
aerodynamic damping of the tall building model can be obtained by subtracting mechanical 
damping from the total damping. Since the first vibration mode associated with each DOF 
dominates the wind-induced vibration in that direction, only the damping ratio of that mode has 
been taken into account. The identified aerodynamic damping of the CAARC tall building model 
at AOA = 0° and AOA = 90° were compared with the results obtained by Marukawa et al. [43], 
which are shown in Figure 3.12. It needs to be mentioned that at AOA = 0° along-wind and 
across-wind direction refer to xb- and yb-direction respectively, whereas at AOA = 90° along-
wind and across-wind direction denote yb- and xb-direction, respectively. The aerodynamic 
damping for the current study for the building with rectangular section (B/D = 1.5) compares 
well with those by Marukawa et al. [37] for rectangular section with B/D = 1 and 2 cases. 
Overall, the wind generates higher aerodynamic damping in across-wind direction (~0.5–1%) 
than along-wind direction for both AOAs = 0°and 90° with the difference more significant at 
AOA = 0°. Aerodynamic damping in across-wind direction increases with wind speed at AOA = 
0° but remains almost constant with increasing wind speed at AOA = 90° while a reverse trend is 
observed for aerodynamic damping in along-wind direction where it remains almost constant 





(a) Identified aerodynamic damping at AOA=0° 
 
 
(b) Identified aerodynamic damping at AOA=90° 
Figure 3.12 Identified aerodynamic damping at two AOAs 
3.4.3. Simulated tornado wind characteristics 
The Omni-probe (DANTEC®, 18-hole probe) was used to measure the mean velocity 
components of the tornado flow field measured in the ISU Tornado Simulator. Due to the three-
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dimensional characteristics of the tornado flow field, Omni-probe was considered as the only 
choice because of its ability to measure the velocity components within a cone angle of ±165° 
about its axis. Before these measurements, the Omniprobe was calibrated with respect to the 
Cobra-probe in the ISU AABL and Gust Wind Tunnel. 
Table 3.5 gives the ISU Tornado Simulator control parameters, where h is the inlet height 
and r0 is radius of the fan duct or inlet (see Figure 3.3), rc is radius of the tornado core which is 
the radial distance from the tornado center and zc is the elevation where the absolute maximum 
tangential velocity Vθ,c occurs, Q is the inlet flow rate, θ is angle of the vanes from the radial 
direction, Sc and Svane are Swirl ratios and “a” is aspect ratio of the tornado. 
Table 3.5 ISU Tornado Simulator control parameters 
Controlling Parameter Value 
Vane angle () 55° 
Fan power 16.5% 
Inlet height (h) 0.74 m (29 in.) 
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The Omni-probe was placed at different locations in lateral (y) and vertical (z) directions 
of a stationary tornado, where the definition of x, y, z axes is given in Figure 3.5. The locations, 
where the velocity components were measured, were chosen to ensure that higher resolution in 
measurements within the tornado core than the outside of the core can be achieved since it is 
known that there is a larger velocity gradient within the core region than outside. The radius of 
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the tornado core, rc = 0.35 m, and elevation, zc = 0.05 m, were obtained from the velocity 
measurement. They are the locations where the absolute maximum tangential velocity 𝑉𝜃,𝑐 = 4.4 
m/s occurs. The center of the simulated stationary tornado was located by finding the center of 
the region on the ground where maximum pressure drop occurred. The pressure distribution 
along the y-axis (normal to the tornado translation direction) that passes through the center of the 
tornado shows the typical flat region of the pressure distribution and a minimum pressure drop 
that are consistent with the two-celled nature of the tornado associated with tornadoes of higher 
intensity. Brooks [44] has mentioned that the core radius of an EF3 tornado ranges between 45 
and 225 m. Therefore, the simulated tornado can be characterized as an EF3 tornado with a 
radius of 61.25 m, which is estimated from the model tornado’s core radius using the length scale 
of 1/175. The distribution of tangential (𝑉𝜃) and radial (𝑉𝑟) velocity components along radial 
direction of a tornado at different heights are shown in Figure 3.13. The velocity components 
were normalized with 𝑉𝜃,𝑐 = 4.4 m/s and the radial distance and heights were normalized with rc 
= 0.35 m and zc = 0.05 m, respectively. The tangential velocity is positive counterclockwise 
(viewed from the top) and radial velocity is taken positive toward the center of the tornado. 
  
(a) Mean tangential velocity (𝑉𝜃) (b) Mean radial velocity (𝑉𝑟) 
Figure 3.13 Normalized velocity profiles of a tornado along radial direction at different elevations 
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The profiles of normalized mean tangential (𝑉𝜃 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) and mean radial (𝑉𝑟 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) velocities 
at different normalized heights (𝑧 𝑧𝑐⁄ ) in Figure 3.13 show that the tangential velocities increase 
with the radial distance (r) with respect to tornado center up to a certain location, which ranges 
from 0.8 rc to 1.3 rc, depending on the height. In addition, the maximum tangential velocity 
increases with height until 𝑧 𝑧𝑐⁄  = 1, after which it decreases. The full-scale equivalent zc is 8.8 
m based on the laboratory zc of 0.05 m and length scale of 1:175 which is comparable to the field 
measurement conducted by [45,46] where the maximum wind speed was estimated to occur 
between 15 and 30 m above the ground. Similar to tangential velocity, the mean radial velocity 
increases with radial distance from the center up to 𝑟 𝑟𝑐⁄  = 0.75 to 1 and then it decreases. 
Furthermore, the maximum radial velocity is found to decrease with height. The distribution of 
tangential (𝑉𝜃) and radial (𝑉𝑟) velocity components along height (z) are shown in Figure 3.14. It 
is observed that at 𝑟 𝑟𝑐⁄  = 1, the maximum tangential velocity increases with height up to 𝑧 𝑧𝑐⁄  = 
1, thereafter it decreases before reaching an almost constant value, which is roughly equal to 
0.85𝑉𝜃,𝑐. The tangential wind velocity profiles at 𝑟 𝑟𝑐⁄  = 2 are similar to that of a boundary-layer 
wind, where the wind speed increases with height. The wind profile of tangential velocity at 
other radial locations, along with the radial velocity, show a similar trend that the velocity 
decreases with height. The wind speed profile of a stationary tornado affected by translational 




(a) Mean tangential velocity (𝑉𝜃) (b) Mean radial velocity (𝑉𝑟) 
Figure 3.14 Normalized velocity profiles of a tornado along height at different radial locations 
As observed in Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, the wind speed profiles of a tornado are 
significantly different from those of boundary-layer wind. 
3.4.4. Simulated tornado-induced response of a tall building model 
In this test, the tall building model was fixed at y = 0 along the tornado’s mean path and 
the location of the tornado center with respect to the model center was varied from x = -3rc to 3rc 
in increments of 0.5 rc. The response of the model was measured in a stationary tornado at each 
of these 13 locations. This measurement was repeated for each of three building orientation 
angles (BOA) of 0°, 34° and 90° (Figure 3.15) at each location. The normalized standard 
deviation (𝜎 𝑛2𝐷𝑐⁄ ) of acceleration at roof-height in xb- and yb-direction with respect to different 
normalized distances (𝑥 𝑟𝑐⁄ ) are shown in Figure 3.15, where n is the fundamental frequency of 




(a) BOA=0° (b) BOA=34° 
 
(c) BOA=90° 
Figure 3.15 Normalized standard deviation of accelerations at different radial locations of a stationary 
tornado for different building orientations 
It is observed in Figure 3.15 that regardless of building orientation angles and vibration 
directions the maximum tornado-induced vibration occurs at a distance of 1–1.5 rc to the center 
of the tornado. Besides, the magnitude of the maximum rms acceleration of the aeroelastic model 
for both xb- and yb-direction are almost symmetric about the center of the tornado regardless of 
the building orientation angle and vibration direction due to the symmetry of the simulated 
tornado. The characteristics of tornado-induced vibration of the aeroelastic model shows both 
similarities and dissimilarities with those of boundary-layer wind-induced vibration. For 
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instance, at BOA = 0°, the vibration in yb-direction is larger than xb-direction for most locations 
of the tornado except at ±1.5rc where the maximum vibration occurs along xb-direction. At 
BOA=34°, vibration along xb-direction is more than that in yb-direction, which is opposite to the 
characteristics of boundary-layer wind-induced vibration, as shown in Figure 3.9. At BOA = 90°, 
the vibration in xb-direction is almost equivalent to that in yb-direction, which is similar to 
boundary-layer wind, whose along-wind vibration is slightly larger than across-wind vibration, 
as shown in Figure 3.9. 
In addition to the comparison of vibration along each of three DOF, the comparison was 
also made for building orientation angles. The tornado-induced vibration in xb-, yb- and α-
direction at three BOAs are plotted in Figure 3.16. 
  
(a) xb-Direction (b) yb-Direction 
 
(c) α-Direction 
Figure 3.16 Comparison of normalized standard deviation of accelerations at different radial locations of 




(a) xb-direction at 0 𝑟𝑐 (b) xb-direction at 1 𝑟𝑐 
  
(c) yb-direction at 0 𝑟𝑐 (d) yb-direction at 1 𝑟𝑐 
  
(e) α-direction at 0 𝑟𝑐 (f) α-direction at 1 𝑟𝑐 
Figure 3.17 PSD of accelerations at BOA=0° 
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Figure 3.16 shows that the maximum rms acceleration response in xb-direction is almost 
same for all three BOAs. However, the maximum rms responses in yb-direction at BOA = 0° and 
90° are much greater than BOA = 34°. Furthermore, the maximum rms response in torsional 
direction at BOA = 0° is much more significant than that at the other two BOAs, which is similar 
to the phenomenon observed in the ABL wind. 
In addition to time-domain, the wind-induced vibration of the tall building model was 
examined by analyzing the spectra of the accelerations measured at its roof-height. Power 
spectral density (PSD) of accelerations measured at 0 rc and 1 rc were calculated and given in 
Figure 3.17. The purpose of selecting these two locations is to represent the locations with 
maximum (x = 1 rc) and minimum (x = 0 rc) tornado-induced response. PSDs of the response are 
given in Figure 3.17. 
It can be observed from the power spectral densities that the first three vibration modes 
contribute to the vibration of the aeroelastic model, which is identical to the boundary-layer 
wind-induced vibration. 
3.4.5. Influence of tornado translational speed on the response of tall building 
In this part, two translational speeds of 0.13 m/s and 0.30 m/s were used to study the 
influence of tornado translation speed on the vibration of the aeroelastic tall building model. 
During this test, the model was located at the mean path of the tornado at y= 0, while the tornado 
translated from x = −3rc to 3rc. The acceleration at the roof-height of the aeroelastic model was 
measured for all three building orientation angles. Time histories of the accelerations, which 
were measured at different building orientation angles and translational speed, are given in 





(a) Translational speed 𝑉𝑡=0.13 m/s 
 
(b) Translational speed 𝑉𝑡=0.30 m/s 





(a) Translational speed 𝑉𝑡=0.13 m/s 
 
(b) Translational speed 𝑉𝑡=0.30 m/s 





(a) Translational speed 𝑉𝑡=0.13 m/s 
 
(b) Translational speed 𝑉𝑡=0.30 m/s 
Figure 3.20 Time histories of acceleration at BOA=90° 
It can be seen in Figure 3.18 to Figure 3.20 that at 𝑉𝑡 = 0.13 m/s, when the tornado 
approaches x ≈ −1rc, where the maximum tangential velocity occurs, the aeroelastic model starts 
to vibrate intensively as the tornado continues to advance forward. Although results from static 
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tornado tests showed that the amplitude of vibration at the center of the tornado (0rc) is much 
smaller than it is at ±1rc, the aeroelastic model does not have enough time to damp out the 
vibration when it is subject to a translational tornado. As a result, there is no significant decrease 
of vibration observed at 0rc. After the tornado passes 1rc, another location where the maximum 
tangential velocity occurs, the amplitude of vibration decreases with the distance to the center of 
the tornado. For the translational speed of 0.30 m/s, since the tornado translates with a larger 
speed, the aeroelastic model begins to vibrate after the tornado arrives at its center, after which 
the model vibrates with an almost constant amplitude as the tornado proceeds to 3rc because of 
the insufficient time for the aeroelastic model to damp out the vibration. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the translational speed plays an important role on tornado-induced vibration on 
tall buildings since peak amplitude of vibration is a function of time, which is determined by the 
translational speed of the tornado and damping in the building. An increase of translational speed 
decreases the time for the model to damp out the vibration and hereby produces larger peak 
amplitudes of acceleration response at locations where those induced by stationary tornado are 
normally small. Thus, it can be deduced that an increase of damping could notably reduce the 
peak amplitude of vibration of a tall building subject to translational tornado as the vibration of a 
structure with higher damping reduces at a faster pace. 
3.4.6. Response in tornado-wind versus ABL-wind 
A comparison was made in order to quantitatively reveal the difference between tornado-
induced and boundary-layer wind-induced vibration of the aeroelastic tall building model. Since 
the maximum tangential velocity (𝑉𝜃,𝑐) of the simulated tornado is 4.4 m/s, the results from the 
stationary tornado test was compared with the one whose maximum velocity (UH) is close to 4.4 
m/s in the boundary-layer wind tunnel test. The results corresponding to UH = 4.37 m/s (Reduced 
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Velocity, RV = 9.11) in ABL wind were selected for comparison and listed in Table 3.6. It needs 
to be stated that since the maximum response of the model are slightly different at its locations 
on opposite sides (fore and aft) of the stationary tornado, their average value is given in Table 
3.6. The ratio between standard deviation of stationary tornado-induced and ABL wind-induced 
vibration is listed in the last column of the table. 
It can be seen in Table 3.6 that under same maximum wind speed, stationary tornado-
induced vibration is much larger than boundary-layer wind-induced vibration. The ratio ranges 
from 1.41 to 3.06, depending on angle of attack/building orientation and vibration direction. The 
stationary tornado poses much more threat than boundary-layer wind on the tall building when 
building orientation is 34°, with maximum ratio of at least one of the 3DOF response being three 
times larger. 





















xb-direction 0.490 0.841 1.65 1.16 1.72 
yb-direction 0.694 0.980 2.36 1.22 1.41 
-torsional 1.06 1.71 3.75 3.02 1.61 
34° 
xb-direction 0.306 0.936 1.68 1.38 3.06 
yb-direction 0.465 0.713 1.10 1.25 1.53 
-torsional 0.203 0.516 3.39 3.18 2.54 
90° 
xb-direction 0.584 1.002 1.33 1.04 1.72 
yb-direction 0.637 1.097 2.12 1.27 1.72 




The normalized peak accelerations (instantaneous) measured in translational tornado for 
the two translations speeds are listed in Table 3.6. It shows that the slowly moving tornado 
produced larger peak accelerations that is similar to the conclusion that larger peak wind loads 
on low-rise buildings occur in slowly moving tornadoes [31]. 
The large ratio between stationary tornado-induced and ABL wind-induced vibration at 
AOA (BOA) = 34° can be attributed to the existence of radial velocity component in the tornado 
wind, which would generate a different angle of attack between tornado wind and the tall 
building model compared to the building orientation angle. The angle between normalized radial 
(𝑉𝑟 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) and tangential velocity (𝑉𝜃 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) calculated at different locations using 𝛽 =
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1(𝑉𝑟 𝑉𝜃⁄ ) are given in Table 3.7. It can be seen from the table that at r/rc = 1, the average 
angle between tangential and radial velocity component of simulated tornado along the height is 
29.4°. As a result, the relative angle between the tornado wind direction and the tall building 
model at BOA=34° can be considered close to zero AOA in ABL wind and hence yielding a 
larger response. Thus, if the vibration responses in tornado wind at BOA=34° are compared with 
those in ABL wind at AOA = 0°, the ratios come out as 1.91, 1.03 and 0.49 for the three 
directions xb-, yb- and α-direction, respectively. Comparison of the largest normalized 
acceleration responses in tornado wind irrespective of BOA with those in ABL wind irrespective 





Table 3.7 Angles between tangential- and radial- velocity of simulated tornado at different locations 
z/zc 
r/rc 
0.5 1 2 
Tan 
(𝑉𝜃 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) 
Rad 




(𝑉𝜃 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) 
Rad 




(𝑉𝜃 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) 
Rad 
(𝑉𝑟 𝑉𝜃,𝑐⁄ ) 
Angle 
(β°) 
0.25 0.75 0.69 42.9 0.86 0.90 46.3 0.65 0.59 42.0 
0.5 0.71 0.50 35.1 0.94 0.71 37.1 0.65 0.49 36.8 
1 0.66 0.43 33.2 1 0.47 25.4 0.69 0.44 32.5 
4 0.58 0.35 31.0 0.80 0.41 27.2 0.72 0.22 16.9 
10 0.48 0.29 31.5 0.84 0.42 26.8 0.69 0.12 9.8 
20 0.48 0.25 27.3 0.85 0.29 19.0 0.68 0.08 6.9 
Average 
angle(°) 
34.2 29.4 22.8 
 
In addition to the maximum wind speed, the comparison was also made with respect to 
the wind speed of tornado at roof height (UH). The wind speed at roof height was calculated 
using 
 ( ) ( )2 2H rU V H V H= +  (3.6) 
where 𝑉𝜃(𝐻) and 𝑉𝑟(𝐻) are tangential and radial wind speed at the building roof height, 
respectively. 
The reduced velocities for the stationary tornado at 0.5rc, 1rc, 2rc, 3rc were calculated by 
RV (tornado) = 𝑈𝐻 𝑛𝐷𝑐⁄ . xb- and yb-direction accelerations measured at the corresponding 
locations at three building orientation angles are compared with those from boundary-layer wind 




(a) BOA=0° (b) BOA=34° 
 
(c) BOA=90° 
Figure 3.21 Comparison of ABL and Tornado wind-induced vibrations in a tall building at model scale 
It is observed in Figure 3.21 that tornado induced vibration is larger than boundary-layer 
wind-induced vibration when compared at the same reduced velocity with respect to the building 
roof height. Besides, the ratio between tornado and ABL induced vibration in xb-direction at 
BOA =34° is higher than the other two angles, which is identical to the results given in Table 
3.6. 
3.5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the characteristics of vibration of an aeroelastic tall building model subject 
to both atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) and tornado winds were investigated. The response 
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of the model at three critical angles of attack (0°, 34°and 90°) was studied along the three 
degrees of freedom (xb-, yb- and α-direction) of the building. The results showed that the 
aeroelastic tall building model exhibited different characteristics of wind-induced vibration, 
depending on the factors such as wind speed, angle of attack, vibration direction, building 
location and orientation with respect to the tornado path, etc. Here is a summary of the findings 
on the influence of different parameters on the tall building response as reported in this paper: 
(a) Atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) wind  
• Wind speed 
− The normalized standard deviation of the acceleration response along each of the 
three directions or degree-of-freedom increases proportionally to the cubic power of 
the normalized wind speed regardless of angle of attack; 
− The magnitude and rate of increase of acceleration response with wind speed in 
torsional direction at AOA = 0° is larger than those at the other two AOAs;  
• Vibration direction 
− The acceleration response in yb-direction (parallel to the shorter dimension, D) is 
generally larger than that in xb-direction at all three angles of attack; 
− The acceleration response in yb-direction is much more significant than that in xb-
direction at AOA = 34°;  
• Angle of attack 
− The acceleration response in xb-direction is the largest at AOA = 90° amongst all 
three AOAs, up to RV ~8 to 9, whereas acceleration responses in the yb-direction at 
AOA = 0° and AOA = 90° are almost the same and larger than that at AOA = 34°; 
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− The acceleration response in all three directions is the least at AOA = 34° amongst all 
three AOAs;  
• Vibration mode 
− It was observed that irrespective of AOA the first three vibration modes (pure modes) 
contributed to and dominated the coupled acceleration response; 
− An increase in wind speed tends to excite the higher vibration modes that might be 
coupled;  
• Aerodynamic damping 
− Overall, the wind generates higher aerodynamic damping in across-wind direction 
(~0.5–1%) than along-wind direction for both AOAs = 0°and 90° with the difference 
more significant at AOA = 0°; 
− Aerodynamic damping in across-wind direction increases with wind speed at AOA = 
0° but remains almost constant with increasing wind speed at AOA = 90° while 
aerodynamic damping in along-wind direction remains almost constant with 
increasing wind speed at AOA = 0° and increases with wind speed at AOA = 90°; 
(b) Tornado  
• Distance of tall building to the tornado (stationary) center along its mean path 
− The maximum normalized standard deviation of acceleration response can be 
observed to occur at around 1 to 1.5rc, where the maximum tangential velocity 
occurs, regardless of building orientation and vibration direction;  
• Vibration direction 
− At BOA = 0°, the acceleration response in yb-direction is larger than that in xb-
direction except at ± 1.5rc; 
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− At BOA = 34°, the xb-direction acceleration response is greater than that in yb-
direction except at the tornado center, while at BOA = 90°, the acceleration response 
in two directions are almost the same;  
• Building Orientation Angle (BOA) 
− For all three BOAs, the acceleration responses in xb-direction are nearly identical to 
each other; 
− BOA of 0° and 90° produce larger acceleration response in yb-direction than at 34°. In 
addition, BOA = 0° yields larger torsional acceleration response than the other two 
BOAs; 
• Vibration mode 
− It was observed that irrespective of AOA the first three vibration modes (pure modes) 
contributed to and dominated the coupled acceleration response; similar to that 
observed in boundary-layer wind;  
• Translational speed  
− An increase of translational speed decreases the time for the model to damp out the 
vibration and hereby produces larger peak amplitudes of acceleration response at 
locations where those induced by stationary tornado are normally small; 
− Larger peak amplitudes of acceleration response occurred in slower moving tornado. 
− Increasing of damping in tall buildings would prevent the transient response to build 
up to larger magnitudes in a translating tornado and dampen the response faster. 
(c) Comparison of Response between ABL Wind and Tornado Wind 
− Comparison of the largest normalized acceleration responses (standard deviation) of 
the tall building in a stationary tornado at the radial location of one tornado core 
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radius (r = rc) irrespective of BOA with those in ABL wind irrespective of AOA give 
the ratios as 1.72, 1.58 and 1.61 for the three directions xb-, yb- and α-direction, 
respectively. 
− Tornado induced acceleration response along all three DOFs is larger than that of 
boundary-layer wind when compared at the same reduced wind speed with respect to 
the building roof height. 
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Abstract 
A time-domain method to calculate the buffeting response of a rectangular tall building 
(AR of B/D = 1.5 and H/D = 6) in along-wind, across-wind and torsional degrees of freedom 
using 2D aerodynamic sectional properties is presented here. The aerodynamic sectional 
properties were identified first using wind tunnel section models. Aerodynamic damping, which 
is critical in wind-induced response analysis of tall buildings, was calculated using the identified 
aeroelastic derivatives (flutter derivatives) and validated by comparing with those extracted 
directly from the response measurements of aeroelastic models of the tall building. A good 
agreement between the numerically simulated responses and the experimental measurements of 
an aeroelastic model (1:175 scale) shows the capability of the proposed method in the prediction 
of 3DOF buffeting response of tall buildings in a wide range of wind speeds. Furthermore, the 
response of a tall building with two other cross-sectional shapes, circular and elliptical, was 
calculated using the developed method and compared amongst the three cross-sectional shapes to 
study the effect of cross section on buffeting response. The relative dependency of buffeting 
response of a tall building along each of the 3DOF on cross section, wind speed as well as angle 
of attack was assessed. Finally, the effect of taper on tall building’s buffeting response was 
studied using the developed method which showed that taper could significantly reduce the 
wind-induced response of tall buildings. The time-domain method to assess wind loads and 
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buffeting response of tall buildings based on experimentally or theoretically derived 
aerodynamic properties of two-dimensional sections, as presented here, provides a viable and 
perhaps the only alternative to methods based on aeroelastic model tests and CFD simulations. 
Keywords: Tall buildings; Buffeting response; Aerodynamic damping; Wind tunnel test; 
Rectangular, elliptical and circular sections; Effect of taper ratio; Time-domain model; 
4.1. Introduction 
 Rapid urbanization has promoted mass construction of tall buildings around the world. 
The design of tall buildings is primarily governed by wind-induced loads, whose performance is 
limited by their dynamic response to these loads. The resonate dynamic response of tall buildings 
caused by wind is a major concern as it could lead to occupant discomfort, or even result in a 
catastrophic failure. As a result, numerous research were conducted to investigate dynamic 
response of tall buildings under wind load. 
The approaches used to explore wind-induced response of tall buildings are usually 
classified into three categories - field measurement, numerical simulation, and wind tunnel test. 
Among these approaches, field measurement is considered as the most reliable one because of its 
ability to directly measure the wind-induced response of tall buildings. It is generally preferred to 
be carried out in moderate to strong wind events such as thunderstorms and hurricanes, which 
can excite large-amplitude response of tall buildings. A program was developed by Kijewski-
Correa et al. [1] to monitor wind-induced response of three full-scale tall buildings located in 
Chicago. Furthermore, they presented a structural health monitoring system to assess the 
response of world’s tallest building, Burj Khalifa under wind load [2]. In their experiments, 
acceleration response of the buildings and the corresponding wind speed were recorded. The 
natural frequencies and damping ratios of the tall buildings studied were identified from the 
measurements through system identification algorithms like random decrement technique (RDT) 
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[3–5]. Çelebi [6] developed a Real-Time Kinematic-Global Positioning System (RTK-GPS) to 
obtain the response of tall buildings. This system was validated by Tamura et al. [7], who found 
that this system is able to measure only responses with  amplitudes larger than 2 cm and natural 
frequencies smaller than 2 Hz. Many other case studies on field measurement of wind-induced 
response of tall buildings around the world are referred in [8–12]. Despite its reliability, there are 
limitations in the field measurement approach. For instance, it is normally effective under 
moderate to strong-wind events, which are infrequent. Furthermore, the number of tall buildings 
on which field measurements can be carried out is very limited for various reasons. Due to the 
advancement in computers, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) technique has been widely used 
to deal with fluid-structure interaction problems. Unlike field measurement, CFD is able to 
simulate any desired wind condition. Besides, it can capture  data from literally infinite or large 
number of points in both fluid and structure domains, as opposed to the finite number of data 
points acquired by field measurement. To implement the CFD technique, the selection of 
turbulence model is of vital importance. The most widely used turbulence models to simulate 
wind loads on buildings are Reynolds-averaged Navier-Strokes (RANS) and Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES) models. A comparative study was conducted to evaluate the application of 
different RANS and LES turbulence models to simulate wind flow around a building [13–17]. 
However, the majority of the CFD simulations are corresponding to the wind load on rigid tall 
buildings. Braun and Awruch [18] made the first attempt to evaluate the aeroelastic behavior of 
tall buildings under wind load. The interaction between flow-domain and structure-domain has 
been taken into account, and an algorithm was developed to synchronize meshes between the 
fluid field and structure field to calculate the dynamic response for tall buildings. Huang et al. 
[19] presented a parallel fluid-structure interaction method and used it to calculate the response 
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of CAARC building model as well as Taipei 101 model under wind load. A good agreement has 
been observed between numerical and experimental results. Nevertheless, there are still some 
factors that restrict the application of the CFD technique to simulate wind flow around tall 
buildings. A review of this technique summarized those difficulties as those resulting from (1) 
Reynolds numbers, (2) impinging flow, (3) sharp edges, and (4) remaining effect of flow 
obstacle at outflow boundary [20,21]. 
As an effective means to obtain wind loads on structures, wind tunnels have been 
extensively used mainly because of its ability to approximately reproduce the characteristics of 
atmospheric boundary-layer wind conditions that tall buildings are subject to. Methods used in 
wind tunnel tests to predict the wind-induced response of tall buildings can be classified into 
frequency-domain method and time-domain method. Frequency-domain method is more popular 
due to its simplicity. A pioneering work conducted by Davenport  [22] presented the Gust Load 
Factor (GLF) method to assess the maximum buffeting response of tall buildings by multiplying 
a gust load factor with the mean response. Piccardo and Solari [23] extended the GLF method 
such that it can be used to evaluate the three-dimensional response of a slender structure. The 
wind-induced response can be estimated through the generalized force spectrum and mechanical 
admittance function. Such method is usually defined as “Davenport Chain”, and the most critical 
procedure is to obtain the generalized force. As a result, Tschanz and Davenport [24] built a 
force balance to measure the base bending moment in different degrees of freedom. The 
developed base balance has a high frequency range, and hence is called as the high frequency 
force balance (HFFB). In this technique, an accurate estimation of the wind-induced response of 
a structure is based on the accuracy of the  assumed  mode shape of the structure, which is 
difficult to assess for most tall buildings. Besides, the coupled-mode in all three directions is 
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another problem for the HFFB technique. Numerous correction procedures have been proposed 
to improve the accuracy of HFFB technique, as described in [25–29]. Therefore, HFFB 
technique has been widely used to assess wind-induced loads on tall buildings of different 
configurations [30–33]. 
A significant drawback for the frequency domain method is that it cannot be used to 
calculate the continuous response of tall buildings in time since the response is usually presented 
in terms of RMS values. In addition, the frequency-domain method cannot be adopted for 
response prediction of tall buildings subject to transient wind loads, including thunderstorms, 
downbursts and tornadoes. By contrast, time-domain method is considered more suitable for the 
real-time response prediction, feedback vibration control, and fatigue evaluation for tall 
buildings or any other flexible structure. Hou and Sarkar [34] predicted the one degree-of-
freedom (DOF) buffeting response of CAARC building model in across-wind direction with 
time-domain method using the aerodynamic properties of section models. The simulated across-
wind response of CAARC building model was compared with a benchmark study [35]. A 
promising agreement was observed. This paper extends the applicability of the time-domain 
method as developed by [34] to predict the buffeting response of any tall building or tall 
structure in all three DOFs, namely, across-wind, along-wind and torsional degree of freedom. 
This method is validated by comparing the predicted generalized 3DOF response of a tall 
building with those of a wind-tunnel aeroelastic model and then used to compare the response of 
three tall buildings with different cross sections – rectangular, circular and elliptical and a 
rectangular building with different taper ratios to study the effects of cross-sectional shape and 
taper ratio on buffeting response of slender structures. First, the generalized 3DOF response of 
CAARC building model subject to boundary layer wind over a dense suburban terrain is 
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simulated in time-domain at three angles of attack using the 2D aerodynamic sectional properties 
such as static force coefficients, aeroelastic derivatives, and buffeting indicial derivative 
functions that were identified from the section model of the building. It should be noted that the 
terminology ‘aeroelastic derivatives’ in this paper is equivalent to ‘flutter derivatives’ as used in 
many other papers. Flutter is an aeroelastic phenomenon of divergent vibration beyond a critical 
wind speed that might cause structural failure. It is a big concern for civil structures like long-
span bridges. However, flutter analysis is not an issue for tall buildings, at least those 
conventionally found in practice. Therefore, ‘aeroelastic derivatives’ will be used in this paper 
instead of ‘flutter derivatives’ that is widely utilized in bridge analysis. For validation, the 
aerodynamic damping ratios with respect to its critical values along along-wind and across-wind 
DOFs, which are very important parameters in assessing wind-induced vibration, are calculated 
using the identified aeroelastic derivatives and compared with those extracted from an aeroelastic 
model test as described here and in detail in [36] and those from another study [37]. The 
predicted generalized 3DOF acceleration response of the CAARC tall building is further 
validated by comparing them with those from the aeroelastic model test as described here and in 
detail in [36] for a range of wind speeds. Furthermore, the time-domain method is applied to 
calculate the response of two other tall buildings with circular and elliptical cross sections that 
have the same cross-wind dimension and height as that of the rectangular CAARC tall building 
model to study how their wind-induced response compare. Finally, tapered tall buildings whose 
cross section varies along the height but aspect ratio (B/D) remains constant were studied. The 
effect of taper on tall building’s across-wind response was assessed by comparing the results 
from buildings with different taper ratios. This paper can help to gain some insights into the 
wind-induced vibration of tall buildings under different wind speeds and angles of attack. 
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Besides, it would help to understand the effect of cross section and taper on tall building’s 
buffeting response. There are several advantages of this time-domain method to calculate 
buffeting response of a slender structure: (a) it can be used to calculate response (displacement, 
acceleration), loads (shear and moment) and stress (bending) in time domain at any level along 
the height of the structure, (b) it can be applied to calculate, assess and control wind-induced 
vibration of super tall structures, for example, super-tall buildings (>300m) and mega-tall 
buildings (>600m) of the future which will be difficult to assess using aeroelastic model tests in 
wind tunnels because of their limited test-section size. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: the governing equations of motion for 
modeling a tall building subject to wind loads are given in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes the 
section model tests that were conducted  to identify the aerodynamic properties of the rectangular 
cross-sectional shape of the CAARC Tall Building used for numerical simulation of its response 
and the aeroelastic model test of this building  whose measured response are used for comparison 
and validation of the predicted response. The wind tunnel test results are given in Section 4.4, 
The numerical simulation results, i.e., aerodynamic damping, wind-induced response, as well as 
their comparison with experimental results, of the CAARC aeroelastic model are shown in 
Section 4.5. Section 4.6 performs a parametric study, where the cross-sectional effect and taper 
effect on wind-induced response of tall buildings are investigated. Finally, Section 4.7 draws the 
conclusions. 
4.2. Governing Equations 
The equations of motion for wind-induced buffeting response at a given elevation (z) of a 
tall building can be written as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,h h h b sem h z t c h z t k h z t L z t L z t+ + = +  (4.1) 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,p p p b sem p z t c p z t k p z t D z t D z t+ + = +  (4.2) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , ,b seI z t c z t k z t M z t M z t    + + = +  (4.3) 
where m or I, c, k are the mass or moment of inertia, damping- and stiffness-coefficient of the tall 
building per unit height. ℎ̈(𝑧, 𝑡), ℎ̇(𝑧, 𝑡), ℎ(𝑧, 𝑡); ?̈?(𝑧, 𝑡), ?̇?(𝑧, 𝑡), 𝑝(𝑧, 𝑡); ?̈?(𝑧, 𝑡), ?̇?(𝑧, 𝑡), 𝛼(𝑧, 𝑡) 
represent acceleration, velocity, and displacement for tall buildings at elevation z in the across-
wind, along-wind and torsional degree of freedom, respectively.  𝐿𝑏(𝑧, 𝑡), 𝐷𝑏(𝑧, 𝑡) and 𝑀𝑏(𝑧, 𝑡) 
represent wind-induced buffeting load per unit height acting on the tall building at elevation z, 
which can be expressed as [38] 
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where ρ is the air density, U is mean wind speed, 𝐷𝑐 = √𝐴 where A = area of the cross-section of 
the tall building, e.g. A=BD, for the rectangular cross section with B and D being the dimensions 
of the cross-section, B is the along-wind dimension for the angle of attack (AOA) corresponding  
to 0°, CL, CD, CM  are lift, drag and moment coefficient, respectively. α is the angle of attack 
(AOA), 𝑠 = 𝑈𝑡 𝐷𝑐⁄  is the dimensionless time, the wind fluctuations in longitudinal and lateral 
direction at elevation z are modeled with u(z, t) and v(z, t), respectively, 𝜙′(𝑠) is buffeting 
indicial derivative functions in the form of [38,39] 
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 ( ) 2 41 3
B s B s
s B e B e − − = +  (4.7) 
B1~B4 are constants that can be identified from the wind tunnel model tests, and ()’ 
represents the derivative of the buffeting indicial function with respect to the non-dimensional 
time, s. 
𝐿𝑠𝑒(𝑧, 𝑡), 𝐷𝑠𝑒(𝑧, 𝑡) and 𝑀𝑠𝑒(𝑧, 𝑡) are self-excited (or motion-induced) forces acting on 
the structure. They can be modeled by [40] 
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∗  are aeroelastic derivatives (flutter derivatives), which are 
functions of 𝐾 = 𝜔𝐵 𝑈⁄  in frequency domain or Reduced Velocity (RV) = 𝑈 𝑛𝐵⁄  = 2𝜋 𝐾⁄  that 
can be extracted from dynamic tests of section models in wind tunnels. 
It should be noted that the self-excited loads were expressed here in mixed frequency-
time domain, which might be inconsistent with the buffeting load or the time-domain method as 
proposed in this paper. However, those aeroelastic derivatives defined in frequency-domain will 
be converted into aerodynamic damping when they are used to simulate the buffeting response, 
which will be discussed later in this section. As such, only parameters defined in time-domain 
will remain, which makes the proposed method a time-domain method. 
The displacement components, h(z, t), p(z, t) and α(z, t) can be decomposed in terms of 
basic modes as 
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z t z t  
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=  (4.13) 
where 𝜑𝑖(𝑧) stands for the i-th mode shape function of h, p, α displacement components.  ℎ𝑖(𝑡), 
𝑝𝑖(𝑡) and 𝛼𝑖(𝑡)are the i-th generalized coordinates or modal displacements in corresponding 
across-wind, along-wind and torsional degree of freedom, respectively. Spectral analysis of the 
response for the aeroelastic CAARC building model under boundary layer wind has shown that 
the 1st three vibration modes, 1st mode in each of the three degrees of freedom (across-wind, 
along-wind and torsional), make the most contribution to the response while the higher vibration 
modes can be neglected [36]. As a result, Eqs.(4.11)-(4.13) can be simplified as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ),1 1, hh z t z h t  (4.14) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ),1 1, pp z t z p t  (4.15) 
 ( ) ( ) ( ),1 1,z t z t    (4.16) 
𝜑1(𝑧) is the first mode shape in each of the three degrees of freedom. It can be expressed 
as  𝜑1(𝑧) = (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽1𝑧 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝛽1𝑧) −
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽1𝐻+𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝛽1𝐻
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽1𝐻+𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 𝛽1𝐻
(𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽1𝑧 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ 𝛽1𝑧), 𝛽1𝐻 = 1.8751, 
which is the mode shape of a cantilever, and it is taken here to calculate the aerodynamic 
damping and the wind-induced response of the aeroelastic model. 
Substituting Eqs.(4.14)-(4.16) into Eqs.(4.1)-(4.3) and then integrating over the entire 




 ( )2,1 1 ,1 ,1 1 ,1 1 ,12 ( )h Th Th Th bm h h h L t  + + =  (4.17) 
 ( )2,1 1 ,1 ,1 1 ,1 1 ,12 ( )p Tp Tp Tp bm p p p D t  + + =  (4.18) 
 ( )2,1 1 ,1 ,1 1 ,1 1 ,12 ( )T T T bI M t        + + =  (4.19) 
where 𝑚ℎ,𝑝 1 = ∫ 𝑚ℎ,𝑝𝜑ℎ,𝑝 1
2𝐻
0
(𝑧)𝑑𝑧 is generalized mass, 𝐼𝛼,1 = ∫ 𝐼𝛼𝜑𝛼,1
2𝐻
0
(𝑧)𝑑𝑧 is generalized 
mass moment of inertia, 𝜁𝑇1 and 𝜔𝑇1 are generalized damping ratio and generalized natural 
frequency (combined mechanical and aerodynamic) for the 1st mode of vibration, 
respectively.𝐿𝑏,1(𝑡) = ∫ 𝐿𝑏(𝑧, 𝑡)𝜑ℎ,1(𝑧)
𝐻
0
𝑑𝑧, 𝐷𝑏,1(𝑡) = ∫ 𝐷𝑏(𝑧, 𝑡)𝜑𝑝,1(𝑧)
𝐻
0




𝑑𝑧 are generalized buffeting loads in across-wind, along-wind and torsional 
degree of freedom, respectively. Here the self-excited (or motion-induced) damping and stiffness 
originating from the aerodynamic loads acting on the tall building are accounted  by combining 
them with their mechanical counterparts. Since the 1st vibration mode in each direction is 
orthogonal to each other, i.e., ∫ 𝜑ℎ,1(𝑧)𝜑𝛼,1(𝑧)
𝐻
0
𝑑𝑧 = 0, ∫ 𝜑ℎ,1(𝑧)𝜑𝑝,1(𝑧)
𝐻
0









∗  and 𝐴3
∗ , 
influence the overall damping and stiffness of the structure, whereas the remaining aeroelastic 
derivatives, known as cross aeroelastic derivatives, are cancelled out. The generalized damping 
ratio and generalized natural frequency can be calculated by 
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where 𝜁ℎ,𝑝,𝛼 1 and 𝜔ℎ,𝑝,𝛼 1 are mechanical damping ratio and natural frequency in across-wind, 
along-wind and torsional degree of freedom for the 1st vibration mode of vibration, respectively. 
The results of the simulated buffeting response for aeroelastic model for a given wind 
direction can be used to estimate the wind-induced buffeting response of the full-scale building, 
i.e. CAARC tall building as an example here, using the scaling law of the acceleration or 
displacement. It can be shown that the scaling for normalized accelerations,  𝜎
ℎ̈̅
, 𝜎?̅̈?, 𝜎?̅̈?, (Eqn. 
4.26) that is same as that of normalized displacements, 𝜎ℎ̅ = 𝜎ℎ 𝐷𝑐⁄ , 𝜎?̅? = 𝜎𝑝 𝐷𝑐⁄ , 𝜎?̅?  =𝜎, in a 








   

=  (4.26) 
where σ is the root mean square (RMS) value of displacement or acceleration over a time period, 
Sc is the scale for Scruton number, Sc = Scms/Scfs, which is the ratio of model-scale (ms) Scruton 
number to that of full-scale (fs), where Scruton number (Sc) is defined as 𝑆𝑐 = 𝑚𝑖
∗𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑖 (𝜌𝐷𝑐
2)⁄  
for transverse response and 𝑆𝑐 = 𝐼𝑖
∗𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑖 (𝜌𝐷𝑐
4)⁄  for torsional response, 𝑚𝑖
∗, 𝐼𝑖
∗are generalized 
mass and generalized mass moment of inertia per unit length of the model building or full-scale 
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building in the ith mode of vibration,  is density of air at standard temperature and pressure, and 
𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑖 is critical mechanical damping ratio, 𝜆𝜍𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ = 𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑚𝑠 𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑓𝑠⁄ . This scaling law will 
hold true if the reduced velocity scale, RV=1, i.e. response is calculated at the same reduced 
velocity as model scale defined in terms of the lowest natural frequency at zero wind speed, 
similarity is maintained for ABL of the upstream wind, i.e. same normalized mean velocity 
profile and turbulence intensity profile with same turbulence intensity at roof height, Reynolds 
number independence is assumed which holds true for bluff bodies such that force coefficients 
remain the same at both scales for a given wind direction, and mode shapes are the same at both 
scales. Given the above conditions are met, 𝜆
ℎ̈̅
, 𝜆?̅̈?, 𝜆̅̈ = 1, only if Sc=1 and 𝜆𝜍𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ = 1. 
The scaling for accelerations can be written as 
 





h p h p h pp n L n L mechh h p
Sc
   
        

= =  (4.27) 
where n is natural frequency scale and 𝜆𝐿is length scale. 
Strictly speaking, 𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ, should be replaced by 𝜁𝑇 = 𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ + 𝜁𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 in the relationships 
defined above, where 𝜁𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜 is the critical aerodynamic damping ratio of the model or full-scale 
structure at the reduced velocity being considered, but for the purpose of simplification 𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ 
may be used approximately in estimation of the scales for the response at a given RV. 
4.3. Wind Tunnel Model Setup 
All wind tunnel tests were conducted in the Aerodynamic and Atmospheric Boundary 
Layer (AABL) Wind and Gust Tunnel in the Wind Simulation and Testing Laboratory (WiST 
Lab) that is located in the Department of Aerospace Engineering at Iowa State University (ISU). 
This wind tunnel consists of two test sections, one is the aerodynamic test section, whose width 
is 2.44 m, or 8.0 ft. and height is 1.83 m, or 6.0 ft. It is capable of producing a wind speed up to 
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53 m/s (173.9 ft/s). Another section is the ABL test section, whose width and height are 2.44 m 
(8.0 ft.) and 2.21 m (7.25 ft.), respectively. The largest wind speed that can be generated in this 
section is 40 m/s (131 ft/s). Both test sections have been used in this study where the upstream 
flow was smooth or turbulent and uniform or boundary-layer type depending on the type of the 
tests.  
4.3.1. Section Model Test Setups 
Static Test 
A rectangular section model with dimensions, length (L) × width (B) × depth (D) of 1.14 
m × 0.114 m  × 0.076 m, or 45 in. × 4.5 in. × 3 in., was fixed horizontally across the 
aerodynamic test section of the wind tunnel to acquire the mean static force coefficients. Two 
pressure transducers (Scanivalve ZOC33/64 Px) were employed to measure the pressures on the 
surfaces of the section model. The mean aerodynamic forces on the model were obtained by 
integrating the surface pressures that were measured at various angles of attack (AOA). The 
model was tested at various AOAs (α) ranging from 0° to 90° with an increments of 5°. The 
definitions of AOA and aerodynamic force are shown in Figure 4.1. The surface pressures were 
recorded for a time period of 60 s at a sampling frequency of 312.5 Hz at two wind speeds of 
5.76 m/s and 12 m/s, respectively. These tests were conducted in order to acquire the relationship 
between mean aerodynamic force coefficients (lift, drag and moment coefficients) and angle of 
attack (AOA). The derivatives of the static load coefficients at a given AOA were then estimated 




Figure 4.1 The definitions of AOA and aerodynamic force. 
Buffeting Test 
Buffeting test was carried out to evaluate the aerodynamic admittance functions defined 
in Eqs.(4.28)-(4.30), which will be defined later in Section 4.4.2 of this paper, and the buffeting 
indicial derivative functions defined in Eqn.(4.7) for each of the three AOAs (0°, 34°, 90°) with 
regard to tall buildings that have rectangular cross sections with an aspect ratio B/D equal to 1.5. 
In this test, a sinusoidal gust was generated by a gust generator that was positioned ahead of the 
section model. More details regarding the mechanism of the gust generator can be found in 
[34,39]. Cobra Probe (Turbulent Flow Instrumentation, TFI), was placed between the gust 
generator and the section model to measure the fluctuating wind speeds. The model was fixed 
vertically to a steel frame, and two six degree-of-freedom force-torque sensors (JR3®), one at 
each of its two ends, were used to measure the fluctuating aerodynamic loads (lift, drag and 
torsional moment). A program was established using LabVIEW to record the time histories of 
the aerodynamic loads . 
Detailed description of the static-test and buffeting-test setups can be found in [34]. 
Free Vibration Test 
The aeroelastic derivatives of the section model were extracted by a 3DOF free vibration 
system. The free-vibration system was built with ten air bushings, six polished rods, twenty-eight 
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springs, and three load cells. Four springs were used to support the air bushing, with two on each 
of its sides, such that the air bushing can glide along the polished rod freely, as shown in Figure 
4.2. Two vertical polished rods allowed vertical motion and one polished rod enabled horizontal 
motion on each side of the model. A separate frame on each side of the model with two linear 
springs and a torsional bearing at its center where the model could be mounted to enable 
torsional motion was fixed to the air bushing corresponding to the horizontal polished rod. Three 
load cells were fixed at the end of three springs to measure the section model displacements. 
Free move was ensured for each of the two ends of the section model in across-wind direction (h 
or vertical), along-wind direction (p or lateral), rotation (α) both independently and 
simultaneously. The dimensions of the section model in the free vibration test were the same 
with those in the static test, which have been given earlier. Two configurations, one with two end 
plates on both sides of the section model, with the purpose of modeling two-dimensional flow in 
the middle as well as lower sections of tall buildings and another one with a single end plate on 
only one side of the section model, with the purpose of modeling three-dimensional flow on the 
top section of the tall building, were utilized for the free vibration tests. Only direct aeroelastic 
derivatives associated with the three DOF (6 in total) were required and identified in this study as 
in Eqs. (4.20)-(4.25). Therefore, when carrying out the free vibration tests, the system was 
restrained in two of its three DOFs to ensure that the model can only vibrate in one direction 
since direct aeroelastic derivatives identified from 1-DOF tests are known to be more accurate 




Figure 4.2 Setup for the free vibration test. 
The model was tested in 1-DOF for each of the three DOFs by using the 3DOF free 
vibration system at different wind speeds (1.23 to 4.54 m/s) with the objective of identifying the 
aeroelastic derivatives at various reduced velocities. These tests were repeated with the section 
model fixed at each of the three AOAs (0°, 34°, 90°), and repeated for each of the two 
configurations of the section model, as mentioned before, at each AOA. The section model was 
fixed at an initial displacement along a given DOF. The model was then released from rest at a  
fixed wind speed, and the decaying time history of the model displacement was obtained by 
dividing the elastic force of the spring, which was measured by load cells with a sampling rate of 
1000 Hz, with the stiffness of the spring.  A low-pass filter was designed to filter the noise from 
the measured data and the aeroelastic derivatives of the rectangular section can be identified 
using an Iterative Least Squares (ILS) System identification approach proposed by [41]. Three 
data runs were taken at each wind speed and the average results from these runs were calculated 
and presented here. 
Air Bushing Spring 
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A negligible difference between the two configurations was observed in the free vibration 
test results, which will be given in the following sections. As a result, only the configuration in 
which the section model has two end plates on both of its sides was utilized for the static and 
buffeting tests, which have been mentioned in the previous sections. However, when the 
difference between the two configurations is significant and cannot be ignored, both 
configurations should be used in the tests in order to improve the accuracy of the proposed 
method. 
4.3.2. Aeroelastic Model Test 
An 1:175 scaled aeroelastic CAARC standard tall building model was tested in the 
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) wind in a dense suburban terrain in order to study the 
characteristics of wind-induced vibration of tall buildings. The model has a rectangular cross 
section whose dimensions are B = 0.26 m × D = 0.17 m × H = 1.05 m, which gives aspect ratios 
of H/D=6 and B/D=1.5. The aeroelastic model has four solid steel columns that were fixed to the 
ground to provide the stiffness. Four rectangular floors along with one rectangular roof, were 
fixed at different heights of the columns to represent the lumped mass of the building. Some 
panels are connected to the floors to cover the model, and there is a gap of 2 mm between 
adjacent panels in order to enable the vibration of the model. The aeroelastic model is able to 
vibrate in across-, along-wind, and torsional degree of freedom. The modal parameters, e.g., 
natural frequencies and mechanical damping ratios of the aeroelastic model are summarized in 
Table 4.1. More details on the scale ratios between the aeroelastic model and the full-scale 
building can be found in [36]. They were identified from free vibration tests of the model at zero 




Table 4.1 Summary of the modal parameters of aeroelastic CAARC building model. 
 Direction Values 
Natural frequency 
(Hz) 
1. Across-wind 2.30 
2. Along-wind 2.35 
3. Torsional 3.03 
Damping ratio 
(%) 
1. Across-wind 0.69 
2. Along-wind 0.62 
3. Torsional 0.24 
 
The model was tested at three AOAs (0°, 34°, and 90°) representing normal and along-
diagonal directions of the model, and at each AOA, the standard derivation of the wind-induced 
acceleration response along 3DOF at two levels of the building (middle and top) as well as the 
aerodynamic damping were obtained with respect to the reduced velocity. The aeroelastic model, 
the three angles of attack and the 3DOF are shown in Figure 4.3. More details of the aeroelastic 
model are given in [36]. 
4.4. Wind Tunnel Section Model Test Results 
4.4.1. Results of the Static Test 
As described in Section 4.3.1, surface pressures were measured on the section model. The 
measured pressure were later integrated to obtain the mean aerodynamic forces, i.e., lift and 
drag, which were then divided by  
1
2
𝜌𝑈2𝐷𝑐 (𝐷𝑐 = √𝐵𝐷 = 0.82B) to calculate the lift (CL) and 
drag (CD) coefficients and mean torsional moment (taken positive clockwise in vertical plane  




2 to obtain the mean torsional 
moment coefficient (CM). Three data runs were recorded for each wind speed and average results 




Figure 4.3 The aeroelastic model in ABL test section of the wind tunnel, three angles of attack and 
directions (DOF) of wind-induced response. 
The mean aerodynamic load (force and moment) coefficients and their derivatives with 
respect to the angle of attack at three different AOAs are listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
Table 4.2 The mean aerodynamic force coefficients of the rectangular cross section model. 
AOA (Degree) CL CD CM 
0° 0 1.21 0 
34° 0.38 1.26 0.057 





Table 4.3 The derivatives of the mean aerodynamic force coefficients with respect to AOA for the 











0° -3.55 0 -0.573 
34° -0.23 -3.00 0.203 
90° -2.74 0 -0.394 
 
4.4.2. Results of the Buffeting Test 
As described earlier, the gust generator can generate sinusoidal gusts with fixed 
frequency and mean wind speed. At each reduced frequency (K), spectral analysis was 
performed to calculate the power spectral density (PSD) of the fluctuating wind speeds as well as 
the aerodynamic loads. In order to obtain the admittance function at different reduced 
frequencies (K), tests were performed at numerous gust frequencies under the same wind speed. 
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 (4.30) 
where 𝑆𝐿𝑏𝐿𝑏(𝐾), 𝑆𝐷𝑏𝐷𝑏(𝐾) and 𝑆𝑀𝑏𝑀𝑏(𝐾) are the PSDs of the buffeting load 𝐿𝑏, 𝐷𝑏 and 𝑀𝑏, 
respectively. 𝑆𝑢𝑢(𝐾) and 𝑆𝑣𝑣(𝐾) are the PSDs of wind fluctuations u and v. The aerodynamic 
admittance function is represented by 𝜒2(𝐾), which can be expressed in terms of the constants 
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 (4.31) 
The constants B1~B4 in Eqn.(4.7) can be identified by using curve-fitting technique to 
solve Eqn.(4.31). Sarkar and his co-workers have employed this technique and successfully 
extracted the buffeting indicial derivative function in the past (e.g. Chang et al. [39]). The 
identified admittance functions (𝜒𝐿
2(𝐾) and 𝜒𝐷
2 (𝐾)) at AOA=0° are shown in Figure 4.4. It needs 
to be mentioned that the admittance functions in torsional degree of freedom (𝜒𝑀
2 (𝐾)) were not 
obtained due to lack of sensitivity of the torsional component of the load sensors used in the 
buffeting test; it was replaced by the aerodynamic admittance function for lift (𝜒𝐿
2(𝐾)) that can 
be argued to be valid for torsion in symmetric or near-symmetric flow conditions. The 
admittance function values identified at different reduced frequencies and the fitted curve using 
Eqn. (4.31) are shown in Figure 4.4. The constants B1~B4 from the fitted curve are then used to 
formulate the buffeting loads in time-domain, as given in Eqs.(4.4)-(4.6). The buffeting indicial 
derivative functions of lift and drag at three AOAs (0°, 34°, 90°) are listed in Table 4.4.  
  












′ (𝑠) = 0.0065𝑒−0.032𝑠 + 0.1700𝑒−0.230𝑠 𝜙𝐷
′ (𝑠) = 0.0030𝑒−0.005𝑠 + 0.024𝑒−0.062𝑠 
34° 𝜙𝐿
′ (𝑠) = 0.1696𝑒−0.235𝑠 + 0.0092𝑒−0.036𝑠 𝜙𝐷
′ (𝑠) = 0.153𝑒−0.204𝑠 + 0.0069𝑒−0.031𝑠 
90° 𝜙𝐿
′ (𝑠) = 0.0090𝑒−0.038𝑠 + 0.1831𝑒−0.247𝑠 𝜙𝐷
′ (𝑠) = 0.0054𝑒−0.015𝑠 + 0.0721𝑒−0.121𝑠 
 
4.4.3. Results of the Free Vibration Test 





∗  and 𝐴3
∗ , which 
correspond to self-excited lift, drag and moment, along h, p and α, respectively, are given in 




),  where nh,p,α are the natural frequencies of vibration of the section model at zero wind 
speed (vertical, nh = 3.83 Hz, lateral, np = 4.06 Hz, and torsional, nα = 1.74 Hz) in the 
corresponding 1DOF test used to extract the FDs and B is the larger dimension of the section 
model (0.114m). 
  
(a) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐻1
∗) (b) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐻4
∗) 





(c) Aeroelastic derivative (𝑃1
∗) (d) Aeroelastic derivative (𝑃4
∗) 
  
(e) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐴2
∗ ) (f) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐴3
∗ ) 
Figure 4.5 (Continued) 
  
(a) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐻1
∗) (b) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐻4
∗) 





(c) Aeroelastic derivative (𝑃1
∗) (d) Aeroelastic derivative (𝑃4
∗) 
  
(e) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐴2
∗ ) (f) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐴3
∗ ) 
Figure 4.6 (Continued) 
  
(a) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐻1
∗) (b) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐻4
∗) 





(c) Aeroelastic derivative (𝑃1
∗) (d) Aeroelastic derivative (𝑃4
∗) 
  
(e) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐴2
∗ ) (f) Aeroelastic derivative (𝐴3
∗ ) 
Figure 4.7 (Continued) 
4.5. Numerical Simulation 
4.5.1. Aerodynamic Damping 
The 1st mode aerodynamic damping of the aeroelastic CAARC building model at various 
reduced velocities was calculated using the equations given in Eqn.(4.21) and Eqn.(4.23), where 
𝑚ℎ,𝑖 and 𝑚𝑝,𝑖 = 6.95 kg/m is the mass per unit length for the aeroelastic model, as described in 
[36]. 𝐻1
∗ and 𝑃1
∗ are the aeroelastic derivatives obtained from the free vibration test of the 
rectangular cross section model, which are given in Figures 4.5 to 4.7. It has to be mentioned that 
the ratio 𝜔𝑖 𝜔𝑇,𝑖⁄  is very close to 1, as a result, the effect introduced by the aerodynamic stiffness 
(𝐻4
∗ and 𝑃4
∗) are neglected in the calculation of aerodynamic damping. In order to calculate the 
aerodynamic damping at different reduced velocities, polynomials were employed to curve-fit 
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the relationship between aeroelastic derivatives and reduced velocities. It should be mentioned 
that “a jump” phenomenon was observed for 𝐻1
∗ which switches sign from negative to positive at 
all three AOAs at a given RV. This phenomenon has been observed for rectangular cross 
sections with different B/D ratios [42,43] where the aerodynamic damping in the vertical or 
cross-wind DOF will switch from positive to negative. It was found that the critical RV where 
the switching of sign occurs is very sensitive to the aspect ratio B/D and the amplitude of the 
oscillations. Therefore, only 𝐻1




4.2, 3.6 and 3.8 for AOA=0°, 34° and 90°, respectively) were adopted to calculate the 
aerodynamic damping. This phenomenon, however, was not observed for 𝑃1
∗ and 𝐴2
∗ . As a result, 
identified 𝑃1
∗ and 𝐴2
∗  values over the whole range of reduced velocities were used to calculate the 
aerodynamic damping in along-wind and torsional degree of freedom. The CAARC tall building 
model was split into two zones with the aim to reproduce the three-dimensional effect of wind 
flowing around tall buildings near the roof. Zone One, which accounts for the top one third (H/3) 
of the model, adopts aeroelastic derivatives identified from the section model with only one 
endplate, while Zone Two, which accounts for the bottom two thirds (2H/3) of the model, 
employs aeroelastic derivatives identified from the section model with two endplates. The 
calculated aerodynamic damping at AOAs of 0°, 34°, and 90° in across-wind and along-wind 
directions are compared (Figure 4.8) with those directly extracted from the measured response of 




, 𝑈𝐻 is the wind speed at the building height (H), n1 = 2.30 Hz, which is the lowest 
natural frequency at zero wind speed (Table 4.1). Moreover, they are also compared with those 
obtained by Marukawa et al. [37] in which the aerodynamic damping of tall buildings with 




(a) Aerodynamic damping at AOA=0° 
 
(b) Aerodynamic damping at AOA=34° 
 
(c) Aerodynamic damping at AOA=90° 
Figure 4.8 Aerodynamic damping at different AOAs. 
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4.5.2. Numerical Simulation of Wind-induced Response of ISU’s CAARC Building 
Model  
The aerodynamic properties identified from the section models, e.g., load coefficients, 
aeroelastic derivatives, and buffeting indicial derivative functions, were utilized to simulate the 
wind-induced acceleration response of the aeroelastic CAARC building model in 3DOF. Only 
the first vibration mode for each of the considered DOF with theoretical mode shape functions of 
a cantilever beam as mentioned earlier were used. The simulated results were later compared 
with those measured from the aeroelastic model tests of the building conducted in the ISU Wind 
Tunnel for the purpose of validation. For the simulation, Power-law was used to reproduce the 











where z is the elevation over the ground, zref is the reference height that was taken as the model 
height H in the simulation. U(z) is the mean wind speed at the height of z, Uref is the mean wind 
speed at reference height or the model height, α* is an exponent determined by the type of terrain 
where the boundary layer wind develops. α* is assumed to be 0.34 here as identified from the 
aeroelastic model tests [36], it represents a highly-dense suburban terrain where tall buildings are 
usually built. In aeroelastic model tests, the turbulence intensity profile of the upstream ABL 
follows that given by the AIJ (Architecture Institute of Japan) standard where the turbulence 
intensities in longitudinal (Iuu) and lateral (Ivv) directions at roof height zH were found to be 
17.7% and 13.5%, respectively. 
Kaimal spectra were adopted to simulate the auto-spectra of wind fluctuations in 





























where n denotes the frequency, Suu and Svv are power spectral densities (PSD) of longitudinal (u) 
and lateral (v) wind fluctuations, respectively. 𝑢∗ is the shear velocity, 𝑓 = 𝑛𝑧 𝑈(𝑧)⁄  denotes a 
dimensionless quantity. 
The cross-spectra of wind fluctuations in longitudinal (u) and lateral (v) directions at ith 
and jth position along the height of the building can be obtained by [45] 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) f̂ij ii jjS n S n S n e




 is a decay factor, where zi and zj are the elevations of i
th and jth location 
above the ground, C is the decay factor which normally takes a value of 8-10 for longitudinal 
turbulence. In this study,  C = 2 is taken for the numerical simulations of the wind turbulence that 
is used to generate the buffeting loads. This is because Hou and Sarkar [34] found that smaller 
values of  C (2 to 6) would be more appropriate to use when simulating wind loads and C = 2 
yielded the best results when the simulated response of an aeroelastic model of a tall building 
was compared to the wind tunnel results of a benchmark study on the model of the same 
building, especially at higher reduced velocities (>4).  It is consistent with the known fact that 
buffeting loads under the effects of aeroelasticity are better correlated than the upstream wind 
turbulence that generate these loads [45].   
The wind fluctuations of 𝑢𝑖(𝑡) and 𝑣𝑖(𝑡) at the i
th position of building height can be 
generated using the equations proposed by [46] 
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where 𝑚∗ denotes the total number of locations along the height of building, 𝑛∗ represents the 
total number of discrete frequencies in the spectrum of the wind,  Δ𝜔𝑘 is the increment of 
frequency, 𝐻𝑖,𝑙(𝜔𝑘) is the (i, l) element in matrix H, which satisfies, 𝑆 = 𝐻 ∙ ?̅?
𝑇, ?̅?𝑇 represents 
the transpose of the complex conjugate of matrix H, 𝑆 is the PSD matrix Suu or Svv, and  𝜙𝑙𝑘 is a 
random phase angle which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2𝜋,  𝜃𝑖𝑙(𝜔𝑘)  is a complex 

















−=  (4.37) 
It should be noted that the PSD matrix S is real and symmetric, therefore, its Cholesky 
decomposition would result in a real upper (or lower) triangular matrix H, which makes the 
phase angle 𝜃𝑖𝑙(𝜔𝑘) zero or unimportant. 
The simulated wind fluctuations of  𝑢𝑖(𝑡) and 𝑣𝑖(𝑡) are utilized to generate the buffeting 
loads that are formulated in Eqs.(4.4) to (4.6) using the identified static aerodynamic load 
coefficients and buffeting indicial derivative functions. The buffeting loads are then substituted 
into Eqs.(4.17) to (4.19) to calculate the wind-induced response of the aeroelastic model in 
across-wind (h), along-wind (p) and torsional (α) directions. Figure 4.3 depicts these directions 
or DOFs of wind-induced vibration as well as the dimensions for the aeroelastic model. 
The acceleration of the aeroelastic building model was calculated at various reduced 
velocities or RVs, where 𝑅𝑉 =
𝑈𝐻
𝑛1𝐷𝑐
 as defined earlier. Since the simulated wind fluctuations are 
realization of a random process, resulting from the random phase angle 𝜙𝑙𝑘 (in Eqn. (4.36) that is 
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uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π, each simulation would produce statistically similar but 
slightly different realizations of wind speed, buffeting loads as well as response of the tall 
buildings considered here. Therefore, at each reduced velocity, the simulation was carried out 
three times, each time with a time period of 60s at time increments of 0.01 sec (sampling rate of 
100 Hz). The average value and standard deviation of the root mean square (RMS) of the zero-
mean accelerations (along-wind, across-wind and torsional) at the building height (H) were 
calculated from these three rounds of simulation. They were later normalized with 𝑛ℎ
2𝐷𝑐 and 
𝑛𝑝
2𝐷𝑐 for across-wind and along-wind responses, respectively, and 𝑛𝛼
2  for torsional responses, 
which are identical to the parameters used in the aeroelastic model tests (see Table 4.1). Due to 
difficulty in extracting the buffeting admittance function and hence the corresponding buffeting 
indicial derivative functions in torsional degree of freedom (𝜙𝑀
′ (𝑠)), those in across-wind 
direction (𝜙𝐿
′ (𝑠)) are used to calculate the response in the torsional degree of freedom. The 




2𝐷𝑐⁄ ), along-wind (𝜎?̅̈? = 𝜎?̈? 𝑛𝑝
2𝐷𝑐⁄ ) and torsional (𝜎?̅̈? = 𝜎̈ 𝑛𝛼
2⁄ ) directions at AOA=0°, 34°, 
and 90° are given in the form of error bars whose range is  determined by adding and subtracting 
one standard deviation of the response from its mean. A comparison was made between the 
simulated results with the experimental measurements from the aeroelastic model tests, which 




(a) Across-wind response at AOA=0° (b) Along-wind response at AOA=0° 
 
(c) Torsional response at AOA=0° 
Figure 4.9 The simulated response vs. experimental measurement at AOA=0° 
  
(a) Across-wind response at AOA=34° (b) Along-wind response at AOA=34° 




(c) Torsional response at AOA=34° 
Figure 4.10 (Continued) 
  
(a) Across-wind response at AOA=90° (b) Along-wind response at AOA=90° 
 
(c) Torsional response at AOA=90° 
Figure 4.11 The simulated response vs. experimental measurement at AOA=90° 
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It can be seen from Figure 4.9 to Figure 4.11 that the simulated along-wind and torsional 
responses 𝜎?̅̈? = 𝜎?̈? (𝑛𝑝
2𝐷𝑐)⁄  and 𝜎?̅̈? = 𝜎?̈? 𝑛𝛼
2⁄ , generally agree well with the experimental results 
for the entire range of RVs up to 8.25 that was chosen for the simulation. The numerical 
predictions thus works well up to RV=8.25 which corresponds to UH = 61.6m/s (mean-hourly) 
for the full-scale CAARC tall building, whose n1 = 0.2Hz and B = 45.72m and D = 30.48m, Dc = 
37.3m. This wind speed is equal to U = 22.9 m/s (mean-hourly) and U = 47.9m/s or 107.1 mph 
(3-s gust) at 10m height, which is close to the design wind speed recommended by ASCE 7-16 




2𝐷𝑐)⁄ has some discrepancy with experimental results beyond RV of 6, which can be mainly 
attributed to the rectangular cross section of the aeroelastic model which is sensitive to large 
across-wind amplitude and displays aeroelastic instability along across-wind direction at higher 
RVs. As mentioned earlier, the flutter derivative 𝐻1
∗ and hence aerodynamic damping associated 
with across-wind direction for rectangular cross sections was found [42,43] to be very sensitive 
to the amplitudes of displacement (usually limited to ho/B≤0.05), whereas the ho/B at the 
aeroelastic model’s roof height (zH) for the current case exceeds this value beyond RV = 6. 𝐻1
∗ 
also changes sign from negative to positive at around RV (=UH/(n1Dc)) of 6. Thus, mismatch in 
across-wind response at higher RV could be mainly attributed to the bluff rectangular cross 
section chosen here. The fact that the aeroelastic derivative (𝐻1
∗) is dependent on vibration 
amplitude would make the linearization assumption of aerodynamic damping, which is indicated 
in Eqn. (4.8), inapplicable in across-wind direction at higher reduced velocities. As a result, it 
should be acknowledged that the application of proposed method in across-wind direction of tall 
buildings with rectangular cross sections can only be limited at lower reduced velocities, which 
is RV≤6 according to the simulation in this paper. The predictions can be improved for such 
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bluff sections in across-wind direction at higher RVs if these factors are considered such as 
inclusion of higher dynamic modes (4th or above) that might get excited at higher RVs and 
resulting aerodynamic coupling of loads because of coupled higher modes that were neglected in 
the current formulation, use of actual vibration modes of vibration rather than assumed ones and 
use of non-linear aerodynamic damping models such as those used in vortex-induced vibration 
that suit higher amplitudes.  
Given that the torsional response (𝜎?̅̈? = 𝜎̈ 𝑛𝛼
2⁄ ) calculated using the buffeting indicial 
derivative functions in across-wind direction (𝜙𝐿
′ (𝑠)) match well with experimental 
measurements, it validates the assumption made here that the buffeting indicial derivative 
functions in torsional degree of freedom (𝜙𝑀
′ (𝑠)) are similar to those in across-wind direction 
which can be proven to be true for symmetric or near-symmetric flows like the three AOAs 
considered here. 
4.5.3. Scaling Laws for Response  
Below is an example of how to estimate the full-scale tall building response using 
numerically simulated or experimentally obtained results of a tall building model with scaling 
laws that have been described in Section 4.2. The full-scale along-wind acceleration response 
(buffeting) of the CAARC tall building at AOA = 0° in its first mode was estimated from the 
model-scale acceleration response at RV=7. The full-scale tall building is assumed to be subject 
to the same ABL as the building model, where the terrain is dense suburban and mean velocity 
follows. Power Law exponent of α*=0.34 and longitudinal turbulence intensity of 17.7% at roof 
height are taken. The scaling parameters between the building model and the full-scale tall 





Table 4.5 Scale ratios between the building model and the full-scale tall building. 
 Symbol Value 
Mass Scale 𝜆𝑚 1/3.21×10
4 
Mechanical Damping Scale 𝜆𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑝  0.62 
Natural Frequency Scale 𝜆𝑛𝑝 11.75 
Length Scale 𝜆𝐿 1/175 
Scruton Number Scale 𝜆𝑆𝑐 1/1.69 
 







= =  =  
The normalized along-wind acceleration of the full-scale tall building can be calculated 
as 
, ,
1.33 0.2 1.33 0.15
p fs p ms
 = = =  




2×37.3×0.15=0.224 m/s2 = 0.023g 
at RV=7 which is equivalent to mean-hourly wind speed at roof height of  
𝑈𝐻 = 𝑅𝑉 × 𝑛𝑝 × 𝐷𝑐=7×0.2×37.3 = 52.2 m/s 






× 𝑈𝐻 × 2.09 = 40.6 m/s (91mph). 
If this calculation is repeated with 𝜁𝑇,𝑚𝑠 = 0.69+0.40=1.09% and 𝜁𝑇,𝑓𝑠 = 1.0 + 0.4 =
1.4% that includes aerodynamic damping ratio 𝜁𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑜of 0.4% at RV=7 (Figure 4.8a) then 𝜆𝜁𝑇𝑝 =
1.09 1.4⁄ = 0.78 instead of 𝜆𝜁𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑝 = 0.62 used before. 
The new Scruton number ratio can be obtained as 𝜆𝑆𝑐 = 1 1.34⁄ . 
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= =  =  
The normalized along-wind acceleration of the full-scale tall building can be calculated 
as 
, ,
1.18 0.2 1.18 0.17
p fs p ms
 = = =  
Therefore, the along-wind acceleration of the full-scale tall building can be calculated as 
𝜎𝑝,̈ 𝑓𝑠= 𝑛𝑝
2𝐷𝑐𝜎𝑝,̈̅ 𝑓𝑠 = 0.2
2 × 37.3 × 0.17 = 0.254 𝑚 𝑠2⁄ = 0.026𝑔 
This is a more accurate estimate of the acceleration because it includes aerodynamic 
damping; note it has an error of 13% with respect to the case where aerodynamic damping was 
not included which is within the range of other uncertainties in the estimates and the error will 
decrease with lower wind speeds because aerodynamic damping decreases as wind speed 
decreases. 
4.6. Parametric Study 
One of the novelties of the proposed method is that it can be used to carry out parametric 
study to evaluate the effect of different properties on building’s response. Some properties, e.g. 
wind load correlation, building height and mode shape, have been studied in [34]. Here in this 
paper, the effects of cross section and taper ratio of tall buildings are studied using the identified 
section model properties as described next. 
4.6.1. Cross-sectional effect on tall building’s wind response  
The time-domain method presented here was used to predict the wind-induced response 
of tall buildings with two different cross sections, circular and elliptical, and compared with that 
of the rectangular section. The response was calculated for AOA of 0° here. This comparison can 
help to gain some insight into the dynamic response of tall buildings with cross sections that 
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range from a bluff section (rectangular) to a more streamlined sections (circular and elliptical) 
subject to boundary layer wind. The 2D aerodynamic sectional properties, e.g., load coefficients, 
aeroelastic derivatives, and buffeting indicial derivative functions of circular and elliptical 
models, were extracted using the same test systems that  are  described in Section 4.3.1. It  
should be noted  that the  aerodynamic properties of  the circular section  used here are borrowed 
from [47]. Since elliptical and circular cross sections are sensitive to Reynolds number (Re), the 
Reynolds number at  which the aerodynamic properties of elliptical and circular sections were 
obtained is specified as 1×105 and 0.65×105, respectively. The aeroelastic derivatives as well as 
buffeting indicial derivative functions of the elliptical model for AOA of 0° are shown in Figure 
4.12. The load coefficients as well as buffeting indicial derivative functions for the rectangular, 
elliptical and circular cross sections are summarized in Table 4.6. 
For the sake of maintaining dynamic similarity, the mechanical properties, e.g., mass per 
unit length (height), mechanical damping, natural frequency and mode shape for the circular and 
elliptical models were assumed to be the same as  those of the rectangular aeroelastic model. In 
addition, the dimensions, such as H (height) and D (diameter of the circular cross section and 
dimension of minor axis for the elliptical cross section) were also assumed to be identical with 
the rectangular tall building model. Therefore, the projection areas on which the wind is acting 
are identical for those three models. The dimensions for the rectangular, circular, and elliptical 
models are listed in Table 4.6. 
The dynamic responses of the tall building models with circular and elliptical sections   
were simulated under the same wind conditions (mean wind profile and turbulence intensity 
profile) as that of the building with rectangular section for zero AOA. Due to the absence of 
aeroelastic derivatives 𝑃1
∗ for the circular and elliptical models, the aerodynamic damping in 
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along-wind direction was assumed to be the same as  that of a rectangular model. The wind-
induced response of rectangular, circular, and elliptical tall buildings at different reduced 
velocities is shown in Figure 4.13. 
  
(a) Aeroelastic derivatives 𝐻1
∗ (b) Aeroelastic derivatives 𝐻4
∗ 
  
(c) Buffeting indicial derivative function 
𝜙𝐿
′ (𝑠) 
(d) Buffeting indicial derivative function 
𝜙𝐷
′ (𝑠) 




(a) Across-wind direction (b) Along-wind direction 
 Figure 4.13 Wind-induced response of rectangular, circular, and elliptical tall buildings. 
It can be observed in Figure 4.13 that wind induces larger vibration in the rectangular tall 
building than the other two cross sections in across-wind direction at lower reduced velocities 
(RV<6). Given that the across-wind response predicted using the proposed method is smaller 
than the experimental results at higher reduced velocities, it is expected that at higher velocities, 
the across-wind response of rectangular cross section in reality is higher than that of other two 
cross sections. The circular tall building undergoes the smallest across-wind vibration because its 
aerodynamic damping along that direction, based on quasi-steady theory, is proportional to (𝐶𝐿
′  + 
CD) which is positive and the largest in magnitude amongst the three sections. However, the 
circular tall building experiences the largest along-wind vibration at lower reduced velocities 
while the rectangular tall building experiences the largest along-wind vibration at higher reduced 
velocities. Elliptical tall building is the least vulnerable to along-wind vibration among these 
three cross sections in spite of its aerodynamic damping, based on quasi-steady theory 
(proportional to CD), being the smallest. It is partly because the buffeting fluctuating force in the 





Table 4.6 Dimensions of the rectangular, circular, and elliptical model. 
AOA=0° 
(Wind is parallel to B 
direction and normal to D) 
Rectangular Circular Elliptical 
   
Dimensions 
H (m) 1.05 1.05 1.05 
B (m) 0.26  0.26 
D (m) 0.17 0.17 0.17 
Mechanical Properties 
Mass per unit length 
(kg/m) 





0.69 0.69 0.69 
Along-wind 
direction 






2.30 2.30 2.30 
Along-wind 
direction 
2.35 2.35 2.35 
Load Coefficients (AOA = 0°) 
𝐶𝐿 0 0 0 
𝐶𝐿
′  -3.55 0 -2.72 
𝐶𝐷 1.21 1.20 0.83 































* Buffeting Indicial Derivative Functions of the circular cylinder is obtained from [47] 
 
4.6.2. Taper effect on tall building’s wind response  
The effect of taper on tall building’s wind-induced response was studied using the 
proposed time-domain method. A tapered tall building refers to a tall building whose cross 
section reduces in size along its height, usually linearly. In such buildings, the dimensions B and 






constant. Therefore, the aerodynamic properties identified from section model tests described 
above can be used to predict the wind-induced response of tapered tall buildings whose aspect 
ratio remains as B/D = 1.5 along its height. 
Tall buildings with three different taper ratios, c = 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2, are studied and their 
wind-induced responses are compared with those of tall buildings without taper (c = 1). The 
taper ratio (c) is defined here as 𝑐 =
𝐵𝑔
𝐵ℎ
, where Bg is the dimension at the roof of building 
whereas Bh is the dimension at the bottom of building, as shown in Figure 4.14. Lower value of c 
implies higher taper. 
 
Figure 4.14 Illustration of a tapered tall building. 
The natural frequency and mode shape of a tapered cantilever beam have been well 
studied. Banerjee and Ananthapuvirajah [48] found that the natural frequency of a tapered 
cantilever beam can be expressed as 𝜔𝑖 = 𝜂𝑖√
𝐸𝐼ℎ
𝜌𝐴ℎ𝐿
4, where EIh is the bending rigidity and ρAh is 




natural frequency, 𝜂𝑖 is a non-dimensional number, which are 3.85512, 4.62515 and 6.19639 for 
c = 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2 for the 1st natural frequency of a tapered beam, respectively. 
The bottom dimensions (Bh and Dh) of tapered tall buildings are assumed to be the same 
as those of the aeroelastic model without taper (c = 1). In addition, the building height and 
mechanical damping ratio are also taken to be the same as those of the aeroelastic model without 
taper (c = 1). The properties of the tapered buildings as well as the aeroelastic model are given in 
Table 4.7.  

























0.8 0.208 0.136 2.52 
0.5 0.130 0.085 3.03 
0.2 0.052 0.034 4.05 
 
The across-wind response of three tapered tall buildings at AOA=0° were calculated. For 
the sake of comparison, the simulation were carried out at UH = 4m/s for all three tapered tall 
buildings. For each building, the simulation were run three times, and the average and standard 
deviation of the RMS accelerations from the three records were obtained and compared with 
non-tapered tall buildings as shown in Figure 4.15. It should be noted that all the results given in 




Figure 4.15 Across-wind response of tall buildings with different taper ratios. 
It can be seen from Figure 4.15 that increased taper (decreasing taper ratio) in the tall 
building along its height will reduce its across-wind response. The response is inversely 
proportional to the taper ratio (c). The mitigation of the across-wind response in a tall building 
with taper compared to the one without taper (prismatic) can be attributed to the reduction of 
overall load on the building and an increase of natural frequency with the introduction of taper. 
4.7. Conclusions 
A series of section model tests were performed in the wind tunnel to extract the 
aerodynamic properties, e.g., load coefficients, buffeting indicial derivative functions, and 
aeroelastic derivatives of a rectangular model with aspect ratio B/D=1.5. The identified 
aeroelastic derivatives were used to calculate the aerodynamic damping of an aeroelastic tall 
building model, which is very important in the tall building’s wind response analysis. A good 
agreement was observed in the comparison between the calculated aerodynamic damping and 
those identified from aeroelastic model tests conducted at ISU and elsewhere. A time-domain 
method was adopted to predict the wind-induced response in all three DOFs (along-wind, across-
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wind and torsional) of an aeroelastic CAARC tall building model tested at ISU using the 2D 
aerodynamic sectional properties that were obtained from the section mode tests. The dynamic 
responses of the aeroelastic tall building model were calculated in across-, along-wind and 
torsional degree of freedom at three critical AOAs (0°, 34°, and 90°) corresponding to 
numerically simulated boundary-layer wind over a dense suburban terrain that was used in the 
aeroelastic model test. The calculated results matched well with those from the aeroelastic model 
test, which validates the effectiveness of the time-domain method. In addition, the time-domain 
method was also employed to calculate the dynamic response of tall buildings with two other 
cross sections (circular and elliptical) that are relatively streamlined. The results show that 
buildings with different cross-sections experience different vibration amplitudes due to buffeting 
at a given reduced velocity. Finally, the across-wind response of tall buildings with different 
taper ratios were calculated and compared, it was found that the taper in tall buildings along its 
height can reduce its wind-induced buffeting response in across-wind direction. A scaling law for 
normalized buffeting response (acceleration or displacement) of a tall slender structure is 
presented to help in extrapolating response from the model-scale tests to full scale and found to 
be dependent on Scruton number scale and damping ratio scale given that all other similarities 
between model and full scale are met. The time-domain method presented here for estimating 
response of tall buildings has several advantages including cost savings compared to expensive 
aeroelastic tests, its applicability to any slender structure, uniform or non-uniform in height, and 
those futuristic structures that might be mega tall, its use in structural control and its versatility to 
predict response in other types of wind, non-straight-line and transient in nature.  
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Abstract 
Wind-induced vibration plays a significant role in the design of tall buildings, primarily 
due to serviceability requirement for occupant comfort and structural safety. As a result, several  
approaches have been developed to address this concern. This paper describes a novel control 
mechanism, smart morphing façade (SMF) system, to mitigate wind-induced vibration of tall 
buildings. It uses the concept of an aerodynamically modified building façade. Compared to a 
fixed façade system, the SMF can be dynamically modified in real time based on rapidly 
changing wind speed and wind direction in a windstorm. Therefore, such system can be further 
developed into an active control system. The SMF consists of a set of circular ducts embedded in 
a flat plate and arranged in a matrix formation that is fixed on the original façade with a gap 
between the two facades. Each circular-shaped duct comprises of two parts, a fixed base with 
alternate open and closed surfaces that are shaped like a fan-blade and a rotating part placed 
inside the fixed one that is similar in shape like the fixed one and can be rotated by a protruding 
fin. By rotating the fin, the porosity of the duct as well as the fin inclination angle can be 
changed simultaneously, enabling the control of flow through the duct. The performance of the 
SMF system with different configurations was studied using the CAARC standard tall building 
model under atmospheric boundary layer wind and its effectiveness in reducing the building 
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response was examined by comparing the results of the building with a SMF system and the one 
without it. It was found that the effectiveness of the SMF system is dependent on many factors, 
such as configuration, wind speed, angle of attack and direction of vibration. 
Keywords: Tall Buildings, Wind-induced Vibration, Building Façade, Aeroelastic Model, Wind 
Tunnel Test 
5.1. Introduction 
 Tall buildings are vulnerable to wind-induced vibrations. Large-amplitude vibration can 
lead to occupant discomfort, or even a catastrophic structural failure. Because of its impact on 
the serviceability of tall buildings, numerous studies have been carried out to control the wind-
induced vibration. The aerodynamics of a bluff body like tall buildings is influenced by their 
shapes. As a result, wind loads on tall buildings can be reduced through aerodynamic 
modification of its outer surface (cladding or facade). For example, by modifying the outer 
surface of a tall building, the resultant wind load in across-wind direction along the building 
height can be reduced. The effectiveness of shape modification in the reduction of wind loads on 
tall buildings has been widely investigated. Those that are considered to be effective include 
polygon or Y-type sections and corners for sectional shape (horizontally), taper, setback, and 
openings for building shape (vertically) [1–4]. Tanaka et al. [5] performed a series of wind 
tunnel tests to evaluate various aerodynamic modifications of tall buildings that can reduce wind 
loads. In addition to experiments, the numerical simulation technique, e.g. Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD), has also been adopted to study the influence of building shape on wind loads, 
as can be found in [6–9]. Both numerical and experimental studies have found that modification 
of exterior shape can significantly reduce wind loads on tall buildings, the significance of 
aerodynamic modification is dependent on the type of modification as well as the wind direction. 
Nevertheless, tall buildings are traditionally designed based on a specific aerodynamic 
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modification that is derived from crude estimates of average flow conditions under atmospheric 
boundary layer wind. Such design can produce a building shape that is not necessarily effective 
under non-synoptic winds such as hurricanes, thunderstorms, tornadoes, and microbursts whose 
characteristics are highly transient in terms of intensity, fluctuations (turbulence), and direction. 
In fact, recent studies have revealed the shortcomings of the current method, underlining the 
need for buildings that can conform themselves to variable and unpredictable airflows. 
In recent years, façade has become more important for modern buildings, mainly because 
of aesthetic or energy saving reasons. There are various applications for façade on buildings, the 
foremost one is ventilation. The pressure difference induced by wind can drive airstreams 
through the cavity created by inner and outer layers of double-skin facades (DSF). As a result, 
the temperature of the building can be decreased without any significant energy cost. Wind plays 
an important role in the performance of double-skin facades on buildings, as a result, numerous 
studies have been conducted to investigate the effect of wind on double-skin facades. van 
Moeseke et al. [10] measured the pressure coefficient distribution on buildings with and without 
façade. The effect of two parameters, wind incidence and environmental density, were studied. 
Lou et al. [11] used wind tunnel tests to obtain the wind pressure distribution on double-skin 
facades. Different DSF layouts, air corridor width and incident wind angles were studied. 
Moreover, a numerical method, which is called zonal approach, is employed to calculate the 
wind pressure inner-gap pressures on the DSF. Its effectiveness is validated by comparing the 
numerical results with those from experimental test. In addition to ventilation, building façade 
can also be used for energy harvesting. By placing wind turbines inside the cavity of the façade, 
energy can be harvested from the air that flows through the openings. Hassanli et al. [12] 
proposed DSF with strategic openings based on the pressure field around the building to enhance 
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the wind flow for energy harvesting. The characteristics of wind flow inside the DSF cavity have 
been studied using both CFD simulation and wind tunnel test. It was found that the façade can 
effectively change the wind flow in terms of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity. 
Furthermore, Hassanli et al. [13] examined the effect of modifications, involving corridors, 
recessed regions and curved walls, to the building and original DSF on the flow characteristics. 
They found that the modifications can enhance the wind flow, the extent of the enhancement 
depends on the wind inclination as well as the type of modification. 
Both ventilation and energy harvesting studies reveal the capability of façade to modify 
the wind flow characteristics around buildings, giving it a potential to be used for wind-induced 
vibration mitigation. In fact, there have been many studies that were performed to assess the 
possibility of using façade to reduce wind loads on buildings. Moon [14] explored the potential 
of DSF as a structural damping system. Two schemes were proposed, in which the connector 
between inner and outer skins was designed as a damper, or additional small masses were added 
into the cavities such that DSF can work as tuned mass dampers (TMDs). Silva and Gomes [15] 
measured the pressure distribution inside the gap of DSF from wind tunnel tests. Different 
layouts for building DSF that could affect wind pressure were analyzed. The experimental data 
indicated that wall pressure distribution of buildings with DSF was distinct from the unsheltered 
building. Hu et al. [16] studied the effects of a DSF system on the wind-induced responses of a 
tall building. They found that the façade with/without openings has negligible impact on along-
wind response, however, façade with openings can significantly decrease across-wind response 
compared to bare buildings. Therefore, they concluded that apart from improving indoor 
environment and reducing energy use, DSF can be utilized to mitigate wind-induced vibration of 
buildings. Yuan et al. [17] systematically investigated the effect of various arrangements of 
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façade appurtenances on wind pressures. Horizontal thin splitter plates were attached to the 
façade of high-rise buildings. Configurations classified by horizontal gap distance ratios, vertical 
separation distance ratios and extensional depth ratios of the thin plates were investigated. It was 
found that the peak pressure coefficient on the building can be reduced as much as 42%. In a 
similar study, Yang et al. [18] carried out a series of wind tunnel experiments to evaluate the 
influence of vertical splitter plates that were attached to the building’s façade. It was shown 
through experimental results that vertical plates could significantly reduce mean and fluctuating 
pressure, along- and across-wind loads, and base moment for certain configurations. Pomaranzi 
et al. [19] presented the measurement of peak pressures on the inner skin of the porous double 
skin façade system. Aerodynamic effects of the porosity on the pressure distribution on the inner 
façade of the DSF system were assessed and the results showed that the positive and negative 
peak pressures can be reduced by up to 40% in contrast to standard façade system. 
Despite encouraging results for façade in reducing wind loads on buildings, the 
aforementioned studies corresponding to fixed or static façades do not have the ability to change 
with wind speed or direction. Thus, fixed façade system cannot be effective under circumstances 
where the wind events are highly transient. As a result, there is an opportunity to develop a smart 
morphing façade modules that can dynamically modify the aerodynamic shape of the building 
surface in real time based on rapidly changing wind speed and wind direction in a windstorm 
such as thunderstorms, downbursts, and tornadoes to alleviate the wind-induced vibration. To 
this end, this paper proposes a smart morphing façade (SMF) system that can actively modify the 
aerodynamics of tall buildings to alleviate the wind-induced vibration. The proposed  SMF 
system consists of a set of circular ducts embedded in a flat plate and arranged in a matrix 
formation that is fixed on the original façade with a gap between the two facades. Each circular-
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shaped duct comprises of two parts, a fixed base with alternate open and closed surfaces that are 
shaped like a fan-blade and a rotating part placed inside the fixed one that is similar in shape like 
the fixed one and can be rotated by a protruding fin. By rotating the fin, the porosity of the duct 
as well as the fin inclination angle can be changed simultaneously, enabling the control of flow 
through the duct. It was found in the literature that the porosity of the façade and configuration of 
splitter plates on the façade can significantly impact the wind loads on buildings. The SMF 
panels were attached to an aeroelastic tall building model to evaluate their performance in the 
mitigation of wind-induced vibration. Three critical angles of attack were tested and the 
acceleration responses of the aeroelastic model were obtained. The proposed SMF system can be 
further used to develop an active control system when incorporated with 
pressure/velocity/acceleration sensors strategically positioned on the building. The measurement 
from those sensors can be utilized as an input of control system that would manipulate the smart 
morphing façade in a coordinated fashion in order to reduce or eliminate flow-induced vibration 
of the tall buildings. 
This paper is organized as follows: the description of the proposed SMF system and the 
aeroelastic tall building model is given in Section 2. Section 3 details the wind tunnel tests that 
are used to assess the effectiveness of the proposed SMF system. The experimental results are 
presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 makes the discussion of the obtained results and draws 
the conclusions. 
5.2. Description of the Smart Morphing Façade System 
5.2.1. The Aeroelastic Tall Building Model 
The performance of the SMF system was studied using the CAARC standard tall building 
model under atmospheric boundary layer wind and its effectiveness in reducing the building 
response was examined by comparing the results of the building with a SMF system and the one 
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without it. The aeroelastic model of the CAARC standard tall building was built with a 
geometric scale of 1:175. CAARC (Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research Council 
Coordinators) standard tall building is an aeroelastic model of a tall building that was proposed 
by a group of scholars to coordinate a benchmark study to compare buffeting response of a tall 
building model subjected to well-defined simulated wind in various wind tunnels [20]. The 
aeroelastic CAARC building model used in this study has a rectangular cross section, whose 
dimensions are B = 0.26 m and D = 0.17 m. Its height, H, is equal to 1.05 m. therefore, its aspect 
ratios B/D is 1.5 and H/D is 6. The aeroelastic model was built with four solid steel columns that 
were connected to the ground to provide structural stiffness. The lumped mass of the tall building 
was modeled with five rectangular Plexiglass plates that were attached to the columns at 
different heights using nuts. Twenty panels were attached to the 4 floors and 1 roof (5 Plexiglass 
plates) to cover the model on its sides to represent the facade of the building, and a gap of 2 mm 
is provided between the adjacent panels along the model height to ensure the free lateral and 
torsional motions  of the model when subject to wind. Thus, the aeroelastic model was capable of 
vibrating in across-wind, along-wind, and torsional directions. Further details of this aeroelastic 
model can be found  in [21]. 
Since the SMF system was attached to the aeroelastic model, its panel dimensions was 
matched with those of the wall panels of the aeroelastic model. The sizing of the SMF panels that 
were used are as follows: 261mm × 207 mm (8 panels), 261 mm × 103 mm (2 panels), 174 mm 
× 207mm (8 panels) and 174mm × 103mm (2 panels). 
5.2.2. The Smart Morphing Façade (SMF) System 
The SMF panels were attached to the original panels of the aeroelastic model using thin 
magnetic strips along its edges. The SMF system consists of a set of circular ducts embedded in a 
6-mm thick flat plate and arranged in a matrix formation that is fixed on the original façade 
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while maintaining a 2-mm gap between the two facades. Each circular-shaped duct (referred as 
fan-system) comprises of two parts, a fixed base with alternate open and closed surfaces that are 
shaped like a fan-blade (referred as stationary-fan) and a rotating part placed inside the fixed one 
that is similar in shape like the fixed one (referred as rotating-fan) and can be rotated by a 
protruding fin (Figure 5.1) about its center. By rotating the fin, the porosity of the duct as well as 
the fin inclination angle can be changed simultaneously because of the overlap between the two 
sets of blades, enabling the control of flow through the duct.   
Once the rotating-fan is in the desired position with respect to the stationary-one, it can 
be fixed by tightening a screw that runs through the center of each circular duct. The stationary-
fan has a diameter of 42 mm. The smart morphing façade system has 288 ducts with a fan-
system in total as distributed over 4 walls of the building on various-sized panels, with 20 ducts 
on the 261mm × 207 mm panel, 10 ducts on the 261mm × 103mm panel, 12 ducts on the 174 
mm × 207mm panel, and 6 ducts on the 174mm × 103mm panel. The stationary-fan units shown 
in Figure 5.1a have two blades, each with a subtended angle of 36 degree, and two openings, 
each with a subtended angle of 144 degree, and a hole at its center to provide room for the screw. 
The rotating-fan has a fin that sticks out of the panel (like a knob) and can move with the fan 
when it rotates. The length of the fin exceeds the diameter of the duct to create a better continuity 
between the neighboring ducts and therefore on the entire panel system. The angle of the fin in 
each unit of the façade system can be changed independently with the purpose of aerodynamic 
modification on the façade. The porosity (ratio of open area to total area of each duct) changes as 
a function of the position of the fin. The variable porosity and fin orientation of each duct 
provides a mechanism to modify the flow impinging on the building surface. Like the double-
skin façade (DSF) system mentioned before with a gap between the two façades, this SMF 
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system is expected to reduce the wind-induced pressures on the building much like reduced 
pressure behind a screen except the screen porosity can be changed dynamically by controlling 
the position of the fins in real time. The fins were conceived to have multiple functions. It 
provides a rough surface to make the flow turbulent by dispersing it, directs the flow in certain 
directions along the surface of the facade, and provides an aerodynamic damping in a direction 
normal to the surface of the fin like a flat plate does. 
 
 
(a) SMF panel with stationary- fan units (b) The rotating-fan with the fin 
Figure 5.1 The SMF system 
The SMF runs along the height  of the building model on all four walls  except the 
bottom 11.3% . It was assumed that the influence of the wind flow around the bottom of a 
building on the building response is negligible. The SMF system that is attached to the 




(a) The smart morphing façade system 
  
(b)  The smart morphing façade system (front 
view) 
(c)  The smart morphing façade system (side 
view) 
Figure 5.2 The smart morphing façade (SMF) system as mounted on the aeroelastic model. 
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5.3. Experimental Tests 
Wind tunnel tests were conducted on the aeroelastic model described earlier with and 
without the SMF system to test its effectiveness in reducing the wind-induced vibration. These 
tests were carried out in the Aerodynamic and Atmospheric Boundary Layer (AABL) Wind and 
Gust Tunnel located in the Wind Simulation and Testing Laboratory (WiST Lab) of the 
Department of Aerospace Engineering at Iowa State University. This wind tunnel has two test 
sections, an aerodynamic test section of 2.44 m (8.0 ft.) width × 1.83 m (6.0 ft.) height with a 
maximum wind speed capability of 53 m/s (173.9 ft/s), and an ABL test section of 2.44 m (8.0 
ft.) width × 2.21 m (7.25 ft.) height with a maximum wind speed (average) capability of 40 m/s 
(131 ft/s). 
In order to measure the wind-induced vibration of the wind tunnel model, six uni-
directional accelerometers (PCB Model 352C65) were attached to the inside surface of the wall 
panels of the aeroelastic model at two different levels, namely, roof-height (H) and mid-height 
(0.55H). The accelerometers that were used in the tests have a capability of ±491m/s2 (±50g) and 
a sensitivity of 10.2 mV/m/s2. When connected to NI 9205 Data Acquisition System, which has 
16-bits resolution over a range of ±10V, the resolution of the accelerometers was 0.015 m/s2. The 
mass eccentricity caused by the mass of the accelerometers (2g each) needed to be eliminated. 
This was achieved by attaching nuts with identical mass as that of the accelerometers to the 
opposite wall panels of the aeroelastic model. The locations of the accelerometers, the definition 
of angle of attack (AOA) and coordinates (xb, yb, α) for the aeroelastic model are illustrated in 
Figure 5.3. 
Three critical angles of attack, AOA=0°, 34° and 90°, were tested. At each AOA, the 
acceleration of the model was measured at different wind speeds such that the relationship 
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between wind-induced vibration and reduced velocity 
𝑈𝐻
𝑛1𝐷𝑐
, 𝑈𝐻 is mean wind speed at building 
roof height, 𝑛1 is the first natural frequency of the model, 𝐷𝑐 = √𝐵𝐷). For each measurement, 
the acceleration in xb- and yb-direction can be obtained using: 
 ,roof 3 ,mid 6 ,roof 1 ,mid 4, , ,xb xb yb yba A a A a A a A= = = =  (5.1) 
The α-direction acceleration can be calculated using: 
 2 3 5 6
,roof ,mid,





= =  (5.2) 
where A1 to A6 denote accelerations measured by accelerometer #1 to 6, R is the distance 
between the accelerometer (#2 at the roof height, #5 at mid-height) and the center of the cross 
section, as given in Figure 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3 The locations of accelerometers and definition of AOA and building coordinates [21] 
The mass of the aeroelastic model would increase because of the attachment of SMF 
system to the model. To eliminate the effect of increase in mass on the dynamic response of the 
model with the SMF system, plain panels (called dummy panels) of equal mass as the SMF 
panels were made with Plexiglass and attached to the original model (base model) for comparing 
the response of the model with SMF system with that of the base model. By comparing the 
results of the aeroelastic model equipped with SMF panels with the one with dummy panels, the 
effectiveness of the SMF system in the mitigation of wind-induced vibration of tall buildings was  
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evaluated. Figure 5.4 shows the wind tunnel test of the aeroelastic model equipped with SMF 
panels and dummy panels. 
    
Figure 5.4 The aeroelastic model with SMF panels (left) and dummy panels (right) tested in AABL wind 
and gust tunnel 
A total of ten cases, configured by different fin angles of the SMF system and their 
distribution on the four walls of the building model, were tested. The fin angles can be positioned 
at 0, 45, 70 and 90 degrees, where 0° is horizontal and 90° is vertical position. The porosity of 
the SMF system that is dependent on the fin positions was determined for each configuration. 
The porosity is defined as the ratio of the porous or open area to the total area of the individual 
fan-system. The porosities varied between 54.7%, 64% and 76.4%. The test cases and their 
corresponding fin angles and porosities are summarized in Table 5.1. The porosity with respect 
to the areas of individual SMF Panels can be calculated my multiplying the porosities of the fan 




Table 5.1 The configuration of SMF panels 
Conf. 
No. 
AOA=0°, 34°, 90° Face #1 Face #2 Face #3 Face #4 
1 
Fins 
    
Inclination angle 45° 45° 45° 45° 
Porosity 54.7% 54.7% 54.7% 54.7% 
2 
Fins 
    
Inclination angle 90° 90° 90° 90° 
Porosity 76.4% 76.4% 76.4% 76.4% 
3 
Fins     
Inclination angle 0° 0° 0° 0° 
Porosity 54.7% 54.7% 54.7% 54.7% 
4 
Fins 
    
Inclination angle 90° 45° 90° 45° 
Porosity 76.4% 54.7% 76.4% 54.7% 
5 
Fins 
    
Inclination angle 45° 90° 45° 90° 






Inclination angle 0° 45° 0° 45° 







Inclination angle 45° 0° 45° 0° 






Inclination angle 0° 90° 0° 90° 







Inclination angle 0° 0° 90° 0° 
Porosity 76.4% 54.7% 76.4% 54.7% 
10 
Fins 
(Inclination = 70°) 
    
Inclination angle 70° 70° 70° 70° 




The wall face number is defined in Figure 5.5. 
 
Figure 5.5  The definition of face numbers 
5.4. Results 
5.4.1. Wind Profile 
The wind tunnel model was tested in an atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow 
corresponding to a dense suburban/urban terrain where most tall buildings are located. The 
aeroelastic model was fixed to a turntable in the ABL test section of the AABL Wind and Gust 
Tunnel at ISU. The ABL flow corresponding to a dense suburban/urban terrain was generated by 
using a combination of spires and wooden blocks placed on the wind tunnel floor in front of the 
aeroelastic model. While the spires were fixed at the exit of the contraction section or at the 
entrance of the test section of the wind tunnel, wooden blocks of different sizes and spacing were 
carefully arranged in a certain sequence and laid on the wind tunnel floor over a 50-meter long 
fetch to generate the desired ABL flow in front of the model. Cobra Probe (TFI® or Turbulent 
Flow Instrumentation) was used to obtain the characteristics of the incoming wind flow. Wind 
speed was measured along the centerline of the wind tunnel at different heights ranging from 
88.9 mm (3.5 in.) to 1143 mm (45 in.). For each measurement, the time histories of the wind 
were recorded for a duration of 60s with a sampling frequency of 1250Hz. The distribution of 
mean wind speed along the height is plotted in Figure 5.6, where U is the measured mean wind 
speed, UH is the mean wind speed at building height (zH), z is the elevation above the wind tunnel 
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floor. A power-law curve was employed to fit the measured mean wind speed along the height. 
The exponent of the fitted power-law function (α) is found to be 0.37, which is very close to the 
value (0.35) suggested by Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) [22] to represent dense 
suburban/urban terrain, where most tall buildings are normally located. In addition to the mean 
wind speed, the turbulence intensities of the wind were also obtained from the measurement. The 
turbulence intensity from wind tunnel measurements were compared with those recommended 
by AIJ, as is shown in Figure 5.6.  
  
Figure 5.6 Measured mean wind speed and longitudinal turbulence intensity profiles of the ABL wind 
In addition to mean wind speed and turbulence intensity, power spectral density (PSD) is 
another important feature of the boundary layer wind. Tieleman Spectra [23] is an empirical 







































where 𝑆𝑢𝑢, 𝑆𝑣𝑣, 𝑆𝑤𝑤 are power spectrum of u, v and w, respectively; 𝑓𝑧 =
𝑛𝑧
𝑈
 is a non-
dimensional variable; n is the frequency in Hertz. 
The PSD of wind fluctuation components u, v and w measured at the roof height (H) of 




Figure 5.7 PSD of wind fluctuation components u, v, w and their comparison with Tieleman Spectra 
5.4.2. Wind-induced response 
Free vibration tests were firstly carried out on the aeroelastic model to identify its 
mechanical damping and natural frequency along each of the three DOFs at zero wind speed. An 
initial displacement was imposed at the top of the aeroelastic model in xb-, yb- and α-direction, 
one at a time, and then released. The time histories of decaying response in these three directions 
were recorded with the accelerometers. A Butterworth low-pass filter was designed to remove 
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the noise as well as the contribution from higher mode shapes to make sure that the filtered 
signal is purely from first mode of vibration along a given direction. The log-decrement method 
was used to extract the mechanical damping ratio of the aeroelastic model in xb-, yb- and α-
direction from the filtered signals. Moreover, the filtered signal was transformed into frequency 
domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) function and the natural frequencies of the model 
can be obtained by locating the peak value in frequency domain. Different initial displacements 
were applied on the aeroelastic model and a consistency was observed from the identified modal 
parameters regardless of the initial displacement, which shows the linearity of the aeroelastic 
model properties. 
The modal parameters identified from the aeroelastic model equipped with SMF panels 
and dummy panels are compared in Table 5.2. The similarity of those values will ensure that any 
difference observed from the wind-induced response is resulted from the introduction of SMF 
panels, instead of the modal parameters. 
Table 5.2 The comparison of  identified modal parameters 
 Damping Ratios (%) Natural Frequency (Hz) 
Direction xb yb α xb yb α 
SMF Panels 1.031 1.349 1.276 1.733 1.633 1.933 
Dummy Panels 0.861 1.259 1.254 1.733 1.667 1.967 
 
The aeroelastic model was later tested under different wind speeds, UH, ranging from 
1.43 m/s to 5.4 m/s. Those wind speeds are equivalent to 30.7 m/s and 115.7 m/s mean hourly 
wind speed in full scale, respectively. At each wind speed, time histories of the acceleration 
response at the roof height of the building model (H) were measured at a sampling frequency of 
100 Hz for a duration  of 60 s. Accelerations in xb-, yb- and α-direction were calculated using 
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Eqns. (5.1) to (5.2). Three critical angles of attack for the aeroelastic model, namely, AOA=0°, 
34°, and 90°, were studied.  
The standard deviation or RMS (root mean square) of measured accelerations, with zero 
mean, at roof-height of the building model in xb-, yb- and α-direction were normalized with 
𝑛𝑥𝑏
2 𝐷𝑐, 𝑛𝑦𝑏
2 𝐷𝑐 and 𝑛𝛼
2 𝐷𝑐, respectively, where 𝑛𝑥𝑏, 𝑛𝑦𝑏 and 𝑛𝛼are the natural frequencies of the 





, where 𝑛1 = 1.63 Hz is the first natural frequency of the model) and angles 
of attack are given in Figures 5.8-10. 
  
(a) Acceleration in xb-direction (b) Acceleration in yb-direction 
 
(c) Acceleration in α-direction 




(a) Acceleration in xb-direction (b) Acceleration in yb-direction 
 
(c) Acceleration in α-direction 
Figure 5.9 Normalized acceleration at AOA=34° 
  
(a) Acceleration in xb-direction (b) Acceleration in yb-direction 




(c) Acceleration in α-direction 
Figure 5.10 (Continued) 
It can be seen from Figure 5.8 to Figure 5.10 that the proposed smart morphing façade 
system can reduce the wind-induced vibration for most cases. The most significant reduction in 
vibration is observed in α-direction when the angle of attack is 0°, while the least significant 
reduction in vibration is observed in α-direction when the angle of attack is 90°. In addition, it 
can be concluded from the measurements that in some cases, for instance, in xb and α direction of 
AOA=0°, the SMF system reduces the wind-induced vibration over the entire range of the wind 
speed regardless of the SMF system configuration. In most cases, the effectiveness of SMF 
system is dependent on the SMF system configuration as well as the wind speed. 

















where N (=14) is the total number of wind speeds at which the acceleration was measured, 
𝑎𝑖,𝑆𝑀𝐹 is the normalized RMS acceleration of the building model with a specific SMF 
configuration under ith wind speed and 𝑎𝑖,𝑆𝑀𝐹 is the normalized RMS acceleration of the building 
model with the dummy panels or base model. The percentage reduction in RMS acceleration can 
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be found by multiplying the absolute values of “e” by 100. The effectiveness “e” for each SMF 
configuration in the three vibration directions corresponding to each of the three AOAs is 
summarized in Table 5.3, where a larger value indicates a larger reduction.  Discussions of the 
results and conclusions are made in the following Section. 






xb yb α 
0° 
1 13.4 14.7 45.8 24.6 
2 13.1 21.5 44.1 26.2 
3 14.0 8.9 36.5 19.8 
4 22.0 10.6 39.1 23.9 
5 10.7 16.0 43.2 23.3 
6 20.4 12.3 39.5 24.1 
7 11.5 -2.0 32.7 14.1 
8 22.6 15.7 44.3 27.5 
9 13.2 4.5 34.3 17.3 
10 24.4 12.2 41.1 25.9 
34° 
1 9.1 14.2 15.9 13.1 
2 7.9 10.0 9.7 9.2 
3 6.9 8.9 18.3 11.4 
4 9.6 7.6 15.3 10.8 
5 3.9 5.5 7.0 5.5 
6 10.6 9.1 18.2 12.6 
7 7.6 1.4 14.0 7.7 
8 13.2 12.4 15.3 13.6 
9 8.3 4.9 11.9 8.4 
10 11.0 3.7 10.2 8.3 
90° 
1 6.6 15.2 32.1 18.0 
2 15.7 19.8 14.0 16.5 
3 17.9 21.0 14.5 17.8 
4 13.5 18.3 13.9 15.2 
5 6.4 19.0 22.4 15.9 
6 8.5 17.7 14.8 13.7 
7 7.1 11.2 15.6 11.3 
8 8.2 10.7 8.2 9.0 
9 12.4 11.6 20.4 14.8 
10 -7.5 6.0 -6.6 2.7 




The averaged effectiveness of different configurations in xb-, yb- and α-direction is given 
in Table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 The averaged effectiveness of SMF system 
SMF Configuration 
No. 
Average of all AOA in 
Average of all AOAs 
xb yb α 
1 9.7 14.7 31.3 18.6 
2 12.2 17.1 22.6 17.3 
3 12.9 12.9 23.1 16.3 
4 15.0 12.2 22.8 16.7 
5 7.0 13.5 24.2 14.9 
6 13.2 13.0 24.2 16.8 
7 8.7 3.5 20.8 11.0 
8 14.7 12.9 22.6 16.7 
9 11.3 7.0 22.2 13.5 
10 9.3 7.3 14.9 12.3 
 
5.5. Discussions and Conclusions 
In this paper, a smart morphing façade system was proposed and its effectiveness in the 
mitigation of wind-induced vibration of tall buildings were investigated through an aeroelastic 
model test. The response  of the model at three critical angles of attack (0°, 34°and 90°) was 
obtained in three directions (xb-, yb- and α-direction) of the building. A comparison between the 
model equipped with SMF system with that of the one with dummy panels showed that the 
proposed SMF system is able to reduce the wind-induced vibration of tall buildings, while its 
efficiency is dependent on many factors such as wind speed, angle of attack, vibration direction, 
etc. 
Following is a summary of the findings on the performance of SMF system on the 
mitigation of tall building response: 
• AOA = 0° 
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− Configuration #10, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 70°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (24.4%) in xb-direction. 
− Configuration #2, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 90°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (21.5%) in yb-direction. 
− Configuration #1, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 45°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (45.8%) in α-direction. 
− Configuration #8, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0° and 90° on front/rear faces 
and side faces, respectively, was found to be the most effective in reducing the average 
vibration (27.5%) in all three directions. 
− Configuration #8, 2 and 10 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in 
all three directions in that order. 
• AOA = 34° 
− Configuration #8, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0° and 90° on front/rear faces 
and side faces, respectively, was found to be the most effective in reducing the vibration 
(13.2%) in xb-direction. A notable difference between SMF and dummy panels was 
observed ay higher reduced velocities (RV>10). 
− Configuration #1, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 45°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (14.2%) in yb-direction. A notable difference between 
SMF and dummy panels was observed ay higher reduced velocities (RV>10). 
− Configuration #3, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 0°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (18.3%) in α-direction. In contrast to xb- and yb-




− Configuration #8, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0° and 90° on front/rear faces 
and side faces, respectively, was found to be the most effective in reducing the average 
vibration (13.6%) in all three directions. 
− Configuration #8, 1 and 6 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in all 
three directions in that order. 
• AOA = 90° 
− Configuration #3, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (17.9%) in xb-direction. 
− Configuration #3 was found to be the most effective in reducing the vibration (21%) in 
yb-direction. 
− Configuration #1, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 45°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (32.1%) in α-direction. 
− Configuration #1 was found to be the most effective in reducing the average vibration 
(18%) in all three directions. 
− Configuration #1, 3 and 2 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in all 
three directions in that order. 
Configuration #8, 2, and 1 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in 
xb-direction, yb-direction and α-direction, respectively, irrespective of the AOA over the entire 
range of wind speeds. 
Configuration #1, 2, 6, 8 and 4 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration 
in all three directions combined in that order, 18.6%, 17.3%, 16.8%, 16.7%, 16.7%, respectively, 
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CHAPTER 6.    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1. General Summary 
In this section, major conclusions of this research are compiled and mentioned separately 
corresponding to each chapter of this dissertation. In this research, a novel time-domain method 
that uses the cross-sectional-aerodynamic properties and structural dynamic properties of a tall 
structure to predict its dynamic response in straight-line boundary-layer wind along all three 
degrees of freedom or 3DOD (along-wind, across-wind and torsional) was developed. The 
method was validated by comparing the predicted response with those of a benchmark study in 
wind tunnels and an aeroelastic model of the building. A 3DOF aeroelastic model of the CAARC 
standard tall building was built and tested in both boundary-layer wind tunnel and a tornado 
simulator in the Wind Simulation and Testing Laboratory at Iowa State University to study the 
characteristics of vibration of tall buildings in straight-line wind and tornado wind and to 
investigate the ability of the proposed method to simultaneously predict the building response 
along all 3DOF  (along-wind, across-wind and torsional). Time histories of acceleration at roof-
height and mid-height of the building model were measured at different wind speeds. The 
normalized acceleration response of the building model was obtained with respect to reduced 
velocities at critical angles of attack for the boundary-layer wind and at critical locations and 
orientations with respect to the tornado’s path. The aerodynamic damping of the tall building 
was identified and validated with other standardized tests and found to compare well. The 
numerically simulated 3DOF responses of the tall building were found to be in good agreement 
with those of the aeroelastic model test results and those from the CAARC building benchmark 
model study in wind tunnels, which indicates the potential of the proposed method to predict 
buffeting response of a tall structure in real time. The effect of several parameters on the 
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building’s buffeting response, such as building’s height and mode of vibration, wind load 
correlation along its height, cross-sectional shape, and taper ratio were studied.   
In the second part of this study, a mechanism to control the tall-building vibration, a novel 
smart morphing façade (SMF) system that uses the concept of an aerodynamically modified 
building façade, was proposed and tested using the CAARC building model and its effectiveness 
in reducing the building response was examined by comparing the results from the building with 
a SMF system and the one without it. It was found that the SMF system is effective in reducing 
the vibration that is dependent on many factors, such as configuration, wind speed, wind angle of 
attack and direction of vibration.  
The example tall building (CAARC standard tall building) that was used in this study has 
a rectangular cross-section of aspect ratios (ARs) of B/D=1.5 and H/D=6, where B is the larger 
dimension and D is the smaller dimension of the cross section and H is the height of the building. 
The response of the model at three critical angles of attack (AOA=0°, 34°and 90°) was studied, 
where AOA =  0° is defined as wind direction along the larger dimension, B, AOA =  34° is 
defined as wind direction along the diagonal of the rectangular cross section, AOA = 90° is 
defined as wind direction along the smaller dimension, D. For the study of building response in a 
tornado, the building was oriented at three Building Orientation Angles (BOA= 0°, 34°and 90°), 
where BOA) = 0° corresponds to tornado’s path aligned with the smaller dimension (D) of the 
building, BOA=90° corresponds to tornado’s path along the larger dimension (B) of the building, 
and BOA=34° corresponds to tornado’s path along the diagonal of the building. The building 
response was obtained in three directions (xb-, yb- and α-direction), where xb-direction is parallel 




Specific conclusions corresponding to the four parts of this study that are described in 
detail in Chapters 2 to 5 follow. 
6.2. Specific Conclusions 
6.2.1. A time-domain method for predicting wind-induced buffeting response of tall 
buildings 
A time-domain method was introduced to predict the load and response of tall buildings 
using aerodynamic properties obtained from section model tests. The procedure of the method is 
discussed and a section model with a cross section of B/D=1.5 (B is the larger dimension 
whereas D is the smaller dimension of the rectangular cross section) was built and tested in a 
wind tunnel to identify the parameters - aerodynamic static mean load coefficients, buffeting 
indicial derivative functions, and flutter derivatives. The parameters provided in this paper have 
subsequently been used to simulate the across-wind response of the CAARC (Commonwealth 
Advisory Aeronautical Research Council) Standard Tall Building in a straight-line wind. The 
results compare well with those of a benchmark study based on aeroelastic model tests, which 
shows the effectiveness of the proposed method in the simulation of wind-induced response of 
tall buildings subject to buffeting loads. However, limitation of this method to linear 
aerodynamic load-response regime only precludes it from predicting response in wind flow 
regimes attributed to divergent response when the damping of the tall building becomes negative 
because of aeroelastic effect or limit-cycle response like those in vortex-induced vibration when 
the aerodynamic damping becomes non-linear. A parametric study also provides some insights 
regarding parameters that can affect the response of tall buildings. It can be concluded that 
building height (or natural frequency), buffeting load correlation, and the mode shape would 
impact the wind-induced response. This method can be extended to include contributions from 
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the higher dynamic modes of a tall building and to predict its response in non-stationary or 
transient wind. 
6.2.2. Aeroelastic model tests to study tall building vibration in boundary-layer and 
tornado winds 
 The characteristics of vibration of an aeroelastic tall building model subject to both 
atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) and tornado winds were investigated. The response of the 
model at three critical angles of attack (AOA=0°, 34°and 90° was studied along the three degrees 
of freedom (xb-, yb- and α-direction) of the building. The results showed that the aeroelastic tall 
building model exhibited different characteristics of wind-induced vibration, depending on the 
factors such as wind speed, angle of attack, vibration direction, building location and orientation 
with respect to the tornado path, etc. Here is a summary of the findings on the influence of 
different parameters on the tall building response as reported in this paper: 
(a) Atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) wind  
• Wind speed 
− The normalized standard deviation of the acceleration response along each of the 
three directions or degree-of-freedom increases proportionally to the cubic power of 
the normalized wind speed regardless of angle of attack; 
− The magnitude and rate of increase of acceleration response with wind speed in 
torsional direction at AOA = 0° is larger than those at the other two AOAs;  
• Vibration direction 
− The acceleration response in yb-direction (parallel to the shorter dimension, D) is 
generally larger than that in xb-direction at all three angles of attack; 
− The acceleration response in yb-direction is much more significant than that in xb-
direction at AOA = 34°;  
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• Angle of attack 
− The acceleration response in xb-direction is the largest at AOA = 90° amongst all 
three AOAs, up to RV ~8 to 9, whereas acceleration responses in the yb-direction at 
AOA = 0° and AOA = 90° are almost the same and larger than that at AOA = 34°; 
− The acceleration response in all three directions is the least at AOA = 34° amongst all 
three AOAs;  
• Vibration mode 
− It was observed that irrespective of AOA the first three vibration modes (pure modes) 
contributed to and dominated the coupled acceleration response; 
− An increase in wind speed tends to excite the higher vibration modes that might be 
coupled;  
• Aerodynamic damping 
− Overall, the wind generates higher aerodynamic damping in across-wind direction 
(~0.5–1%) than along-wind direction for both AOAs = 0°and 90° with the difference 
more significant at AOA = 0°; 
− Aerodynamic damping in across-wind direction increases with wind speed at AOA = 
0° but remains almost constant with increasing wind speed at AOA = 90° while 
aerodynamic damping in along-wind direction remains almost constant with 
increasing wind speed at AOA = 0° and increases with wind speed at AOA = 90°; 
(b) Tornado  
• Distance of tall building to the tornado (stationary) center along its mean path 
− The maximum normalized standard deviation of acceleration response can be 
observed to occur at around 1 to 1.5rc, where rc is the tornado core radius, a location 
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where the maximum tangential velocity occurs, regardless of building orientation and 
vibration direction;  
• Vibration direction 
− At BOA = 0°, the acceleration response in yb-direction is larger than that in xb-
direction except at ± 1.5rc, BOA=0° corresponds to tornado’s path along the smaller 
dimension (D) of the building; 
− At BOA = 34°, the xb-direction acceleration response is greater than that in yb-
direction except at the tornado center, while at BOA = 90°, the acceleration response 
in two directions are almost the same, where BOA=90° corresponds to tornado’s path 
along the larger dimension (B) of the building and BOA=34° corresponds to 
tornado’s path along the diagonal of the building; 
• Building Orientation Angle (BOA) 
− For all three BOAs, the acceleration responses in xb-direction are nearly identical to 
each other; 
− BOA of 0° and 90° produce larger acceleration response in yb-direction than at 34°. In 
addition, BOA = 0° yields larger torsional acceleration response than the other two 
BOAs; 
• Vibration mode 
− It was observed that irrespective of AOA the first three vibration modes (pure modes) 
contributed to and dominated the coupled acceleration response; similar to that 
observed in boundary-layer wind;  
• Translational speed  
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− An increase of translational speed decreases the time for the model to damp out the 
vibration and hereby produces larger peak amplitudes of acceleration response at 
locations where those induced by stationary tornado are normally small; 
− Larger peak amplitudes of acceleration response occurred in slower moving tornado. 
− Increasing of damping in tall buildings would prevent the transient response to build 
up to larger magnitudes in a translating tornado and dampen the response faster. 
(c) Comparison of Response between ABL Wind and Tornado Wind 
− Comparison of the largest normalized acceleration responses (standard deviation) of 
the tall building in a stationary tornado at the radial location of one tornado core 
radius (r = rc) irrespective of BOA with those in ABL wind irrespective of AOA give 
the ratios as 1.72, 1.58 and 1.61 for the three directions xb-, yb- and α-direction, 
respectively. 
− Tornado induced acceleration response along all three DOFs is larger than that of 
boundary-layer wind when compared at the same reduced wind speed with respect to 
the building roof height. 
6.2.3. Time-domain model for prediction of generalized 3DOF buffeting response of 
tall buildings using 2D aerodynamic sectional properties 
A series of section model tests were performed in the wind tunnel to extract the 
aerodynamic properties, e.g., load coefficients, buffeting indicial derivative functions, and 
aeroelastic derivatives of a rectangular model with aspect ratio B/D=1.5. The identified 
aeroelastic derivatives were used to calculate the aerodynamic damping of an aeroelastic tall 
building model, which is very important in the tall building’s wind response analysis. A good 
agreement was observed in the comparison between the calculated aerodynamic damping and 
those identified from aeroelastic model tests conducted at ISU and elsewhere. A time-domain 
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method was adopted to predict the wind-induced response in all three DOFs (along-wind, across-
wind and torsional) of an aeroelastic CAARC tall building model tested at ISU using the 2D 
aerodynamic sectional properties that were obtained from the section mode tests. The dynamic 
responses of the aeroelastic tall building model were calculated in across-, along-wind and 
torsional degree of freedom at three critical AOAs (0°, 34°, and 90°) corresponding to 
numerically simulated boundary-layer wind over a dense suburban terrain that was used in the 
aeroelastic model test. The calculated results matched well with those from the aeroelastic model 
test, which validates the effectiveness of the time-domain method. In addition, the time-domain 
method was also employed to calculate the dynamic response of tall buildings with two other 
cross sections (circular and elliptical) that are relatively streamlined. The results show that 
buildings with different cross-sections experience different vibration amplitudes due to buffeting 
at a given reduced velocity. Finally, the across-wind response of tall buildings with different 
taper ratios were calculated and compared, it was found that the taper in  tall buildings along its 
height can reduce its  wind-induced buffeting response in across-wind direction. A scaling law 
for normalized buffeting response (acceleration or displacement) of a tall slender structure is 
presented to help in extrapolating response from the model-scale tests to full scale and found to 
be dependent on Scruton number scale and damping ratio scale given that all other similarities 
between model and full scale are met. 
6.2.4. A novel control mechanism - smart morphing façade system - to mitigate wind-
induced vibration of tall buildings 
In this paper, a smart morphing façade system was proposed and its effectiveness in the 
mitigation of wind-induced vibration of tall buildings were investigated through an aeroelastic 
model test. The response  of the model at three critical angles of attack (AOA=0°, 34°and 90°, 
where AOA =  0° is defined as wind direction along the larger dimension, B, AOA =  34° is 
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defined as wind direction along the diagonal of the rectangular cross section, AOA = 90° is 
defined as wind direction along the smaller dimension, D) was obtained in three directions (xb-, 
yb- and α-direction, where xb-direction is parallel to the larger dimension, B, yb-direction is 
parallel to the shorter dimension, D, α is the torsional direction) of the building. A comparison 
between the model equipped with SMF system with that of the one with dummy panels showed 
that the proposed SMF system is able to reduce the wind-induced vibration of tall buildings, 
while its efficiency is dependent on many factors such as wind speed, angle of attack, vibration 
direction, etc. Following is a summary of the findings on the performance of SMF system on the 
mitigation of tall building response: 
• AOA = 0° 
− Configuration #10, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 70°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (24.4%) in xb-direction. 
− Configuration #2, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 90°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (21.5%) in yb-direction. 
− Configuration #1, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 45°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (45.8%) in α-direction. 
− Configuration #8, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0° and 90° on front/rear faces 
and side faces, respectively, was found to be the most effective in reducing the average 
vibration (27.5%) in all three directions. 
− Configuration #8, 2 and 10 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in 
all three directions in that order. 
• AOA = 34° 
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− Configuration #8, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0° and 90° on front/rear faces 
and side faces, respectively, was found to be the most effective in reducing the vibration 
(13.2%) in xb-direction. A notable difference between SMF and dummy panels was 
observed ay higher reduced velocities (RV>10). 
− Configuration #1, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 45°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (14.2%) in yb-direction. A notable difference between 
SMF and dummy panels was observed ay higher reduced velocities (RV>10). 
− Configuration #3, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 0°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (18.3%) in α-direction. In contrast to xb- and yb-
direction, the performance of SMF in α-direction was found to be better at lower reduced 
velocities (RV<10). 
− Configuration #8, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0° and 90° on front/rear faces 
and side faces, respectively, was found to be the most effective in reducing the average 
vibration (13.6%) in all three directions. 
− Configuration #8, 1 and 6 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in all 
three directions in that order. 
• AOA = 90° 
− Configuration #3, in which fins are inclined at angles of 0°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (17.9%) in xb-direction. 
− Configuration #3 was found to be the most effective in reducing the vibration (21%) in 
yb-direction. 
− Configuration #1, in which fins are inclined at an angle of 45°, was found to be the most 
effective in reducing the vibration (32.1%) in α-direction. 
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− Configuration #1 was found to be the most effective in reducing the average vibration 
(18%) in all three directions. 
− Configuration #1, 3 and 2 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in all 
three directions in that order. 
Configuration #8, 2, and 1 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration in 
xb-direction, yb-direction and α-direction, respectively, irrespective of the AOA over the entire 
range of wind speeds. 
Configuration #1, 2, 6, 8 and 4 were the most effective in reducing the average vibration 
in all three directions combined in that order, 18.6%, 17.3%, 16.8%, 16.7%, 16.7%, respectively, 
irrespective of the AOA over the entire range of wind speeds. 
6.3. Future work 
A time-domain method was introduced to predict the buffeting response of tall buildings. 
It was first used to calculate the response in across-wind direction and was later extended in 
across-, along-wind and torsional directions. The method was validated by comparing the 
simulated results with those from benchmark study and aeroelastic model tests. In spite of the 
extensive investigations that have already been conducted, the following suggestions are 
recommended for future work on the prediction of buffeting response for tall buildings: 
• Study tall buildings that have coupled mode shapes. The proposed method was 
applied on rectangular tall buildings whose mode shapes are uncoupled and independent 
of each other. Therefore, only direct flutter derivatives were used to calculate the 
aerodynamic damping and buffeting response. However, tall buildings, particularly those 
with complex exterior shapes, normally have coupled mode shapes. Therefore, it is 
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highly expected to extend the current time-domain method to take the coupled mode 
shapes into account. 
• Predict the wind-induced response of tall buildings under non-synoptic wind. The 
method has been used to predict the response of tall buildings under traditional boundary-
layer wind. Given that there are different types of wind in the nature, it is expected to use 
or improve the current method to predict the tall building response under non-synoptic 
wind, such as downburst, and tornado. 
• Develop a control algorithm to mitigate the wind-induced vibration of tall 
buildings. A smart morphing façade system has been developed and tested in the wind 
tunnel. The results have proved its effectiveness to reduce the wind-induced vibration of 
tall buildings. An algorithm for the façade system is needed to actively control the tall 
building vibration based on wind speed as well as the wind direction. 
